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Introductica

Since the passage of ie Manpower Development and Training Act of 1362,

the Department of Labor has funded over $30 million worth of experimental and

demonstration (E and D) projects in an effort to discover some new directions

for dealing with the unemployment problems of disadvantaged youth. Additional

monies from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; from the Presi-

dent's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency; and from other public and private

sources have increased the total investment, reflecting the Intense national it.-

terest in this area, while the passage of the Economic Opportunity Act in 1964

added a further note of urgency to the search. Added to the understandable in-

terest in the outcome-effectiveness which such expenditures justify, and to the

Interest in the future of the youths themselves, Is the expanding role of the

Department of Labor in taking effective action on a national scale, as inutitutional-

ized in the Youth Opportunity Centers. It Is no more than reasonable that the

operations of such Centers should be guided by the knowledge and experience of

the experimental and demonstration projects whIcii the Department has sponsored.

This report will review the nature of some of this knowledge and experience as

it relates to assessment, counselinz, and supportive services to disadvantaged

youths.

This report concerns itself uith three levels of int, rpretation. At the

lowest level, it seeks to describe the major features of ,,ssessment, counseling,

and supportive services as reported in the documents produced during the eriod
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19C2-G5 by the IVIDTA experimental and demonstration projects for disadvantaged

youth. Beyond this descriptive level, and with a considerable amount of infer-

ence and guesswork tempered with professional judgment, the report will at-

tempt to identify the new knowledge and techniques which are innovations in

working with disadvantaged youth that have grown out of the experience of the

experimental and demonstration projects.

Ultimately, these two levels lead to a consideration of the characteristics

and productivity of the E and D contract program as it has been operating since

its authorization by Congress in 1962. One looks backward in preparing such a

report, but failure to look both ways can be as debilitating to the historian as to

the pedestrian. Thus the focus of evaluation will be on the implications for fu-

ture policies, programs, and strategics.

Before entering into the substance of this report, it is necessary to note

some general fea:.ores of the E and D program NS bleb define some of the limits

within which this report must operate. These fc.atures will be briefly noted here

and returned to often in connection with substantive issues in the body of the re-

port.

Psvchological Frame of Reference

The most important general feature of the program is that it locates the

problem of youth unemployment within the unemployed youths themselves, and

it tries to produce change la the youths by direci intervention in their behavior

and experience. None of the projects has been primarily social or structural,

In the sense of attempting to define, manipulate, or change economic or social

variables, such as: the structure of job opportunities; hiring and promotion pat-

terns; employer judgments and attitudes; or housing, geography, and localiza-

tion of unemployed populations; or the health, income, and economic character

of disadvantagemert. %%lite there is general agreement that such factors re-

present the conditions to which youths have responded in ways which include un-

employment, the approach of the E and D program has been to assume that these

are conditions which can be changed through changing the youths (or alternative-

ly, that individuals are more readily changeable than such collective variables)

as the object of intervention, rather than through direct structural or social
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action. Thus there were no projects which experimented with providing employers

with monetary incentives for hiring disadvantaged youths, nor did any of the pro-

jects experiment with breaking up ghettos and ghetto education. It must be clearly

stated, then, tha, the orientation of the E and D program has rested on an assump-

tion which is of questionable validity. It can be argued, and has been, that the

unemployed youth is not a psyemlogical cripple so tar as work is concerned,

that he is not the cause of his unemployment. it has been argued that unemploy-

ment and related traits of youth can most easily be changed by changing the

stimulus conditions to which they ate reacting; that the United States has always

had poor, uneducated, minority youth.;; and that in the past they have been able

to ''nal:e it'' because the American society of the past was more open socially,

economically, and politically. Further, one could argue that an economic policy

which requires an unemployment rate of 5percent provides almost all the ex-

planation of youth unemployment needed for a directive for treatment, and that,

in the light of such a policy, an experimental and demonstration program which

seeks to discover ways of correAing a presumed disability for week within the

youth is either beside the point or a red herring.

One need not take sides in this argument for the purpose of this report. It

is sufficient to note that the authorizing legislation and the policies governing the

administration and implementation of the E and D program are clearly aligned

with the psychological rather than the systemic approach. Whether such an ap-

proach is viable, in the absence of any controlled manipulation at the system

level, is an empirical question winch all of the Operation Retrieval reports will

seek to answer.

However, the conflict between these two positions has not been escaped by

the E and ID projects themselves. All are basically aligned with the psychological

approach, in the sense that all have obtained their funds by proposing to work

directly with disadvantaged youth in a variety of modes designed to produce changes

in the behavior of youth as the vehicle for changing their employability. However,

implicit agreement with this approach breaks down in the face of what may be at

best only modest success in actually changing th, level of employment of the

youths with whom they have worked. Faced with such outcomes, despite the
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feelings of projec, personnel that ;heir progrenis were good and effic:,vioas. ihe

authors of project reports are constrained either to admit failure in do.n,; chit

they were trying to do or to come to one of the following conclusions: 14 lhe pro-

ject upgraded the youths served, but such upgrading does not become inaMfest in

a local economy in which there are not enough job openings; (2) disadsantaged

youths are harder to change than anybody had thought; or (3) the project changed

the psychology of the youths, increasing self-confidence, socialization, motiva-

tion, etc. but employment is ar,:ther matter, out of their hands. and in any case

of minor importance compared to the magnitude and endurance of the psychologi-

cal changes produced, It must be noted 'Mat the first and third reactions are

implicit repudiations of the premises on which the project received their contracts

from the Department of Labor; both assume that employability is a function of con-

ditions external to the youth, despite the initial premises on which the projects

were based. The second response is, of course, little more than an admission

of failure but without a change in premises.

In brief, all projects subscribe initially to the psychological viewpoint and

operate on that premise, but many change the premise implicitly when it comes

to evaluations of the effectiveness of their psychological operations and program-

ming. Such tactical shifts make evaluation of their strategies extremely difficult.

local Initiative and Autonomy

A second general feature describes the alternatives within which E and D

projects necessarily operated. It could have been possible to construct a grand

experiment in which various kinds of employability development programs were

instituted in areas of known variation to the code- economic system conditions dis-

cussed above. That is, a centralized experiment program could hare set out sys-

tematically to measure relevant system or "field" variables in different parts of

the nation, then to establish E and D programs of different types in each set of

conditions, and thus to relate the outcomes of both field and project conditions,

through elaborate but feasible multi-variate analyses. in the field of education,

such a program of research hat, been going on for several years, under UNESCO
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sponsorship, in which outcomes of secondary ducation in mathemeics are being

studied in twelve different countries of known variation in school populations,

school structure, etc. That such large scale comparative re-search is possible is

demonstrated by the UNESCO project, and indeed, a similar but smaller project

dealing with youth employment services is now in progress under the sponsorship

of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

However, such a. program would require complete centralization of program

design, recording requirements, and adoption of identical criteria in each experi-

mental unit. In opting for local initiative and project design in implementing the

research mandate provided by Congress in the :VIDTA of 1962, a comprehensive

evaluation of programs within systems is precluded. Further, under local initia-

tive, the possibility of oWective evaliiation across projects containing different

features is reduced to zero.

In the absence of .ariatioris incasured systematically across ail projects,

each program must be evaluated on Its own terms. The terms of such evaluation

must neci_ssarily be ad hoc and loose, as each project modified its goals and pre

codures s it went alcng. Thus, %chile seeking to identify techniques and knowledge

mdependr,nt of particular project sponsorship or setting, one is led to particularize

and to cress too easily the line between discernment of %%hat has been learned and

evaluation of specific projects, programs, and agents. For example, counseling

was included in all programs, and almost all used group methods. Yet it is rot

possible b evaluate such use because of differences among projects, not only in

how group methods were used, but also in such related areas as whether the group

methods included basic education. Theoretically, it vvould be possible to compare

group methods used in conjunction with basic education with group methods without

basic education; however, there are still other variables to be considered, such as

the extent to which placement rmphasiied well-paying career jobs compared to

short-term placements in deadend jobs. Certainly the efficacy of group counseling

may be related to such placement aims, as '0,11 as to the integration of the coun-

seling with the project's educational efforts. Adding such factors to the evaLiatIon

results in reducing the number of projects Involved in the comparisons to corn-

paring each unique project Aith each of the other unique projects. And at that
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point, it is hard to know if the particular successes or failures of individual pro-

jects are a fault of the techniques used, the kinds .3f people using them, the program

structure, or local economic conditions.

A further consequence of the decision to localize project control and mana-

gement is the absence of common record-keeping systems. In their absence, the

reviewer is faced with a dilemma in his effort to identify new knowledge. Without

an evidential base, it is Impossible to distinguish knowledge from error. Project

reports that such-and-such techniques worked well are extremely unreliable.

For example, one project reports its impression that its s-roupwork program Las

been markedly successfal in changing attitudes; yet the evidence provided by the

follow-up research program finds no change in attitudes in the youths served.

Where there is such evidence, the reviewer is on a firm footing. Unfortunately,

no independent evidence has been collected relative to most assertions m...de 13,

most project reports regarding the success of their techniques 'I v. report

is limited, at the outset, in its ability to identify "new knowledgi." The best it

can hope to do is identify some techniques which sound as if they might be effica-

cious, thus resting the judgment squarely on the point of view and professional

background of the reviewer.

In dealing with this problem, the reviewer has been guided by the following:

(1) a critical acceptance of the impressions recorded by project personnel, on the

assumption that the report writers' experiences as they perceived them have

some validity a.,c1 basis in factthat the writers were neither fools nor knaves;

(2) whatever empirical evidence is available in the reports; and (3) the reviewer's

own estimate of what Is likely or unlikely to be efficacious. The decision to local-

ize project operations has been an ambiguous one, and many projects report efforts

by (NAT to influence the nature of thou' programs, some through persuasion, at

other times by making renewal grants contingent upon conformity to OMAT (now

0/OPER) wishes. In cases of differences of opinion between OMAT and the project

leadership, it is likely that there a-as some distortion or biasing of reports made

to ()MAT by the projects, further reducing the possibility of o')jective evaluation

of "new knowledge.' On the other hand, some project officers requested direct
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guidance from OhlAT, but ambivalence regarding the extent to which the Depart-

ment of Labor should influence local programming interfered with communication,

so that direct requests for aid were not always directly answered, The result is

that project officials have been given the opportunity to ascribe difficulties to

"federal constraints and interference," on the one hand, and to the absence of

clear guidelines, support, and help, on the other.

The Meaning of "Experimental and Demonstration'

There is ambiguity in the basic premise of the E and D program. It Is not

completely clear whether this term is intended to describe the policy through which

the Department of Labor makes its contract awards (e.g., en an experimental

basis to programs using same approaches and/or techniques which ought to be

tested in practice) or a feature of the projects receiving the contracts. In the

former case, one would expect the Department to issue its contracts so as to fund

a variety of projects which might then be compared on some defined outcome vari-

ables. The projects themselves would be expected to adhere to the approaches or

techniques being tried out. In the latter case, one would expect each project to

experiment, to try several approaches, and to report on their outcomes. It is

clear that some projects took the fo' rner position, assuming that their nays of doing

things, as embodied in their project proposals, were what the Department wanted

them to do. Obviously, in such projects there was ;ery little attempt to try out

alternative procedures, and therefore no basis for concluding that the techniques

used were better or worse than anything else (or nothing else).

Others chose the latter course, in which program changes were readily

adopted (in some cases,too readily, and without adequate evaluation). These

projects inevitably generated an air of excitement and exploration which, in

several cases, gave the impression of ferment and success far beyond that actually

achieved. To be doing something new can easily come to mean doing something

good in such circumstances. Thus success, In the sense of fulfilling the mission

of the Department (i.e., trying out new end different techniques), is not realty

identical with success in the sense of doing things which increase ervloyabillty

of disadvantaged youth.

1 r.
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Demonstration of Practice

A fourth general feature of the E and D program lies in the absence of a

clear policy concerning the limits of dernnnstration. Obviously, a large amount

of money expended by a highly selected star, ,n a fully rounded program for a

modest number of disadvantaged youth is a very different kind of demonstration

from that which seeks to show what can be done with available facilities and run-

of-the-mill personnel seeking to serve as many youths as possible. The former

may be a demonstration in the sense of serving as a model of the best practice,

to vhich others may aspire; while the latter may be closer to what might be pos-

sible in a national manpower program. The former is more likely to be a demon-

stration of new techniques End methods, while the latter is more likely to demon-

strate economical programming. It would be unfair to examine a program in the

latter group as if it were a member of the former. It is this situation which has

provided critics with their most potent arguments, for if a program is of the former

"deluxe" type, it can be charged with being unrealistic as a guide to a national

manpower program, while the latter may be criticized for failure to use the unique

opportunity provided by MDTA to obtain the best of services and personnel.

Research and Service

A final feature to be noted is an inconsistency between the goals of the E and D

program and the ro; to It must follow to meet those goals. At tr.? present moment,

the primary concern of the Department of Lebor is with Knowledge and experi-

ence gained through the use of its MDTA fends. At other times its concern has

been with the number of youths reeeivi-g services and benefits from MDTA-funded

E and D projects. This ambivalence is related to the preceding point, for the d_-

luxe progr:ns to denote relatively more of their resources to documentation

and codification of their e.:,prlerces than those more anxious to show how much can

be done as few as pcfsibk for many as need hr ,p,

These g, r,.ral features seem to h tve been the source of much of the

strength of the E and ')rrograrn, as well as its weaknesses. The strength grow-

ing out of th._ alternatives described above lies in the flexibility «ith m.hich con-

tract awards are umde, allowing each ropossl to be decided on its own licrits.

:)
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The weaknesses lie in the gain,..smanshiP strategies in which dyads of mutual

dependence and unequal power i0MAT vs. grant-receiving agancies) engage. In

the absence of a clear policy in each of the above areas, the projects have been

able to preserve a sense of independence from the granting agency by arguing

the alternative position in each of the above areas. Thus a program with un-

impressive placement figures implicitly rejects its own psychological approach

by arguing that it has no control over the system which provides few job oppor-

tunities to the youths whom they have made "employable" by a psychological, if

not market, standard.]

Similarly, programs asked to justify their selection of assessment instru

ments respond that it is not their role to experiment for the sake of experimen-

tation, but rather to do the best job they know how. Or a project asked to docu-

ment its "insights, ' instead talks of the large number of youths it has served,

contending that a limitless commitment to service is, iiself, a basic technique

in dealing with disadvantaged youths, to whcm the needs of the bureaucracy for

statistics and data are irrelevant.

This latter position draws some of its sustenance from an identification

with the anti-establishmentarianism of some civil rights groups, thus throwing

the issue into the political arena, in which the federal sponsoring agency is

least able to move freely. It should also be noted here that the ethics of agency

grantsmanship play a role in this dialectic. Agencies tend 0 give a major com-

mitment to the clients they serve and to their own viability as agencies; they

tend to see federal granting program, as little more than subterfuges required

by political realities for giving them federal subsidies and votes of confidence.

Often enough the federal administering agencies agree in this interpretation,

citing statistics of the number of people served when appealing to socially-minded

legislators. Thus the granting agency implicitly encourages the emphasis on

service. However, when vls-a-vis more hard-minded legislators, the federal

agency Is constrained to justify its activities by data. It thus makes demands

]There is some irony In the observation that economists frequently throw
the ball of youth unemployment to the psychological professions, ekhile psycho-
logical practitioners turn to the economists to solve the problem.
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for documentation which the eciving agency had long since discounted as ir-

relevant to its needs. The result is an increase of static in the communications

between agencies and sponsor and, at best, a collection of statistics on the most

easily counted aspect,. of the project's activities, regardless of their utility for

evaluation.

Despite then f problems, it must be said that the E and D program of

ONIAT Office of Manpower, Automation, and Training) and its successor,

OMPER (Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Host' arch), has been re-

markably productive of a sense of ferment, exploration, and discovery in

working with disadvantaged yourg people. It has pioneered in an area which

had heretofore received scant attention. The programs it has sponsored have

come very close to completely and fundamentally changing traditional practices

and concepts, and have generated a mass of ideas and notions, however Inchoate

they may be. It is the task of this report to find order in that inchoate mass.



Assessment

It is not always easy to discriminate between assessment and other program

PIements such as counseling (tn which there Is a continuous process of assess-

ment by the counselor and client); training (especially when tests are used as

vehicles of teaching, as the subject to be taught, as criteria for teaching effective-

ness, and as evaluations of trainee needs and progress); and work experience

which forms one of the contexts in which assessment took place in E and 13 projects.

The problem Is further compounded by the observation that assessment techniques.

even when serving an exclusively assessment function, vary in their formality

from highly structured aptitude, interest, a.d personality tests; through formal

behtt vioral observation and rating; to informal and "clinical" evaluations. Thus

the deeisior. to include particular program elements in the assessment section of

this report may, in some cases, be arbitrary. The writer has made hit, selection

according to the following criteria; (1) all tests applied to trainees (e. g. , rather

than to subprofessional or volunteer staffs, or to trainees as subjects in research);

(2) all processes having as clear aims an effort to characterize, describe, or

"place" the trainee %is-a...Nis other trainees, workers, or training and/or job

requirements; and (3) procedures used, generally during intake, to make decisions

about the status and needs of trainees, or about their suitability for the project.

'nits report will deal first, on the descriptive level, with the use of psycho-

logical and vocational tests; trainer responses to testing; the preparation of

trainees for testing; the use to which tests and test scores are VA. Including test-

retest evaluations of program effeoliveness; and a summary of pertinent test findings.

I
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The report will then describe less formal and non-test assessment procedures,

clinical evaluation, homemade ''tests," ratings of work experience performances,

and work samples. The descriptive section will conclude with two special aspects

of assessment: self-assessment, and training in taking employment tests. The

report will then move to the evaluative level with a listing of the major innovations

and new knowledge in each of the above areas, a statement of some general pro-

blems needing further exploration, and some conclusions and recommendations

for further programming.

DESCRIPTION

Tests Used

The following is a list of the tests cited as being used by the E and D pro-

jects, with the number of projects using each test. This list is incomplete in

several respects: (I) there Is no necessary relationship between the number of

projects citing a particular test and the r ember ol youths given the test. For

example, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) was administered selec-

tively by several projects, making it second oily to the General Aptitude Test

Battery (GATB) in number of using projects; however, within each pr ,ject, the

WAIS was used for special problems requiring extensive diagnostic exploration,

while the GAT3 was given to as many youths as would take it. (2) 'Many project

reports do not mention any tests, or mention to rts by type rather than by name.

It is a testimony to the inadequacy of documentation in many projects that some

reports contain inferential evidence that a part'cular test was used but do not

specifically cite its use In their sertions on assessment. This is partieniarly true

for the GATB, which was probably used in almost all projects, though it Is men-

tioned by name in only fourteen project reports. Several reports omit any des-

cription of assessment, although only three projects clearly had no assessment

function (NCCY, Pinellas County, NILE).
2

2 See appendix for full names of projects which will be referred to by initials
of short nicknames in the body of this report.
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LIST OF TESTS USED

General Aptitude Test Battery (14)
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (")aKuder Preference Record (7)1,
Thematic Appreception Test (7),
Wide Range Achievement Test (6)d
Wonder lic Personnel Test (6)
Revised Beta (intelligence) 5)
Bender-Gestalt (4)
Gates Reading (4)
Gray Oral Reading (4)
Minnesota Clerical (4)c
Rorschach (4)
Stanford Achievement (4)
Differential Aptitude (3)
Metropolitan Achievement (3)
Minnesota Pa Per Form Board (3)
Otis Intelligence (3),
Raven Progressive Matrices (3)
SRA Mechanical Aptitude (3)
Woody-McCall Arithmetic Fundamentals (3)
Bennett Mechanical Comprehension (2)
CATB (2)
California Achievement (2)
Crawford Tweezer and Screwdriver (2)
Draw-A-Person (2)
General Clerical Test (2)
How- e -Tree-Per son (2)
IPAT (2)
Lorge-Thornlike Intelligence (2)
Minnesota hltatiPhas ic Persona lity Ins calory (2)
Mooney Problem Check List (2)
O'Connor Dexterity (2)
Purdue Pegboard (2)
Armed Forces Qualification Test (I)
Armed Forces Classification Test (1)
Bennett Rand Tool (I)
Edwards Personal Preference Test (I)
Flanagan Aptitude (I)
Flanagan Coordination (1)
Flanagan Arithmetic (I)
Flanagan Inspection (1)
Gate s-McKillep Reading (1)
Ilackman-Gaither Interest (1)
Rand Test (1)
Iowa Test of Basic Skills (I)
Kuhlman-Anderson lutelll:,nce (1)
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Los Angeles Reading
MacQuarrie Test of Mechanical Ability (1)

Minnesota Achievement Series (1)
O'Connor Wiggly Blocks (I)
Progressive Achievement (reading) (1)
Purdue Non-Language Intelligence (1)
Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration (1)

SRA Achievement Series (1)

Sentence Completion (I)
Slosson Intelligence (1)

Stanford-Biret Intelligence (I)
Stromberg Test (1)

Survey of Mechanical Insight (1)
Thurstone Clerical (1)
Thurstone Mental Alertness (i)
Thurstone Typing
Vocational Values Inventory (I)
Sixteen Personality Factors (I)

5Two projects ceased using this test on the grounds that it required .00
high a read: tg level (St. Louis JEVS) or that the experience of the rural youths
in Michigan's Upper Peninsula was too limited to allow them to make meaning-
ful choices among the alternatives on the test (NMU).

bOne project dropped this test because the stories told by the youths about
the picture stimuli were so short and restricted that they provided too little data
for interpretation (Springfield-Goodwill).

cOne project ceased using these tests because they were too time-consuming:
they substituted a homemade test for group administration for the Wide Range
(YOB II),

This test was used largely to familiarize trainees with employment tests
in general, rather than as an assessment of the trainees.

eTwo projects dropped this test when it was found that it yielded scores
lower than the verbal tests which they had sought to rc ,lace (YOB II).

One project made some sprcial arrangements for its Spanish-speaking

youths; it used a Spanish-language test (AA Tests Comprehension mechanical),

the Performance Scale of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. and on occasion

ttsed an interpreter to administer the tests (PAL). Another project used informal

work try -ouch In lieu If testing for non-English speaking Puerto Rican youths

(VAS-Altro).

At least eight projects which used the GATES did so in cooperation with

state employment services, to whom the youths were referred for testing, or
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through arrangements in which Employment Service personnel conducted the

testing at the project site. in some of these projects, Employment Service

screening and referral forms, required by MDTA, were completed by an

Employ-mem Service representative stationed at the project site, full or part

time, so that project intake personnel would not have to send applying youths to

another office in another part of town for Employment Service clearance. This

arrangement made the intake more accepting and personal for the youths (e. g.

Neighborhood House, JOBS).

Springfield Goodwill suggests that the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

be given befo-e the Draw-A-Person test. To generalize, this suggests that ob-

lective structured tests of relatively char vocational relevance precede less

structured and projective tests which are likely to appear foreign or irrelevant

to the youths.

The writer is struck by the observation that the above list is entirely com-

posed of old standa,d tests. There has been little or en experimenting with

newer instruments, or even much searching in 0. K. i3uros' Mental Measure-

ments Yearbook for less well -knov n tests, or for tests that go beyond the most

obvious and traditional ones in the counseling-guidance repertoire. Fir exam-

ple, not a single project reports even experimenting with the Ammons Picture

Vocabulary lest, despite the fact that the Job Corps specifically selected it for

use with disadvantaged youth. Other non-verbal tests are also missing, such as

the Leiter International Scale.

A second observation that may be offered is that, by and large, tht selec-

tion of tests and testing programs seems more determined by factors of ex-

pediency than by a careful and comprehensive evaluation of the merit and worth

of available and relevant tests. There can be no excuse for use of the Euder

Preference Record 1 ns:ead of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank. The Strong

is the most versatile and best standardized non-intelligence test In existence;

it takes longer to gi,e and to score than the Kudcr, but the Nuder offers only a

limited range of interpretations and in any case has never been validated at any

acceptable level. it seems likely that a preference for case and convenience

also lies bcbind the large number of projects which use the GATB routinely,
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even where there is no question of referral to MDTA training. The likely reason

is that state Employment Services administer the GATE, thus taking the burden

off the project. This interpretation receives added weight when one notes that

many of the projects which use the GATE claim that it is neither useful nor de-

sirable for the population served.

One project listed a fair number of tests but, in fact, seldom used any

but the GATE. To prefigure a later section of this report, there is much reason

for thinking that the use of tests for assessment purposes recieved the least

adequate attention from the E and D projects. It was the area in which they were

least likely to honor their contract commitments. There was little interest in

testing expressed in project reports, and a good deal of opposition to testing in

principle as well as in practice among project staffs.

Trainee Response to Testing

Some typical experiences mentioned in project reports are: many trainees

refused to finish the test battery (KEY); testing during intake interfered with the

establishment of rapport in the group counseling (KEY); of 136 scheduled for test-

ing, only 85 showed up (NAACP-UL); there was a large ''no-show" rate for the

regularly scheduled GATE testing on the week following intake (YOB I); of 148

scheduled for the GATE, 58 showed up (YOB n), most of those scheduled for test-

ing on the regular testing day failed to show up (Neighborhood Rouse); and the

trainees resisted the NIMPI (Des Moines).

A great number of youths dropped out of the program during the intake

phase, which Included extensive psychological evaluation and psychiatric inter-

view. In a follow-up study, some trainees described the depth interviews as

insulting, silly, irrelevant, or offensive and intrusive (PEPSY).

The youths resisted going to vocational rehabilitation for testing because

they did not define thern.selves as sick or requiring rehabilitation (Syracuse).

It is clear that many projects found youths to be resistant to and rejecting

testing during the intake phase. One can speculate on the effects of such resis-

tance on the relationship between the youth and the project; clinical experience

suggests that a youth who "skips" his appointed testing is likely to feel somewhat

91
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guilty or embarrassed, even if the project accepts his failure to be tested. He

will also have found himself accomplishing the first step of a disengagement or

withdrawal from the program. This feeling of estrangement from the Project may

make him less likely to become personrialy involved in the project's programs.

Thus, those who do not acutally drop out during, intake testing are likely to drop

out psychologically, to some extent, in response to their own failure to take the

tests.

One project (JOBS) reported no negative response to testing during the

first week of the youth's participation in the project. However, some JOBS work-

ers reported in an interview that although few youths walked out of the initial

testing, the characteristic approach to the tests was lackadaisical, uninvolved,

uninterested, and lacking in serious intent.

If youths may be described as generally rejecting testing during intake,

other experiences reported in project documents may help mitigate the gloomy

picture.

One project reports that youths accepted tk :ling after just one or too talks

with the counselors about the testing, the tests, and what the scores would mean

and be used for (Springfield Goodwill).

Another project indicated that although it tics difficult to obtain information

from youths during intake interviewing because of defensiveness a.:,1 a noncomniittal

style (playing it cool), the project found that it could elicit the information it wanted

after the youth had been accepted into the program rnd had worked in it for a while

(Philadelphia JEVS).

The Syracuse Skills Center reports that youths not only accepted but wel-

comed tests after they had been in the training program for a few weeks, be-ause

they wanted to know their own strengths and weaknesses.

Another project describes "unprecedented acceptance" of testing by youths

who are usually resistant to testing, after the purpose of testing had been explained

(CC)).

Other programs do not report on the question of acceptance or resistance

to testing, but it seems likely that in some (e.g, , CPI, 1-A1.1 acceptance was

achieved by making the decision to test and take tests r joint nu between the

)
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counselor and the youth; in such cases, client resistance to testing does not

become manifest, because the client participates in the decision-making process.

It seems clear from the foregoing that disadvantaged youth are generally

resistant to testing, and that this resistance manifests itself through refusals,

dropping out, lack of serious trying on the tests, or simple failure to show up at

testing sessions. In disliking tests, such youths are probably not %cry different

from the middle-class youths usually seen in vocational guidance agencies. Nor

are disadvantaged youths more lacking in curiousity about themselves. If there

is a difference between the classes, it probably lies in the lower-class youth's

suspicions and fears about v,tuit the tests will say about him and how they will be

used, and in absence of the polite passivity which characterizes middle-class

clients when they are faced with demands for achievement and scholastic perfor-

mance as are called for by tests. Thus, lower-class youths express their dis-

like and distrust of tests more directly,

Despite this initial distrust, some of the experiences cited above indicate

that disadvantaged youths do accept testing after they hare been in a program for

a while. Perhaps the difference lies in a suitable introduction to the testing,

and/or in a strong enough relationship between a youth and an agency for the youth

to feel less threatened and defensive about revealing himself, and/or in the

development in the youth of enough feelings of self-confidence and acceptance to

enable him to tolerate the threat which tests suggest, and/or a change from a

defensive orientation to a commitment to making positive plans requiring realistic

self-knowledge, and/or in the youth's feelings that he can control the use to which

testing and test results concerning himself are Put It .nay be simply a matter

of trust in the project, or commitment to participating in It. In any case, it seems

clear that it is less possible to omit test preparation and introduction procedures

with disadvantaged youth than it is with less overtly resistant and more trusting

middle-class :,ouths.
3

31t can hardly be considered an item of new knowledge, or a discovery
that one ought to prepare a client adequately for testing. Nevertheless, this in-
junction Is commonly Ignored in bureaucratically-structured agenclos. Such an
omission is either less crucial, or less obviously crucial, in agencies which deal
primarily Kith middle-class clic-its, than it has revealed itself to be In the F and D

projects.
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Preparing Clients for Testing

Agencies varied greatly in the extent to which youth were prenared for

testing and in the timing of the testing in the total program. KEY did its testing

during intake, and encountered resistance and difficulty, as noted above. Hunter's

Point also tested during intake, but reports do not mention acceptance or rejec-

tion. On the other hand, counselors at CFI referred youths For testing when

the youth and the counselor agreed that the youth was ready to take tests. Ob-

viously, discussion betw, en counselor and client of readiness for testing is

likely to include discus ion of the nature of the tests and how they are to be used,

and thus contribute to the understanding and acceptance of the tests. Similarly,

Y013 11 reports that its clients resisted testing if the counselor did not wait until

a youth was ''ready" for testing before making a referral. Unfortunateiy, YOB 11

does not indicate how readiness was determined, or who determined it.

Other projects which delayed testing until after intake include the Syracuse

Skills Center, which found that youths who had resisted going to a vocational

rehabilitation bureau for testing during intake became interestec: and desired

testing within the Eklits Center as a means of self-assessment after they had

been in the program for some weeks. The Detroit Mayor's Youth Employment

Program does not report any difficulties in getting the youths to take tests; in

that program (which had a relatively high level of youth, 85 percent high-school

graduates), testing was done during the courFo of a two to three week orientation

period conducteo largely through group counseling. Springfield Goods It als-

had an extensive introductory period, devoting the first three weeks to assess-

ment. They report good acceptance of testing after one or two talks with a

counselor who explained the nature and purpose of testing, and reassured the

client. PAL presented the reasons for testing and appraisal and the nature of

testing, along with other counseling /guidance material, in two hour-and-a-half

group counseling sessions, as part of its intake. The youths were then free to

select the parts of the program they felt they needed, presumably including or

excluding testing as they viished.

Therefore, it seems that there it some experience to indicate that testing

can be delayed until a youth has participated in the agency's program for some

et 1
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time and that, when so delayed, the testing seems more meaningful and acceptable

to the youth. On the other hand, one project felt that its delayed assessment

posed difficulties, in that the counselors and staff had to wait too long before the

assessment was accompli. hed. Unfortunately, this project's reports do not in-

dicate any way: in which such lateness or delay in assessment interfered with

optimal services to the youth, especially as the program had too restricted a

range of alternatives available to it to match youths to training or to available

jobs.

Some projects report that youths accepted testing even during initial

intake if the tests were briefly introduced, thus suggesting that a tenger period

of participation in the program is not required to achieve acceptance. One

large midwestern project tests during the first week, after the youths are told

that: they ''can't fail the e tests," the tests are used solely to assess their own

needs for training and to help discover their vocational assets. Similarly, CCY

informs its youths that the tests are not used against them, and are used only to

discover vocational interests and goals. Both Projects report that these intro-

ductions are effective, but other evidence described above throws the midwestern

report into doubt. In fact, that project was being less than honest in its introduc-

tion to testing, as the project did assign applicants to training units differing

in prestige value ?nd placement potential on the basis of test scores. This use

of test results was apparent to the trainees; projc.t personnel reported that

trainees resented being placed Ln the "dummy" group, and wanted to be assigned

to the Central unit which specialized in secretarial and office work training, to

which those with the highest fist scores Here assigned. It is possible that this

lack of candor to trainees who "knew the score" may account for the trainees'

general lack of involvement in the testing, as described earlier.

Such reports suggest the conclusion that when assessment has been delay-

ed until the trainee Is familiar with and involved in the program, they accept it,

that testa may be accepted even in initial contacts with the agency if they are

adequately introduced as being for the train...1's benefit, and if the introduction

is an honest one
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Use of Tests and Test Results

The achievement of acceptance of testing by disadvantaged youths is only

one element in designing an assessment program; far more inicortant is the

question of the end for which die tests are to be used. Yet it is on this question

that project reports are most sketchy.

For Counseling and Treatment

One project reports that tests were given to applicants on the basis of

staff recommendations that more information regarding the applicant's status

and needs be obtained before the applicant was accepted into the program. Yet

this project does not seem to have rejected any applicants, although many were

admitted on probation only, pending rernedia'. work where indicated. Presum-

ably, the tests were used to guide the staff in designing individualized rehabili-

tation programs. Presumably also, the results of the testing were used in

counseling the client. Since the report is silent about such use, the most that

one can infer safely is that the test scores were primarily needed and used by

staff, rather than by clients.

In Boston's ABU), counselors again determined when tesis were needed

or desirable. This determination was made in the course of counseling, and

the tests were administered by the counselor (after a reassignment made the

test snecialis.tunavailable). It scenic likely that test scores entered directly

into the content of the counseling. CPI was quite clear about its use of testing

as a counseling resource; and as in AI3CD the decision to test was made in the

course of counseling and by the counselor. The test results were also used by

C'l in determining training or job placements, In this connection It is worth

noting that CPI mule a special arrangement with the Connecticut Employment

Service which permitted a modification of GATB standards for admission Into

MDTA training courses. The modification was one which allowed high scores

to compensate for below standard scores in the OAPs, and thus permitted more

disadvantaged youths to qualify for IdDTA training. CPI also had permission to

overrule GATB scores in selected cases where there was strong non-test evi-

dence of ability to profit from training.
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Only two other projects report counseling use of test scores. However, as

noted earlier, one of these felt that it obtained its assessments too late. Presum-

ably this means that most counseling and decision-making had been concluded by

the time the assessments were available.

One probable reason for a general lack of use of test scores in counseling

is the emphasis in roost projects on group counseling procedures, almost to the

exclusion of individual counseling. Although it can be done, most group counseling

avoids dealing within the group with test scores of the group members. The only

project which did report using test scores in the group was Action Housing, in

which the scores were presented as a self-confrontation device which all members

of the group d.r.-_,,ssed. Thus those programs which used test scores in counseling

tended to be the few programs which relied primarily on individual counseling

rather than group methods.

Test scores, as part of elaborate psychiatric and psychological appraisals,

were also used as guides to treatment by two projects; in both, the emphasis was

on persci silty diagnosis rather than specific vocational needs, talents, and dis-

abilities. Both projects used their assessinents as bases for planning casework

interventions, with personality and psychopathological factors far outweighing the

purely vocational. Indeed, the report of one of the two makes the incredible re-

mark that work and Job placement must not be allowed to interfere with the indivi-

dual client's self-development, thus neatly turr ing the tables on the orientation of

most of the E and ft projects, which more generally took the stance that personal

problems should not be allowed to stand In the way of work and lob placement. This

latter orientation went along with a tendency to see personal problems as at least

partially as a result of Joblessness and its attendant characteristics; on the con-

trary, the project referred to above took the position that Joblessness was a patho-

logical symptom of underlying personality problems.

One New York program, which was Jointly run by two Independent agencies.

was also clinically oriented, and used assessment results to plan casework ser-

t lees. Their repot also stated that the assessment experience made clients more

asailable to further counseling about personal matters, since interviews with a

psychiatrist and social worker about personal matters were part of Ihe assessment

process, However, selection for training was the responsibility of one of the
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agencies which did not share the philosophy of the other. Thus, in general, test
scores were used to select applicants for training in the project, while clinical

assessments were used as a basis for treatment. However, even the use of tests

in selection was eroded by poor recruitment, which resulted in the project ac-

cepting almost all ..pplicants who were interested, regardless of scores.

Thus test scores, as such, were cited as being used directly in counseling

but only four or five projects.

For Admission to the Project

In addition to the unsucessful use of tests foi selection described above,

three other projects did use test scores in determining admission to the project's

services. These were: the YMCA project, which had only two skill training

courses, and so necessarily had to rejact applicants without the necessary apti-

tudes; F.E'f, which rejected applicants of very low intelligence before the project

discarded the psychiatric orientation which had prevailed Initially; and a mid-

western sheltered workshop. This last also rejected applicants of low intelligence,

as if low `ntelligence was not a sufficient disadvantage. It should be noted in this

connection that the Philadelphia <IEVS, with a program very similar to the mid-

western sheltered workshop, found many tr..inees, testing at well below average

intelligence, performed at acceptable standards in its workshop, and hEY later

found that It could offer Its services to many of those who had been initially re-

jected for too low Sntelligence.

Only four projects consistently used test scores 29 a basis for selection for

project services, and there is serf sus question about the validity of such use by

three of them. In general, where projects are c -ganize.1 to provide a inili-

plicity ,f services depending cn diet' needs, there is little need fot selection

testing. This suggests that most projects felt that they should develop services

to meet the needs of their youths, rather than select only those youths alio needed

or could use the services the projects already offered. It is in this sense that the

projects were youth-orir nted rather than tied to particular service elements. As

will be discussed later in this report, this stance encountered :erious difficulty

in one major respect; many projects reported that they could simply find nothing

9;4
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effective to do with younger clients (below eighteen years). However, this pro-

blem is not one that could have been cured by selection testing. It appears that

there was little justification or need for the use of tests as criteria of admission

to projects nod their services, except where project offerings were severely re-

stricted. We will return to this issue in a later section of this report, when we

deal with the question of what happened to youths admitted under the 'open door"

policy to programs which had not yet set up or arranged for the services needed

or wanted by such youths.

For Assignment to Training

The initial intake testing dune by most projects was not for selection pur-

poses, seldom for counseling and treatment purposes, but was frequently used

as a basis for assigning yoL-hs to project services, particularly training. As

mentioned earlier, it was one of the uses made of test scores by CPI, and pro-

',ally also by KEY. However, it is also apparent from the KEY report that

NIDTA classes were run on a quota-filling basis, and that in the face of a need

to fill classes and a need to get a youth into some kind of training, no matter

how inappropriate the available courses were, test scores, as criteria, were

jettisoned. inhapplly, this state of affairs was more characteristic of the E and

D projects than was selective use of tests for assignment to training. Similarly,

In a Washington sheltered workshop, which used an extensive three week period

of testing and assessment before assignment to training. assignment was, In the

end, made exclusively on the basis of the iv.aqabilitr of training stations and the

expression of interest by trainees. Exactly the same situation existed in a large

west coast project. A federal prison project was another in which tests were

given to provide a basis for assigning trainees to classes. There the trainees

all scored below the arbitrarily set standards, and since the classes had to be

filled, the trainees were assigned anyway. In that project, trainees tended to

get dumped into food service training as a catch-all to fill the quota. without

regard to tested Interests tor aptitudes.

The report Neighborhood House was most explicit In this regard. It

notes that theoretically assignment to higher skill training was to be based or.
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factors such as motivation, age, willingness to prepare for and take tests, test

results, freedom from personal problems, social maturity, performance in work

experience stations, and ability to woik in groups without disruptive behavior.

But, in fact, all such criteria, including test scores, were overridden by the

simple question of whether there was a training slot available of any kind at all.

A similar process occurred at the other end of the country. In a major

eastern city the Employment Service screened girls for a course in secretarial

work hut. since the course was the only stipend-paying training available to thu

unemployed girls, the girls took referral to the course regardless of interest or

skill, and since the Employment Service needed to fill the class, it sent girls

regardless of test scores. Needless to say. many of the girls dropped out of

training.

The nadir of this kind of thing was achieved in California, where many

youths were assigned to a forestry camp for work experience training despite the

fact that outdoor interests are consistently lowest on Fuder profiles of disadvan-

taged youth.

A rural border state project tried to use test scores to assign trainees to

MDTA classes and did so. However, in that program the classes were so irrele-

vant to the structure of occupations and the job opportunities available, and were

so far removed from developing cctual job skills and competence, that the assign-

ments on the basis of aptitude and imsrest were gratuitous.

Only three other projects used tests as a basis for assignment to training:

the Jtunter's Point project used the DATA for establishing qualifications for MDTA

trsining: a Chicago project used Its tests as a basis for assigning trainees to

training units, with the consequent problems cited earlier; and PAL used individual

diagnoses, based on test scores and other data, to ma'e recommendation for

training as well as treatment. For reasons to he presented in the section on test

%alidity, the writer considers the use of the GATIt in these circumstances as un-

justifiable (although It was probably at the insistence of the state Employment

Service). There were therefore only two projects with any semblance of justifi-

cation for their use of tests in assignment to training, and one of these had a

good deal of grief otter it Out of thirteen projects which sought to use tests as a

:01
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basis for assignment to training, testing was done meaningfully and without ex-

tensive difficulty by omy two--CPI and PAL--as far as can be ascertained from

the project reports. 4

One must conclude from this history that the E and D projects were unable

to demonstrate any techniques for using published tests in the assignment of dis-

advantaged youths for training. Unfortunately, the nature of the problem was

such that one could not conclude that the inutility of tests for such a purpose was

demonstrated; had there been adequate training facilities available, the E.=sis

might have been used for selective assignment, and might have worked. What

one can conclude is that in the absence of adequate training facilities to which the

youths can be referred, there is no point in giving them selective placement tests.

It is this consideration which refelcts badly on the ''open door" admission to pro-

grams described earlier, for such open admission runs into difficulty when pro-

gram resources for doing anything with the youths are to limited.

For Selective Placement

A further common use of test scores was practiced by a number of projects:

tests were given to serve as guides to job placement by Hunter's Point. KEY. New

Jersey 0E0, PAL, Y0131, and 'YOH II, and, probably, most of the other projects.

However, in all except PAL, as far as can be told from the project docurne,its, the

same difficulties were encountered. The shortage of job openings of am, kind; the

preponderance of work opportunities in low-level, unskilled. dead-end jobs; and

the almost uniform insisterce by the youths that they be referred to jobs as soon

as possible, made selective placement impossible for all the projects that tried

it. Orly PAT. and YMCA {which was able to place selectively because it (rained

selectively) were able to do tt at all
4 This state of affairs cannot be blamed entirely on the projects. Many

would have preferred using their tests more effectively but for various reasons
beyond their control could not: failure to obtain funding or approval for MDTA
classes, obduracy of MDTA testing requirements, lack of cooperation from local
and slate vocational education departments, and failure to receive adequate funds,
or to receive them on time, from ftivfAT. Thus, (raining facilities either were
not available or, because of split responsibility, were inappropriately conducted
for disadvantaged youths. Nevertheless, one wonders why projects did not then
stop testing,

I
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It is in relation to this issue that the fundamental assumption of the E and D

projects, that employability can be changed by changing youth, falls down drama-

tically and tragically. In the absence of adequate job opportunities (and In the

absence of any particularly novel or ambitious attempts at job development by

the E and D projects in general) there is no possibility of experimenting with or

demonstrating the use of tests for the selective placement of disadvantaged youth.

The one project which did consistently make good jobs available to its youth

(YMCA) did not do placement testing, using Instead the youths' performances in

the training program as a guide to placement. The practical lesson to be learned

from this is that a project must be adequate on all fronts if any part of it is to

function effectively as a test or demonstration of techniques. One can only mar-

vel at the rigidity of the project personnel who continued to administer aptitude

and ability tests despite their own awareness of how little they influenced assign-

ment to training and how little the jobs available placed a premium on skill and

ability. This subject will be touched on again In the discussion of the validity of

tests, and in relation to the use and effectiveness of counseling.

Two other uses of tests in E and D projects ought to be mentioned. The

first is related to their use in making selective placements; the second is novel

and represents an innovation which seems quite promising.

Other Uses

The first is the use of tests to estimate readiness for placement, as com-

pared to their use in guiding the type of placement. Hunter's Point used tests In

this manner, as did KEY and YOB I, In general, this meant that if on intake test-

ing the client showed clear interests and some well- defined aptitude, he would be

referred directly to placement rather than to counseling or training. However,

there is some reason for thinking that these bases for referring to placement

were unrealistic in some job markets, where as far as the employer was concerned

a strong back was the essential requirement for the temporary jobs he had

available. This seemed to have been mote true for Hunter's Point and YOB I

than for KEY, probably reflecting differences In geography rather than differences

In project effectiveness (except in the sense that project effectiveness must be
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judged by its appropriateness to local conditions which is, after all, the basis for

the decision to decentralize E and D project sponsorship, as discussed in the

Preface to this report).

An anecdote related in the Neighborhood House report illustrates the prob-

lem. The project referred three boys to a temporary manual labor job (shovel-

ling earth) because of the need of the boys for work and their readiness, as the

project judged readiness. Unfortunately, the boys "leaked" the news to some

friends who were also in the project al I who wi re, nrcsumably, not yet ''job

ready." The friends stole the march on the referred boys, showing up at the

work site and representing themselves as the referred boys. They got the jobs

and started doing the work, apparently acceptably enough, when the first three

boys showed up, putting the employer in a quandary. Aside from the obvious

implications regarding the so-called lack of motivation of disadvantaged youth,

the anecdote illustrates the irrelevance of the concept of job readiness when the

only jobs available are of the kind described.

The second, the innovative use of tests, is their use as vehicles for

stimulating basic education as a part of training in becoming test-wise. This

use, engaged in by seven projects, has significant potential. and therefore

will be dealt with in a later section of this report devoted to training in passing

employment tests.

Test Misuses

The testing specalist at ore project refused to send the test scores of

trainees to agencies to v..hich the youths had been referred for services, in an

effort to guarantee the privacy of he youths. Unfortunately, the net effect was

not only to require the youths to take the tests over again at the receiving agency

but Lo block communication, so that there was little pc ssibility for integrating

project services with those of other agencies in the community,

A similar problem in communication wcurred in a southern residential

counseling program, though not in connection with test scores. It was reported

that the assessments made by the residential staff were usually rejected by MDTA

and Employment Service counselors dealing with the same youths, if their
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professional disdain for the qualifications of the residential staff.

At the other extreme there pre suggestions in some reports, notably of

those agencies which used very clinical kinds of assessment procedures, that

dragnos,".s and assessments may have been circulated too freely to potential

employe's and ,,ther agencies, resulting in a loss of privacy which may have

,:urther disadvantaged some job seekers, It was noted in one report, for example,

that there -...ore some s'ho felt that having an Employment Service representative

at the project and familiar with all the "dirty details" of the youth's life could

operate against the youth. The Employment Service representative might,

having more knowledge of a project youth than he does of a non-project youth,

assume the project youth is not job ready, and when he is considered job ready,

treat him with caution, while a non-project youth, in the absence of other infor-

mation, is presumed to be capable of handling a placement and so is given job

referrals at once. Thus the net effect on a youth of being in the project is to have

reduced rather than enhanced chances for placement. This possibility is certainly

not disproved oy project placement figures, from which it appears that project

dropouts were able to obtain jobs on their own at a rate not significantly lower

than that achieved by the projects for non-dropouts, And a reeding of many

project reports suggests that the youths served had the double hurdle of having

to convince their counselors and then the pla.'ement officers that they were ready

to work, before they were tried out on a job. In some cases, project personnel

directly blocked placements of youths whom the project felt were not ready.

enme cases, projects operated as barriers to employment no less effect-

ively than the dynamics ef the open job mat ket. This is especially unjustifiable

when (To considers that in some of the same projects the jobs which became

avpila'de to Os,- the staff finally agreid to the youth's readin ,s for

placement were the ilcad-end nianull jobs in which fv.iestions of readiness and

skill doclopment are irrelevant, and which, in any case, were the same jobs

the youths could have gotten on their own before they went into the counseling,

pre-vocational training, and work experience programs.

One boil note concerning the us, of test scores is in older: t.tv projects

_I
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identified an important aptitude which seems to be well developed in the disad-

vantaged youths they tested. Both projects reported ',.tat the youths scored

well above national norms on tests of manipulative skill. This is a most sig-

nificant discovery, since it opens an area for productive training and provides

a very effective selling point for use in making job placements available to

disadvantaged youths. The dismaying thing is that neither project presents any

evidence of having done anything with this finding, either in traLing or in job

development. Only a handful of projects collected data to monitor their own

processes. It is therefore especially regrettable that the data they did collect

appear not to have been used.

Conclusions

That fairly well sums up the projects' use of test results: tests were given,

almost ritualistically, but they were seldom actually used for determining ad-

mission to the project programs, for counseling, for assignment to training, or

for referral to placement. The results of assessment were not effectively

communicated to other agencies when appropriate. or to prospectise employers

when they might have fl.cilitated placement (so as not to make the youth depen-

dent on the sumo)) and on the contrary, may have been communicated too

freely when they should not hays been. Finally, test results revealing some

real potentials in the youth were noted but not acted upon. The overall impres-

sion lett Is that the tests were gisen; the scores recorded in dossiers out of

habit, and perhaps to satisfy the curiosity of counselors; and that there their

utility ended. It should also be noted that no project made any effort to res ise

the admittedly ancient norms . ablished for most of tit.? tests listed as being

used, with Wert ice to the scores being obtaired by outh Way. 5

5This gcrerally gloomy picture should not obscure the many oreaiDns
on width projects have been able to place some indit,iduals In good jobs on the
basis of test-revealed talents which had heretofore gone undiscovered, how-
ever, ever in this respect it was n,y Impression that the talents were more
likely to be discovered throu(h other sources (e.g., work try-outs. work
sample testing).
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Test-Retest Uses

If tests have not been used effect:Del.}, in assessing the youth served, they

have found some utility in program assessment through the use of test-retest

designs. In such a program the youth is tested at the beginning of the program

(or some phase of it) and then at its conclusion to measure gains made. By

inference, the quality and effectiveness of a program designed to produce such

gains is therefore tested.

The most common use of such designs was in discovering the effectiteness

of basic education or remedial programs concerned with reading and arithmetic,

probably because initial and final measures of reading and arithmetic levels are

so easy to obtain, providing clear criteria. Six projects tested their programs

in these areas by giving objective tests to the youths before and after the program:

JOBS, Lorton, MFY, YMCA, PEPSY, and Draper. All but one report gains of

at least one year in achievement levels. Another project referred to a two-year

gain 17, one of its reports, and to a lack of gain elsc,vhere. However, the only

data reported document the latter rather than the former claim In general.

the gains reported by the projects are the results of widely different kinds of

basic education processes and programs, spanning widely different time periods.

One project tested changes in intelligence test scores, finding a jump in

IQ on the Otis test from 95.3 to 108.5 after only a month in the program.

Arother program found that self-estimates of physical condition and capa-

city were more realistic at the end of the program than they were at the begin-

ning, using a specially made self-rating questionnaire. However, no data re

presented to indicate how realism was measured.

The Detroit Mayor's Youth Employment Program reports that performance

on employment tests was rneasureably Increased after training in test taking, but

no data are offered in support of this statement. Presumably the statement

ref. I'S to a special training program, desei abed elsewhere in the report, which

F ,ught to train vou'hs to take and pass the employment test (mostly arithmetic)

used by one of the large steel companies Jr the city Before the four months of

trair.ing, most of the test-takers failed the test, making considerably poorer

scores than the a\ (rage high-school graduate (although the Detroit program's
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youths were almost allhigh-school graduates themselves). At the end of the

program, almost all those who took the test passed, far exceeding the perfor-

mance level of the average high-school graduate. It was not clear from the re-

port whether the test was taken by the same boys who had failed it initially, and

if so, whether the retest was the same form or an alternate form of the test

that had been failed initially, Thus in the absence of a control group one cannot

tell whether these results are a testimony to the training or to the effeet of

having familiarit w. h the test.

In add-Lion to a test-retest of reading, the PEPSY program further evalu-

ated its basic eckleati,n program by giving pre- and post-tests in other areas!

writing an essay un "The Kind of Job I Would Like," an arithmetic budget test,

the Revised Beta non-verbal intelligence test, as %yell as teacher ratings on

manners, spl.er]i, grooming, and social characteristics. PEPSY does not

report the --CSUIL of these tests, but immediately follows its description of the

testing with st,itwment that four weeks of basic education Is obviously too

short a time for charge to show itself, thus suggesting that it found no changes

in test scores b validate the program.

A universit:, -1,ased program used an experimental and eontrol group in

dialect traini,, , testing them before and after training on speech samples, ar-

ticulation tests, ir 'elligence, and English composition. Startlingly, the project

report makes no rtl. tiot of the resu'ts, or reference to future analyses, suggest-

ing that the pi did not analyze the data, thus failing to honor the very core

of its contrc t -o tc t the utility of dialect- removal in increasing the employa-

bility of disad., nla., d girls.

Both Y, EY ai,1 roston's ABCD report much larger gains in leading made

by Puerto lift to ,pahrsh-speaking trainees in special classes than for other

trainees.

Some of ,er,iti,,rs made by project reports cast (101111 On the interpreta-

tion of real pains rt':C3ICCI the pre- and post-test designs. As mentioned

earlier, per,-,00ncl in one project reported their students shord a marked lack

of Invoke incr., and mithation on the initial testing, but extraordinarily high

motivation to Gemorsti ate how well they have learned from training when they
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too:; the post-test (possibly because they saw good performance on the post-test

as a way to convince the agency that they were job ready). Such a change in mo-

tivation could account entirely for the relatively modest score changes reported

by the projects, The Draper report also points out that its youths seemed to

have "faked had on the initial testing in order to demonstrate their need for the

program, casting further doubt on the validity of the gains it reports.

The most startling change in scores was one in a midwestern city project

in which a thirteen point IQ jump was observed over the period of one month.

This is an almost impossible real change, and when one notes that this same pro-

ject did its initial testing during intake, with relatively little test preparation, a

more realistic conclusion would be that the change in scores represents a change

in the subjects' approach to the test rather than a real increase in knowledge.

A possible interpretation is that the youths performed at their true levels

on the retest, while the initial test scores reflected their anxiety and lack of effort

when faced with a test. If this Is so, then it might be claimed that the youths had

at least learned to take testing seriously and to be motivated to perform sell.

They should therefore be better able to take and perform well on employment

tests. flowerer, this Is an argument which rests on the assumption that the mo-

tivation, self-confidence, and reduction of anxiety which projects achieved on

the post-testing car be generalized to include other testing outside the project.

This remains to be seen, although the Detroit steel company experience, if it

was truly a test-retest of the same youths on alternate forms of the test, suggests

that such a generalization is possible.

A general contusion from vl.e test-retest studies is that project youths may

make modest gains of up to one year in reading and arithmetic achievement after

basic education, but it is not vet clear whether these gains are the result of

training. or of other factors such as increased motivation, and a dropping away

of the "playing it cool" defersivenyss on tests. Also it is 'nt clear whether this

greater striving on tests can he generalized to testing outside of the project. The

results are clearer that special programs for Spanish-speaking youths produce

positive Improvement in scores.
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Test Findings

Many projects report extensive statistical data about their trainees. No

effort will be made here to summarize all the characteristics of the youths

served by reproducing such data, This section will present only those data

which have been clerked from psychological assessment and presented in pro-

ject reports. These results present a remarkably uniform picture.

Eighty-eight percent of the youths tested were below the national average

in learning ahiiity and verbal and numerical aptitudes on the CATS (YOB I).

The mechan IQ on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Seal-, (WAIS) was ninety,

though it varied somewhat from one corps of trainees to another (YMCA).

Ten percent of the youths were classed as mentally defective on the WAIS,

10 percent as borderline defective, 30 percent as low average, 45 percent as

average, and only 3 percent as above average (KEY).

Twenty-five percent were in the average IQ range, and no one was above

average (PAS-Altro).

The average IQ on a verbal test was eighty-five; it was ninety-five on a

non-verbal test (JOY).

The average IQ on the Lorge-Thorndike was eighty-eight (Detroit).

Four-fifths of the trainees were Mori 109 in IQ on the WAIS. The !arrest

number were in the average range, but the curve was highly skewed to the low

end, with no youths above average (Springfield-Goodwill),

The IQ range on the WAIS was from 90 to 115, largely correlated with

reading level. Since reading level tended to be low, so was the average IQ r1011

The youths were well within the average range on the WAIS (in a program

that screened out those risking low scores) anti in the low-average range on the

GATli (Kat.5as City JES'S).

The average soore on the Wonder lie I rsonnel 'felt was about eleven cor-

rect items (JOBS); In Detroit's program, in which s5 percent of the youths were

high-schoot grarftintes. the average score on the 'Xonderlic was fourteen

I he average score or the Iteiiisc,1 Itetrt was IQ ninety (J01,S).

1
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The picture is clear; across the nation, the youths served by the E and I)

projects tended to score at the low end of the normal range (or a little below) on

standard tests of mental ability. Many scored at average on the individually ad-

ministered WAIS, but the skewing of the curve at the low end reduces the average

scores of the groups to below average. Obviously, the projects are dealing with

disadvantaged young people.

Outside the area of intelligence, reports of test results are few and far

between. One project describes performance on the Draw-A-Person test as one

in which females are portrayed as taller, stronger, healthier, and more dominant

than males, The males are presented by the youths as passive, small, blind, and

appearing dessicated, This description neatly conforms to the current view of

the character structure of disadvantaged youths. What is not clear, in the absence

of a controlled study, is whether the interpretation of the figures drawn by a youth

describes the figures themselves or describes the psychologist's tendency to see

such characteristics in drawings which he knows were made by a disadvantaged

youth.

The same psychologist reports that in their Themat'u Apperception Test

stories, the boys reveal a concern with love or the lack of It

Seventy-one percent of the youths were diagnosed as "inadequate personal-

ities" in one project (Philadelphia JET'S).

Eighty percent had serious emotional problems (VAS-Atha).

Forty percent were recommended for psychiatric evaluation on the basis of

the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Des Wires),

There were few significant differences between the trainees and a sample

of affluent middle-class youths in the problem areas they reported as concerns

on the Mooney Problem Check List, Those differences xhich were found showed

the project youths were, understandably enough, more concerned about lack of

money and need for economic security than the middlc-class youths (Detroit)

The psychiatric picture was of "nonmalignant hostility, antisocial tendencies

without the accompanying feelings of guilt, IrOility to postpone immec ate rya-

tifications of needs and confusion In the area of 3exual Identity" (VAS-Athol

rihe impression Oen by these reports, totally unsupported by the Mooney
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Problem Check List study cited above, it that the overwhelming majority of the

disadvantaged youths served were seriously emotionally ill. This writer does

not agree with these interpretations, and notes that most of the above psychia-

tric determinations were not made by a qualified psychiatrist. they seem more

likely to represent a way of defining the kinds of adaptations to the conditions of

their lives made by disadvantaged youths as psychiatric conditions in the youths

rather than as quite normal adaptations to a different kind of society and world

than that inhabited by the middle class. It is the classic error of defining as

pathology any deviations from the standards of the middle class. This is not to

say that disadvantaged youths do not exhibit behavior patterns different from

those of middle-class youths, and perhaps dysfunctional in middle-class society;

rather, it is to assert that such variations are as functional to lower-class life

as middle-class behaviors are to middle-class life, and each is dysfunctional

to the other. They are rot evidence of internal psychiatric illnesses. The above

listed psychiatric "charges" are the product of applying an inappropriate frame

of reference to the problems of disadvantaged youths. They also illustrate the

old notion of finding what you look for. It is not surprising that a high incidence

of emotional illnesses were found in those projects which emphasized extensive

clinical diagnosis of personality. This position, that joblessness and low em-

ployability in lower-class youth represent symptoms of emotional disorder, puts

the writer quite out of sympathy with the initial psychiatric orientation of a pro-

ject cited earlier.

Other assessment findings of interest are:

On the ltiuder Preference R-cord, outdoor interests were the lowest in-

terest areas of the urban California youths seen at Neighborhood House.

There was no significant difference between Performance Scale and Verbal

Sca Ie IQ's on the sVAIF, (Sp, ingfield Goodwill a d S). This finding adds still

more eidence that the customary interpretation of 1V.',1S score patterns, as re-

flecting the action orientation of disadvantaged youths, has no basis in empirical

fact. However. this has h^en demor,trated many times '<.fore, and still rral. s

no difference to %VMS testers, vvhu persist in making the standard interpretation.

Twenty -five pet Ant of a sample of the youths tested could not tell
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JEVS). This is a most significant finding, for it may go far to explain

the supposed poor time sense and weak ego functioning of disadvantaged youths.

I knew of no one who has attempted to treat the problem of lateness to ',cork, con-

sidered one of the major obstacles to employability of disadvantaged youths, by

teaching them tc tell time: bs, making sure that they have a clock asailable to

wake them in the morning; or by measuring the lime it takes them to get to work.

so that they can plan accordingly,

This finding, by the Philadelphia JEVS, so startling in its simplicity as

an explanation for habitual tardiness, suggests another observation, though one

not based on objective measurement. It was noted in one project (Pinellas Coorit)

that young people often ordered coke and hamburger for dinner in restaurants be-

cause the youths knew them to be safe. and simply did not know how to read the

menu well Enough to order anything else. Phis observation accords with the

writer's (.m exoerience. It suggests that one possible reason for the poor food

choices customarily made by disadvantaged youths (a problei.1 many projects un-

successfully attempted to deal with through didactic courses and exhortations to

eat balanced meals) is that their guided restaurant expel. knee has been too

limited for them to learn to use a menu to order anything but the standard coke

and hamburger. This is a theory that can be tested empirically; if radii med,

it seggests an obvious strategy for diet impro+ernent.

One pro'.ect found a correlation between WAN and liesised Beta IQ of .70.

In another section of its rrport, it desc -les this correlation as being higher.

The project interprets the correlation to mean that the two tests gie essentially

equivalent results, thus justifying the use of the Revised Beta as a briefer and

more easily ado luistered measure of intelligence. "[his conclusion is totally un-

arranted. With,tit reflecting on the ualidity of the I:csisect !lets independent of

tire WAlic', it r..'st le pointed out that in the field of intelligence testing ion ca-
ii,ins consi,lercri iraecioale, the 11,n1CIAthrl 711 in

fact n,cans that only half 11-- Yani:ine.a in scores or the Redsed 1 Lta an lie

pred.racd from WAN c ,res. it I. a measure of the test nahetc of Ihe protect !hat

:.:eh an it fel-pi-dation ',s,< Made.

1.' L'ErCIII, 11 co-{ kited that little informalion concerning the <hat-

af-teristics of disathan'aged youths has emerged from testing programs,
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disadvantaged (though how ''hard core" they are is another question). The data

merely confirm the observation that low intelligence test scores are distributed

more heavily in the lower soda- economic class than in the middle-class. The

data also point out, however, that even among disadvantaged youths given indi-

vidual intelligence tests, the most frequent scores are in the average range.

Other findings of potential value are the low outdoor interests (which may

go a long way to explain the failure of some of the programs which attempted to

train gardeners, lar.dscapers, and other outdoor workers), and the discovery

that many disadvantaged youths do not know how to tell time (and probably also

lack clocks and watches). Beyond these, there is little of reliable value. The

total impression is of slim pickings and a failure to use even those tests which

were given to develop new knowledge about disadvantaged youths.

Validity of Tests

Sonic of the project reports include materials which bear on an estimate

of the validity of tests for use with their populations of disadvantaged youths.

Even if disadvantaged youths accepted testing, and even If the projects had been

able to make use of scores in training and placement, the justification for the

use of tests would require some evidence that the tests are valid for the popula-

tion served,

Among the proje :t findings which bear on an estimate of the validity of

tests as predictors are the following:

A "substantial number" of youths who were evaluated as borderline or

mentally retarded responded to training or resealed average cornpetences In an

industrial work selling (Philadelphia JFA'S).

Some counselees who did poorly on the GATI3 got scores up to thirty points

higher on the (PAT (f01111).

Passage of the vocabular section of the Armed orces Qualification Test,

which, like other vocabulary tests, is generally considered the hest single pre-

dictor of intellectual performance, did not discriminate between these boys who

later were able to pass the test and those who failed the test again upon retaking

it (NCCI).
6

6 Pro;cct CAUSE f1 found that its disadvantaged applicants were not as good
as others on a regular vocabulary test, but better than others on one of lower-
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These ''straws in the wind" suggest that a disadvantaged youth's IQ score

is not a stable or reliable predictor of later performance, at least for the cri-

teria with which the F, and D projects were concerned. The issue is brought into

clear focus by the Federal Department Stores project reported by the Detroit

program. In that project, sixteen disadvantaged Negro young adults. who had

failed the selection test for salesmen used by Federal Department Stores, were

put into a special five-week training program in sales work, grooming, manners,

nutrition, and health care, and then employed as sales personnel by Federal

despite their low scores. It was found that the trained men came closer to long-

term salesmen in volume of sales after five weeks of training than did a group

of employees who had passed selection tests and who then had five weeks of ex-

perience on the sales floor without the special training. At. the time the Detroit

report was written, fourteen of the sixteen were still employed at Federal. The

report does not mention whether retesting was done after the training and, if so,

whether the trainees still scored below standards for selection despite their good

actual job performance.

The implications of the experiment are clear: where training was given,

the selection test for salesmen was a poor predictor of sales performance for

disadvantaged mon. Had the test been used exclusively, it would have resulted in

the rejection of the disadvantaged h' egra applicants and a reduction in sales volume

by the stores. This experiment is of such great potential importance thRi it must

be tried again. Indeed, one means by khich the Department of Labor might under-

take to loosen irrelevant test standards for employment by large employers is to

offer to sponsor sin:liar experiments in their companies. For it is likely that the

most persuasive argument to an employer Is one which shows that his employment

standards are not only irrelevant. but that they result in the loss of effcethe

1,orkers.

tine final comment on the relial,ility of test score,: iun ;.rojects reported

greati,i gap3 bek-ven the test scores of Spanish-speaking Puerto Rican youths

and their work porfcirmances than between the lust scores a-ld the performance

leyeis ,f other traint ,;coups. it is clear that the toning of Spanish-sNaktng

youths is unju,tified: thr., wonder is that :,:isone c%er (bought it was.

1 (1
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These relatively slim findings support the writer in his position that most

psychological and vocational tests are of no, or only marginal, validity' for use

with disadvantaged youths. Study of the standardization and validation of many

tests in common usage shows that disadvantaged and minority groups are seldom,

if ever, represented in the populations on which the tests were standardized or

'calidated and, further. the criterial performance measures used in the validation

of the tests seldom bear any empirically demonstrable relation to the job per-

formance in the jobs for which the tests are used as selection instruments.

Where there is such a relationship, it is typically with such. L.ori.tqation

as to result in more mistaken than correct selection decisions. ,?nd is not of an

order high enough to justify the perpetuation of disadvantaj.ni cot

This position is further reinforced by the following re oj, findings.

Cei :air. demographic characteristics of the yot.ths--a.,e. 4cx, reading

level, and education--were better predictors of the type of occupati-n l' at

youth would enter than test-derived estimates of employability 'A- .1E\-S).

Neither intellience test scores, grade attainment, readic..7 comm. honsion,

vocabulary level, family income, work attitudes. evaluations of ineti... atter), or

ratings of flexibility discriminated between successful e.. grarhuatk di trainees

and unsuccessful trainees (St. Louis JEVS). lin short, none of tho psychological

characteristics which most E and I) projects sought assiduously 'r ,11(.391.1re and

develop in the trainees had any relation to whethe, or not these vncths succeeded

in the training. The placement figures of the St. Louis fl. I 1h(i- suggest

that being successful as a trainee had little relation to whether or nI a youth

got a job. One could conclude that ability to get work has nothing in do with the

psychologi,2a1 characteristics of youths in E and I) projects. "tl..esc iinpressions

support the position briefly described in the Introduction, Ibal or not a

youth gets a loll his more to do with ['OMINOUS in the r:riare Char

.,nth coy dilionc in the t r'IS

"I he '<tighlx,r1-0,x1 1101.1.S.0 report says that the !nest ir,1 ,t Set rrplice-

inchts for the positions available to the yotrh iv, that depre--,r,lcommticity were

ago, 517e. and education, Volt also ftn..ncl that small sic e. impression

of physical eal,ness in many tiainces of !1exican car J!,..1 Chita frrm

the j,-1.s available,
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A somewhat different argument can be made about the use of the GATB as

a device for selecting youths for 1DTA training. The project reports offer no

evidence of the validity of the GATB as a predictor of success in MDTA courses.

Supposing that it did have validity for such a purpose, that talidity would mean

that low-scoring youths should not be referred to such courses, on the assumption

that the courses cannot be changed to permit low-scoring youths to learn a skill.

But, of course, they can be changed. The logic of the situation is this: if the

GATB is valid for the courses as they are, and if disadvantaged youths tend to

score below standards on the GATB, then there two choices--maintain the courses

as they are and screen out disadtantaged voutbs, or change the courses so that

low scorers on the GATB will profit from them. As MDTA is the only rational

training resource for disadtantaged youths, the choice is obvious. If this means

a change in the current structure of MDTA :raising. then that should be possible

to arrange.

Thus the writer is led to the following conclusions. First. that the talidity

of tests for predicting the job success of disadtantaged youths is yet to be esta-

blished, and the weight of the etidence suggests that such talidity will rot be found.

Second, that psychological characteristics of the kind measured by ability and

interest tests do not seem to play a role in whether or not a outh gets a job and

finally, that if tests are valid as predictors of success in MDTA training. this

should be taken as a directive to change the characteristics of MDTA (raining.

There is a curious logical detelopment in connection with the kinds of jobs

which projects find available for their youths. In some projects, which noted

that youths scored low on tests as well as other assessments, it was therefore

concluded that the most suitable jobs for such youths, and the only ones they could

expect to gel, 'Acre entry-level manual labor or routine 'artery jobs. Thus their

job devel-pment staffs emphasised such jobs. and the staff was glad to hate them

at Oat But when these were the jobs that the youths were offered, and the

vot.ths either refused them, quit them, or found them too worthless to bother

getting up in the morning for, it iv as concluded that the youths were not job ready.

and this was taken as :urther etidence that little more than such jobs could pos-

sibly be expected for them. In such circumstances, the tests whose scores led

41;
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to the initial characterization of the youths as too untalented for worthwhile jobs

were quite useless as measures of anything related to job success, since the

jobs made available to the youths did not demand any particular skills or aptitudes.

This kind of development thus produced a self-fulfilling prophecy, in that the

youths found no reason to be motivated for such jobs, thus confirming the original

characterization. Too few projects were able to make good, respectable jobs

available to their youths to test the alternative proposition--that rather than the

lack of motivation of disadvantaged youths affecting the kinds of jobs they can

get, it may be the other way around--that the kinds of jobs which the youths find

available to them are no incentive to motivate them. Were these good jobs, many

of these young people would make the effort.

As will be pointed out later in this report, there is reason for thinking that

the motivation of disadvantaged youths is more responsive to incentive conditions

than middle-class internalized motivations; it may be this characteristic which

makes disadvantaged youths appear umnotitated when tn., e is nothing to be moti-

vated for. The mistake may be to assume that the availability of a worthwhile

incentive would not elicit the motivation. Yet the single greatest failure of the F.'

and I) projects was that they sought to produce motivationally-relevant changes in

the youths without changing the incentives to which the youths were expected to

respond. If vocational tests hate little or no useful validity as predictors of the

job success of disadvantaged youths, some projects have been able to show a very

bright ray of light: NIFY reports that those who successfully completed training

in the skills recommended for them on the basis of work sample testing was 87

per cent. This figure is considerably higher than the 46 percent of youths who

completed their (UT in that project and compares very favorably with ltIDTA

training statistics, which show disadvantaged youths fintshirg their courses suc-

cessfully in less than 50 percent of the cases and show non - disadvantaged adults

with a completion rate of about 70 percent. Thus work sample testing may be

far more effective than traditional vocational assessments. Furth r support is

prodded by the VNICA project, in which it tt as found that after the vocational

instructors deteloped some work sample tests to he given to trainees before

they selected their occupational specialty, there was a marked reduction in
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program-switching and dissatisfaction. Unfortunately, that project does

not provide supporting data for these ohsemations. Nevertheless, work sample

testing, as used by these and other projects, appears to be one of the most suc-

cessful innovations in assessment to come out of the E and D projects; it will be

treated in more detail in a later section of this report.

Clinical Assessment

Six projects used an essentially clinical approach to assessment, although

these varied in their profes,'onalism from the full psychiatric casework treat-

ment initially employed in two projects, through the attempt by Lane County to

give the social workers al objective base on which to make their intal-:,2 jut:Jr:tents,

to two projects which paid such scant attention to assessment that it was based

on nothing more than a single interview by an untrained interviewer.

In the more elabora'e clinical assessrneM programs, such as Springfield

Goodwill, there were social work interviews, use of past records from schools

and police and other social agencies to which the client was known, psychological

testing, and home visits and interviews with parents. Springfield Goodwill also

included a routine psychiatric interview. In the case of PEPSI, referrals were

made to psychiatrists when indicated. PAL referred 20 percent of its clients for

a full clinical psychological evaluation and individual clinical test interpretations

of personality and ego func:ionirg

It is not surprising that the projects that used such a clinical approach were

those largely organized and operated by social service agencies, with staffs

made up of social workers who attempted to transfer wholesale the techniques

and procedures of family service agencies to the E and D project. It Is not sur-

prising that, in most of these cases, the very eetalled and expensive clinical as-

sessment contributed little of vocational value or relevar ,"c to the youths and, in

most agencies, made no difference In the ;:i? I of training given or the kinds of

placements arranged,

however, the highly individualized approach of such agencies did result in

supportive services beyond those in most other agencies. Indeed, the social

workers in the clinical agencies devoted more of their attention to medical, dental,
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and family problems than they did to more direct vocational matters. The clini-

cal approach was effective and helpful to the extent that the }oaths served received

such supportive services. However, the issue mentioned in the Preface concern-

ing the limits of demonstration must be faced. It is this writer's judgment that

an E and D project should have exemplary staff and resources, so that it does an

excellent job, and it must have the talent to be able to conceptualize, test, and

communicate its experiences. However, if the project is to demonstrate any-

thing useful the forms of those experiences should be such that once demonstra-

ted, others less competent may imitate them. In this respect, as E and D pro-

ject which offers a kind of service requiring scarce personnel and a great deal

of time and effort which could not possibly to built into a national program, is

not demonstrating anything useful to the nation. Therefore, an intensely clinical

approach requiring highly trained psychologists and psychiatrists is inappro-

priate, even if of proven effectiveness, Further, the clinical approach with its

emphasis on the total life situation of the disadvantaged youths, goes beyond the

appropriate concern of a manpower program for the vocational lives of people

into realms which, however important to the national health and welfare, are

the concern of other institutions. It is enough that a manpower program may

have to replace the educational Institutions for vocational training; to attempt

take over social welfare is to bite off too much.

In any ease, the efficacy of the clinical approach in producing behavioral

change has not yet been empirically demonstrated, and what evidence there is

does not support claims of effectiveness. One report does suggest that the

very close and continuing relationship established between caseworkers and

clients continued far beyond the clients' period of training. While such exten-

sive follow -up is desirable from a counseling point of view, the project has not

achieved a participarly good record of vocational stability and productivity, and

the case studies suggest that in fact a dependency relationship between case-

workers and clients was actively fostered by the caseworkers, who took a very

maternal stance. Indeed, it would appear that those clients who would not tolerate

such dependency were the ones who dropped out of the program. 1 he report

cites later courtships, marralges, and childbirths of girls who had once been

1
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in the training program -- surely matters which arc beyond the responsibility or

legitimate interest of an employability-development agency.

The Lane County program attempted to 6ite an objective base to its clini-

cal inferences and der,cloped a rating check list for use by the intake social

worker. In the Lane County program, a client was referred by the intake worker

directly to vocational counseling if: (1) the client was able to communicate

thoughts to the intake worker; (2) he showed evidence of having future goals; (3)

Se showed evidence of having made some plans or efforts to implement his goals;

(4) he was neat and clean in his appearance; (5) he appeared to be self-confident

and independent; and (6) there had been past attempts to work. Clients were re-

ferred to pre-vocational training if they displayed the following behavior: (1) a

hesitation in answering questions; (2) giving monosyllabic at, .ers; (3) giving no

answers or information about himself; (1) having no job ,nto. ,kation; (5) having no

vocational plans, or very unrealistic plans; (6) having no plans for implementing

his vocational goals: 47} making a poor appearance; (8) having little Cr no work

experience; and (9) having mattifity problems (picking nose or teeth during the

interview, over-reactive laughing or giggling).

The program of a midwestern project was initially the most clinical of them

all. According to this project's reports, they felt that Individualized evaluation

procedures precluded any standard test battery. The project attempted instead to

interpret the life style each client, to characterize his attitudes toward employ-

ment, toward his family, toward his peers, and toward nimself. Included were

an assessment of ego strengths and weaknesses, strengths of past relationships,

and the presence of internal conflicts which might affect adaptation to work and

the deelopmcnt of intimacy with others. 'their aim was to construct a complete

psychiatric diagnosis. It is amazing that a program for the disadvantaged appar-

ently aimed so high that it expected to develop a higher lecl of mental health

(hurt is required of employed workers, many of whom are permitted by :heir

employers to have internal conflicts, to work on factory assembly lines without

developing intimacies with others, and who remain employed despite arguments

with wives and par,nts.

In brief, the scope of intervention en,isaged by this and other projects of

;l)
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similar orientation went far beyond the needs of the client for employability, to

the point where the private lives of needy clients were invaded without warrant,

and without the freedom to reject the invasion. This evaluation would be differ-

ent if those agencies usi-..g such clinical approaches were able to demonstrate

good placement and job tenure effects. Unfortunately, they were no more suc-

cessful than the non-clinical agencies which specifically excluded personality

and home life matters.

Two problems developed which affected the clinical assessment programs.

The first was the cumbersomeness and expense of the undertaking. Two projects

found that the length of time required for such an individualized program and

assessment was not justified by the contributions made by the assessment.

They found that they would not be able to serve as many youths as they were

committed to serving without streamlining. Many clients who demanded and

needed prompt service dropped out because of the long assessment Intake. The

provision of prompt service Is one of the foremost requirements for program

effectiveness in dealing with disathantagcd youths. If two well-funded local

projects could not make the clinical assessment model work well for themselves,

how much more inappropriate would such a model be for a national program ?

If it is so inappropriate for a national program, what sense is there in demon-

strating such a model of service?

A second problem, which was illustrated in four project reports, was a

failure of communication which developed between those taking the depth psych-

iatric approach to assessment and those program personnel charged with res-

ponsibility for vocational trainirg, guidance, and placement. One report mentions

the difficulty of translating clinical assessment concepts into terms understand -

albe to the more vocationally and job-oriented project staff. A joint social work-

vocational counseling program reported difficulty in communication between the

two types of agencies. It was apparent in another project that the project psycho-

logist was talking at a different level from the rest of the staff. These projects

seem to have experienced some internal dissension, which became clinical

assessment vs. rapid Intake focused on vocational considerations. The writer

suspects that one reason for the difficulty in translating the language of depth

2
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psychology and social work into the language of vocational guidance, training, and

job placement is this language does not in fact have much to do with ecational

planning and development. The communication problem is a symptom of the

assessment's irrelevance.

Therefore, it can be said that when social workers are in charge of intake,

psychologists do testing, counselors are in charge of vocational guidance, and

former businessmen or employment service placement interviewers manage

placement, there are bound to be internal conflicts. Procedural and language

differences rapidly become confounded with professional identities. The lines of

resistance are hardened and differences of opinion about procedures are convert-

ed into threats to the professional identity of each staff member. Three projects

reported that this occurred in inter agency communications but most often the

conflicts seem to have beer intra agency, most notably between market-oriented

paleement personnel and youth-oriented social workers and counselors. This

breakdown in the 'team approach" is especially likely in E and P projects which

begin on a crash basis, have no traditions of working together, have no comfor-

table role structures for their staff, and have too little time to engage in adequate

staff development activities in which the various roles could become clarified.

Two agencies eventually, alftred their approaches to assessment because of

these problems. In one, the alteration was accompanied by staff upheaval and the

resignation of the social work staff identified with the clinical intake. It is note-

worthy that this project's proposal had promised a continuous review and develop-

ment of assessment methods, techniques, and tools, but the agency's structure

was so Ill-adapted for such a continuous review that when change came at all, It

invoked a purge of staff and a good deal of internal turmoil. The agency's strue-

tare was not at all appropriate for the kind of commitment it had made in its

contract with GMAT, suggesting that the agency expei.led its promised "continuous

review" would confirm the type of assessment the staff was prepared to do.

The changes made by the other project were more smoothly accomplished.

essentially substituting group Intake for the progressive sieve-like clinical

assessment with which the project had started.

r-
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Homemade Tests

'D.velve projects used project-constreeted tests and measurements to fill

specific needs in their operations. Some of these may he useful in other settings,

despite their lack of standardization and validation. Others seem so promising

that OMPER should sponsor their perfection.

The most promising homemade test is a picture interest test developed by

Draper (which was surely one of the most creative of the E and D projects). Al-

though the test is only sketchily described in the otherwise complete Draper re-

port, it apparently consists of pictures of people in various occupational roles.

The test-taker apparently indicates his preferences among the pictures. Con-

sidering that two projects found the Kuder Preference Record too far advanced

for their disadvantaged and functionally illiterate youths, as noted earlier, there

is an apparent need for a nonverbal vocational interest test. °NITER would be

well-advised to underwrite the costs of research on the instrument.

The Vocational Advisory Service also used sonic of its own tests, including

a test of vocational interest and an information questionnaire. However, the pro-

ject reports give no descriptions of these instruments or indications of their

utility.

Other tests developed by E and I) projects include an achievement test for

group administration to replace the more cumbersome Wide Range Achievement

Test (although there are group achievement tests on the market [I01110; typing,

spellirg, and dictation proficiency tests (YOB lilt and two measures of attitudes

toward the world of work (Lane County). PEPSI developed two tests for the

test-retest study of its basin education program, an essay on ''The Kind of Job I

Would Like- and an arithmetic-budget test.

Several projects used homemade reading and arithmetic tests, usually given

at intake, to provide a rapid estimate of the need for basic education (Neighbor-

hood House, Kansas City JEVS, KEY). Neighborhood House felt that its test pro-

vided a starting point that made imolvernent in counseling sessions easier, as it

gave the youths something to talk about, deal with, and make plans for. Kan:as

City JETS had its youths read a section fro,n a newspaper as its reading test.
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KEY constructed an informal arithmetic test; they then compared a youth's per-

formance on the test with the kinds of mathematics required for successful per-

formance of the occupation for which he was being trained. They were thus able

to make basic education specific to the youth's occupational needs. Draper used

the same approach, and both projects represent an advance over the assumption

that all occupations require a certain core level of mathematics competence. It

is not sufficient simply to teach mathematics, though of course that helps; the

further step is to teach only those concepts that the student himself can recognize

a need for in his occupational training, rather than using the occupational training

to sell him a bill of goods beyond his needs. if the KEY test is really useful in this

fashion, and can be readily objectified, it should be further developed and can make

a significant contribution as an assessment tool.

Other measuring devices included an "Employability Profile" (Skills Center);

speech hearing, and articulation tests used in the research program of Temple

University; a check list of behavioral characteristics from which assignment to

prevocational training or to counseling can be made (Lane County); an estimate of

physical capacity and condition (Phila. JEVS): and several rating scales to be used

by the employers and the families of released trainees in follow-up (Draper).

These last seem to be rather well thought-out questionnaires.

The National Commission on Children and Youth used a device in test form

as a teaching-counseling technique. Called the "Can You Take Directions? Test"

it consists of instructions for a number of nonsensical operations, including saying

embarrassing things publicly. If the youths follow the directions, however, they

find that they don't have to do these things. If they fail to follow the directions,

they find themselves doing a lot of silly things publicly, and others are aware that

they have failed to follow the directions. it is an amusing device. and could mako

the point effectively, if the youths do not hec,'me too embarrassed.

In sum, most of the tests developed by the projects were of a practical

nature; and few are likely to be useful outside the projects. The number of pro-

jects using informal estimates of reading and arithmetic skills suggests a need for

some rapid short-form tests in the area, however, and JOBS reports a need for a

brief personality test which will alert staff to needs for referrals to psychotherapy.
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The picture vocational interest test, the mathematics test geared to com-

parison of achievement to the needs of several occupations, possibly the behavioral

checklist of the Lane County project, and the follow-up ratings of the Draper pro-

ject, deserve further development and testing.

Work Experience Ratings

Many projects employed work experience stations for their youths either

in-house, as in work crews; by farming the youths out to work stations in public

agencies; or in regular on-the-job training (OJT). However, no project report

gives any particular form for evaluation of the youth's performance in work ex-

perience stations. Most assessment seems to have been done informally ( "J. T,

is working along nicely now') and without detailed or complete evaluation. The

E and D projects seem to have relied on the assumed experience and competence

of the work crew supervisors, or the heads of work stations to which the youths

were assigned. In most eases this assumption was unwarranted, Many project

reports mention dissatisfact'on with the supervision the youths received in out-

of-house placements. The YMCA program attempted to solve this problem by

having its counselors interview each supervisor at least once a week, but this

was a huge drain on the counselors' time. MFY found that supervision of OJT

seemed to be better in large companies, which had experience in supervising and

evaluating apprentices as part of their normal operations, as the small employers

were too informal and inexperienced. Some projects reported that the office

supervisors in public agencies providing work experience for theft youths gener-

ally ignored the youths and did not know what to do with them, except for sending

them on little errands. Such agencies failed to provide the young people with

enough actual and varied work experience to be able to make any kind of reason-

able assessment of their skills, style, competence, or interest. Of nurse, it

need hardly be pointed out that the only thing a 3 .uth learns in such an office is

how to not work, rather the opposite of the program's Intentions.

Sotne work experience stations in volvedsuch low-level routine tasks that

they did not lend themselves to any detailed evaluation of a vouth's skills. in-

terests, or needs. This was the case with several work crews that were

r- -
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essentially manual-labor forces. It was simply not possible, with such a

restricted range of tasks, to make the assessment of work habits, work tolerance,

and ability to accept supervision that the assessment staff Wanted.

When the work station is limited in the range of activities on which obser-

vations can be made, the tendency is to deal with generalized work attitudes and

other abstract aspects of the worker role (such as response to supervision) which

may be separated from the tasks in which they are manifested. This raises a

further problem. It is generally assumed that such worker-role characteristics

(punctuality, attendance, work tolerance, cooperativeness, etc.) are character

traits, regardless of the work the boy is being asked to do. This assumption is

highly questionable. One could make an equally good case for the hypothesis that

a youth's punctuality, attendance, work habits, and work tolerance will be related

to the interest and gratification he gets out of the particular job he is doing. and

this gratification would be expected to vary from job to job, perhaps even from

supervisor to supervisor. This is a crucial matter. Many of the programs, oper-

ating on the assumption that playing the role of a worker can be abstracted from

the kind of work being done regardless of the kiwi of jobs offered to the youths,

become dubious. The assumption of generalized work traits seems particularly

false fa. disadvantaged youths, which may he why those project:, which were able

to hold up desirable jobs as goals to their youths (YMCA IF an outstanding exam-

ple) showed relatively little anxiety over teaching youths bow to play work roles

and the other paraphernalia of "prevocational training."

Three comments from project reports also suggest this position: the

Pinellas County program reports that its youths often behaved very differently

toward the residential staff members than they did toward their MDTA Instructors

or work supervisors, sometimes looking like entirely different boys and girls to

the professionals who saw them in different contexts Ore JOBS staff member

wrote that "some can be great employees and lousy trainees. and vice versa."

Finally, the Philadelphia JEVS noted that when the work try-out period was ended

and the youths were given industrial tasks :11th salaries. their cork output and

motivation increased greatly, Indicating that these youths were quite sensitive to

incentives. There is reason for thinking that the behavior displayed by a youth In
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a particular work experience station may be a function of the conditions of that

work station, rather than of enduring traits in the youth, and thus cannot neces-

sarily be generalized ....bout his a.ritude toward work in the abstract.

The assumption that work habits can be generalized for disadvantaged

youths underlies much programming iu F and D projects, and yet it is highly.

questionable. But it is an assumption that can be empirically tested by psycho-

logical research in a variety of not very complicated experimental designs. It

is strongly recommended that ONIPER spousor such experiments. It is crucial

to the evaluation of the validity and utility of work-role training and assessment,

whether it is through assignment to work crews, through group counseling,

through prevocationai training instruction, or through assignment to work experi-

ence stations. Despite the questionable status of this assumption, some p,:o-

jects were able to develop work experi erees of sufficient %al iety and complexity

to permit meaningful description and assessment of the youths' performances,

even if the descriptions and assessments are not generalizable to other work

sites. The common ingredient in these projects is that the work stations were

in-house and supervised by trained staff (YMCA, Springfield Goodwill, Skills

Center, and the three JETS projects). At the Springfield Goodwill project, super-

visors made daily reports on each youth, using ratings in specific areas: a; itudes

toward work; oulput; ability to respond to pressures for more output, effort, or

better work: concept of self as a worker; attendance; conformity to work riles;

skills; and personal behavior. No doubt the sheltered workshop experience of

this project provided it with the background to carry this off. Sheltered workshop

experience alone, however, is apparently not sufficient. Supervisory staff and

foremen must also be trained specifically for working with disadvantaged youths

and must receive professional support and consultation. When this was not done

there was considerably more difficulty in getting good evaluations from super-

Osors

The Philadelphia JETS had a carefully stated set of criteria which defined

the goals of its two levels of training, and therefore the sandards of p.-orrotion

from the lower to the higher level. Training at the lower level was aimed at the

social aspects of the work role: observing rules, grooming. respect for authority.

71'7
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and acceptable interpersonal behavior. When supervisors' evaluations indicated

that these objectives had been achiesed by a youth, he 'was promoted to a second

level as which work tempo, task persistence, coordination and dexterity, output

competition, quality, and quantity of task performance were the objects of training

and assessment (i.e the production aspects of the work role). It Is interesting

to note th'it, in a sense, the ordering of these aspects of the work role was re-

versed by the YMCA program, which devoted itself to the skill or production as-

pects of the cork, and found that the other aspects either took care of then:selves,

or were learned informally as part of the practice shop experience.

The St, Louis JE,vs also used extensive supervisory evaluations in its

sheltered workshop. This program had the added distinction of being the only one

that sought to establish sonic validity for these ratings. They found that ratings

of motivation, flexibility, or work habits did not correlate with whether or not a

trainee was classified as successful (i.e., graduated from the program). How-

ever, supervisors' ratings of cooperativeness did hare a barely significant rela-

tionship to success, though not, apparently, to job placement.

ABCD, JOBS, Neighborhood House, YMCA, and the Skills Cooler do

not report any extensive or formal use of their work experience settings for pro-

siding assessments. They were more training-oriented in their use of work ex-

perience, and assessment seems to hasp been at an informal level.

Pl'ol)abh the worst situation of all was that of a project in Appalachia. in

which strained relationships between the project and 71/411)TA personnel resulted

in the refusal of the bII)TA staff to provide the project with any assessments of

trainee progress or esen an estimate of the trainee's likely completion date, ef-

fectively leasing the project in the dark and hurting the youths.

In summary, assessment of work experience performance, except in some

of the sheltered workshop settings, was generally not satisfactory in the E and II

projects. The problems seem to be: an inability to construct adequate P.SSCSS-

meets by untrained and out-of-`iotise superisors: a too restrIced range of work

experience to preside enough data for assessment; a lack of demonstrated re-

liability or salidity in the formal rating procedures used: a faihre by most projects

to use formal ratings or ass( ssments (only three or four of the more than sixteen
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projects which had work experience programs described formal ratings in their

reports); and the questionable assumption that performance in a work experience

station can be generalized to performance on other kinds of jobs, in other settings,

under other incentive conditions, and with different supervisors. Finally, when

projects did not adequately train supervisors, provide them with guidance and

direction, had no administrative control over them, or they worked in settings

having very different orientations and goals from the F and D project, there was

little useful assessment of the trainees.

Work Samples

In the context of a general failure to use psychological and vocational

testing productively with disadvantaged youths, or to deal with any sophistication

with the issues of assessment, it becomes a pleasure to describe what is clearly

the outstanding innovation in assessment developed by the F and I) program. Work

sample testing Is a close ally in the assessment of work experience, except, in

work sample testing, the work tasks are specifically designed for assessment

purposes rather than teaching or skill-training purposes. It is thus understand-

able that, like work experience programs, work sample testing seems to have

been done most often by vocational rehabilitation agencies with sheltered work -

shoe experience.

Ten programs used work sample techniques in one way or another. They

varied widely In the elaborateness of toeir development from simply trying out

Spanish-speaking youths on a number of workroom tasks as a substitute for ap-

titude and interest tests (VAS-Altro), to the highly formalized methods of MFY

and Philadelphia JEVS. One program had promised to deelop work sampling,

in its contract proposal to OMAT, but did not, In fact, do so.

Among those making relatively minor, or Informal, use of work samples

vere the Shills Center, whi h simply allowed youths ineligible for their program

to try themselves out on shop tasks in the Skills Center for a week, without par,

while they were working with the job developmont staff. In that context, the work

sampling v :as Isrgely for self-assessment purposes, and an opportunity to dis-

coter interests.
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The YMCA use of informal work samples to provide youths with an oppor-

tunity to make a realistic choice between the two kinds of skill training available

in the program has been mentioned, It was reported that the decisions made by

the youths after work sampling greatly reduced program switching. The Draper

project made a similar use of samples in their training curricula ty exposing

youths to several classes from each curriculum before the youth decided the kind

of skill training he wanted. Draper also stressed the self-assessment aspect of

the sampling. Through the use of a self-assessment form, each youth rated as-

pects of each skill, so that he could be sure that he understood all relevant con-

siderations before he made his decision.

JOBS vocational instructors also developed some crude work samples, but

used them more as vocational achievement measures than as measures of aptitudes

or interests.

MFY tried to use its work experience stations as work samples. by rotating

youths through the various work stations before making an assignment to skill

training. However, MFY found that this was not a satisfactory arrangement, pro-

bably because the youths did not see their rotations through the work stations as an

opportunity for self-assessment, but rather as jobs or as training per se. They

did not like being rotated to the next work station before they felt they had acquired

any competence in the skills of the one that they were on. They found it discourag-

ing to be pulled out of each work station before they had developed any mastery of

the work. It was this situation which led IvIFY to develop a regular vocational

evaluation center, built around work sample testing, to be described In more de-

tail below.

Like MFY before the establishment of its vocational evaluation center, one

of the sheltered workshop programs rotated youths through its several work

training stations, with each youth spending three or four days in each location.

However, according to the evaluation report by Catholic University's Bureau of

Social Research. there was no objective evaluationlion of the work samples, no con-

sist:2M pattern cf supervision, and little supervision of the youths while they were

on the work sites. The evaluation further charges that the work at the work stations

was at too low a level to permit any assessment of skill and aptitude, that the work

t1)
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stations were in occupations for which there was little hope of employment, and

that, in any ease, the selection of a skill training field after the work sampling

was based entirely on the youth's choice, rather than on evaluation of his poten-

tial effectiveness as determined by his performance during the sampling.

Kansas City JEVS also used shop work for informal, and relatively crude,

work sampling, but without systematic development of the samples or evaluation

of performance.

Four projects made major applications of work sample techniques and dev-

eloped them to a relatively high level. These were Springfield Goodwill, St. Louis

JEVS, MFY, and Philadelphia JEVS. The last two represent the highest devel-

opment among the E and D projects, consisting of the major innovations in asses-

sment to emerge from the E and D program.

The St. Louis JEVS report does not give a very precise definition of its

work sampling methods. it does describe providing the trainee with brief instr-

uction and time for practice before the actual test was run. When the trainee

indicated his readiness, the formal test was administered. The evaluation of

performance seems to have been more crude than in RIFT and Philadelphia JEVS,

and does not seem to have had any quantification of performance or the applica-

tion of norms. Rather. performance was described in informal terms. Accord-

ing to the project's report, the trainees used the work samples as reality situa-

tions which defined the salient performance characteristics of arious kinds of

jobs, thus making their vocational planning more realistic, and giving them a

reality on which to base their vocational interests. Unfortunately, St. Louis

JEVS does not describe the nature of the work tasks involved in their samples,

except for a work sample of photo finishing, which was described as a remarka-

bly good indicator of aptitude, correlating markedly with evidence of success in

photo finishing training. However, no data accompany the assertion, and the

absence of an exact numerical statement of the correlation suggests that the

let m was not being t.i;ed In its enact empirical sense, and that the asserted rela-

tionship was only estimated.

Springfield Goodwill used detailed ratings of performance on work samples.

and makes reference to sheltered workshop and industrial norms. suggesting that

i
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performance is quantified and can be compared to some kinds of score distribu-

tions. It is noted that the youth in the Springfield program received no pay while

going through work sample evaluation. No reference is made to reliability or

validity, of the ratings made by the %cork sample evaluation, or of the quantitative

scores obtained.

The WY work sample procedures ..e adaptations of the well-known Tower

system developed for use with handicapped persons. In the NIFY program, coun-

selors refer youths to the vocational evaluation center for a two-week period.

During the first week, the youth tries a number of work samples. During the

second week he is given a chance for more extended practice on those samples on

which he showed promise, permitting him to improve his performance. At the

end of the second week, a complete report and evaluation, including a recommen-

dation for skill training, Is forwarded to the youth's counselor. lily repor,', that
the recommendation of the center is followed in almost all of the cases, though it

is not binding on the counselor or the youth. They find that eighty-seven percent

of those placed in the recommended training program complete their work suc-

cessfully. This figure Is much higher than that of trainees who have not had

work sample evaluation, and represents Impressive success for work sample testing.

In the 111.'1' system, each work sample is treated as a set of subtests with

increasing levels of difficulty and complexity. Each can be scored objectively for

time and number of errors. The samples are structured along industrial lines,

(i.e., the samples are ''bits" of occupations. the plumbing sample. for example,

consists of pipe measurements and the use of different lengths and shapes of pipes

to construct a lay-out according to a blueprint. thv carpentry sample includes cut-

ting wood and assembling the pieces to construct an object according to a plan),

rather than work representations of psychomotor skills. This distiretion will be-

come clearer when the Philadelphia ,IEVS work samples are described.

While working on the work samples at a trained and experienced

super visor rates the youth's work habits, work tolerance, ability to accept super-

vision, ability to complete a task oven when frustrated lack of skill, concentra-

tion, punctuality, and attendance.

It is not clear from the NIFY reports how well standardiicd the work sample
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procedures are. The testing is dove on two floors of an old loft building, in a

relatively crowded space. It seems likely that each youth's performance on a

particular test would be influenced by how lousy the shop was Curing the time in

which he was learning to perform the task prior to the actual testing and by the

noise and other environmental conditions prevaring during the test (such as

having all the necessary toots always kept in the same standard order for all

subjects, so that time scores are not adversely affected by searches for tools or

interruptions from other workers). The MFY report does not make clear whether

score distributions for various kinds of workers are available to provide a basis

for comparing a particular youth's performance. It is the writer's impression

that much in the 11I FY system rests on the good sense, experience, and judg-

ment of the evaluation supervisoe. Although this was to be expected during a

period of rapid exploration and development further standardization and valida-

tion must be done if the system is to be perfected so that it can be used by other

agencies with comparable and interchangeable results.

In the Philadelphia JEMS system, work samples are also graded from the

simple to the complex within each series, with each higher level requiring broad-

er psychological participation by the subject through the use of covert cognitive

processes. The basic tasks in each series appear to be fairly unitary in the

ps;chornotor skills involved (i. e. , assembling nuts and bolts of various sizes,

sorting washers of ari s sizes), although there Is also some overlap among

irdustrial lines, For example, there is some overlap hetwecr the assembly of

electrical materials and the assembly of non-electrical objects. This feature

provides an opportunity for a refinement of measurement which the Philadelphia

project has not attempted: it should be possible to find several tasks requiring

about the same psychomotor skills, but differing In their industrial application.

There might be three or four basic simple finger dexterity and manipulation

tasks In which one comes from the needle trades, one from the electrical Industry,

and one from another line of work. In such a series, tvith the psychomotor com-

ponents Identified through factor analytic sit dies, a subject's average score on the

tasks would define his level of finger dexterity, while differences in score among

the tasks might provide an indication of the industrial line In which he has an
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motivated) is the one on which he gives his best performance. For each subject

one could derive a score on a particular psychomotor skill by averaging his perf-

ormance on all the tasks involving that skill, and an independent score on interest

by averaging performances on all task^ from the same industrial line. In such a

way, the work sample technique can be broadened to erovide a greater range of

objective information without violating the essential feature of being a performance

measure identical to the performances required in the world of work.

It is al Important fc ',ore of the Philadelphia J13VS technique that an estimate

is made of the subject's level of performance, so that he can start on the graded

series at a el at which he can perform well. This feature recognizes the

importance of success experiences in testing to disadvantaged youths.

Like the /tin' program, the JEVS technique included practice periods before

the: actual testing. As in ISIFY, there does not seem to have been much standardi-

zation of these practice periods or the conditions of test administration.

Inasmuch as the JEVS program included a sheltered workshop to which the

youths were assigned after work sample testing, the program had a fine opportun-

ity to test the validity of the work samples by running simple correlations Letween

speed and accuracy scores on the work samples and speed and accuracy scores en

the several industrial tasks the youths performed in the sheltered workshop. It

Is especially regrettable that this was not done.

There are several reasons for thinking that wh !n fully detelopcd, the work

sample technique will be extremely valuable. (1) It Is non - verbal. {2) It Involves

performances identical to those required in work. It Is a generally supported

empirical principle in test construction that the ebser the test items are to the

criterion in torn! and content, the more likely tha. the items will be valid. Thus

the Identity between test and work criteria promises high validity for the work

samples, (3) The obvious relevance of the test to wor k makes the test aprear sen-

sible and therefore acceptable to test-suspicious youth, who are therefore likely

to be well - motivated to perform on it. (I) "The ebscness of the test to actual

work performance makes it a cortirrcl-cnsit c measure, Including within it ail the

psvehologicrl and performanc., factors which opn-ate on the job. 'thus the lest is
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likely to he a better predictor than those tests which isolate some presumably

central skill or aptitude (e. g, , spatial relations) for testing, leaving other varia-

bles of interest, motivation, perception, eye-hand coordination, and transfer to

industrial situations as uncontrolled variables. (5) The work sample technique

makes such apparent good sense that it should be particularly attractive to em-

ployers, making it easier to "sell" a youth to a job opening on the basis of ob-

jective measures of his ability to perform tasks identical to those required by

the job. In this way, the use of work sample testing could do much to erode the

non-functional and often irrelevant selection testing done by many employers.

which too often screen out disadvantaged youths. It is surprising that neither

IVIFY nor JFA'S make mention of using work sample scores as recommetdations

to employers. (6) The obvious relevance of the work samples should help disad-

vantaged youths make accurate self-assessments of their vocational skills, thus

serving as a motivator for training. Ir contrast, much youths often have difficulty

in understanding the relevance of a score on one of the standard paper and pencil

tests, because the performance they gave on the test scents, to them, so far re-

moved from work performance. (7) Finally, the work samples provide youths

of limited occupational experience, and little knowledge of what is Involved in

various occupations, with a firm reality on which to base their self-assessments

of interest, and also provide their image of occupations and careers with a

concrete base.

These are impressive considerations and promise much for work sample

testing. However, there are .vet many problems to be solved.

How generalizable are performances on work samples to performances

under regular conditions of regular work, under industrial supervision, and with

monetary incentive? It was noted that the work sample testing at TEN'S and

Springfield Goodwill was done without stipends to the youths. NIFY's report does

not mention whether or not there svere stipends. As indicated earlier, JEVS

noted that when the youths completed the work sample evaluations and were put

on industrial tasks with pay, their behavior and performance markedly improved.

It was also noted that the productivity of the youths tended to keep pace with the

periodic- salary raises which the JEVS project gave its workers in the sheltered

L'
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workshop. It is possible that sonic youths are affected by financial incentive more

than others. The absence of incentive in work sample tests would elicit perfor-

mances from these youths which are inferi,r to their performances under incen-

tive conditions. This would affect their relative standing vis-a-vis the youths n.vho

are less affected by level of incentive and who tend to give maximum performance

without regard to availability of incentives. There is a need for psychological re-

search in which disadvantaged youths' performances on various tasks wider :arcing

conditions of incentive could be examined for the effect of differences among in-

centive conditions, and for differences between disadvantaged and middle-class

youths In responsiveness to incentive, the hypothesis to be tested being that dis-

advantaged youths' performances are more responsive to levels of incentive than

middle-class youths, and that disadvantaged youths are more responsive to finan-

cial incentive, compared to social Incentives, that, middle-class youths,

flow reliable are the ratings of work sample performance? Are the ratings

affected by how long the youth was permitted to practice the task before the actual

testing? Are they affected by the relationship between the supervisor and the

youth? Do different observers make different evaluations?

Are work samples measures of aptitude or achievement? Are scores affected

by amount of past practice or work experience on similar tasecs? If so, it v..ould

be unfair to use them for selective placement, unless specific norms for various

groups of test takers are used, for that would mean that disadvantaged youths

would tend to get lower scores than experienced workers.

Are they valid? t successful workers In a pa dicular occupation get higher

scores on the work samples related to that occupation than they do on work samples

unrelated to their occupation, and do they get higher scores on related work

samples than unsuccessful workers ? One must attend to the possibility of

self-fulfilling prophesy operating here. It is possible that a youth who scores

well on a work sample is seen, thwrefore. as one with high potential. when

be is then placed in a related industrial production task, under a supervisor who

already secs him as hazing high potential, the supervisor's le: el of expectation

for the youth will he raiscd,and, at the same time, his exp(ciation of ge.d per-

formance should lead to selective perception of

Or:
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high achievement by the youth. The youth is likely to sense the level of expecta-

tion (as psychological research has shown, people de tend to try to approximate

the standards held for them) and thus perform at a higher level than those for

whom there are lower standards of expectation. Ile is also likely to feel encour-

aged by the Implied approval of his work, so that he works even harder. Through

a process like this, it is possible that the work sample testing may he less a de-

vice for predicting success than it is a device for producing job success in some

workers. One might conclude that if it is, it is a desirable technique. llovve,'er,

a self-fulfilling prophecy can operate in both directions, and with disadiantagcel

youths in the schools, it has more often acted against them than for them. There

is a need to clarify this issue.

Until these issues are settled, the work sample technique will remain an

innovation of great but unrealized potential, and its adepticin as a standard tool

in the technology of vocational guidance and placement would not be justicied.

Sc if-Assessmeht

Although few programs specifically encouraged self-assessrnen', many in-

cluded self-assessment activities.

In a four-day group-counseling program for !IIDTA trainees, the trainees

discussed their test scores in a kind of sell confrontation within the group. It

was felt that the group members were less likely to permit members to rationalize

away or ignore the test findings, and group puncturing of defenses was said to

be more acceptable to the youths than the puncturing of a professional (Action

One project used interest Inventories and other clue tii-innaires to stimulate

self-appraisal, including a questionnaire on job readiness which the youths filled

out for themselves, and the staff filled out for them. vr,-, vieuth= then compared

their estimate of their job readiness with the staff's es!Milie. t i i8 process was

used after the youths had beer in the project for saint' tine and had established a

relationship with program personnel (KEY).

The Draper program used a form on vi.hich s t themselves In re-

lation to arlous training areas available in the projc.71. thus stimulating a realistic
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appraisal o; the various alterratives Before filling out the form, the youth was

exposed to each of the training curri, Ts, and heard talks about career potential,

salaries, and working conditions in each.

In the Davis Goodwill program, the youths used their three- to-four day

placements in the various training areas to discover their own interests.

tine program reported that if clients took an informal reading and arithme-

tic test during intaLo, they subsequently were more involved in counseling. This

suggests that the tests stimulated the kind of self-assessment which leads directly

to counseling {Neighborhood House).

The New Jersey 0E0 program had youths fill out several self-assessment

Inventories as part of the group guidance program. The youths then discussed

their responses in he groups.

The Syracuse Skills ,'enter allowed Ineligible applicants to work in the

Skills Center for a week to discover thei. own Interests while they also met daily

with job developers and counselors to make pla,....,ment decisions.

The PAL program, and to some extent Neighborhood douse, used temporary,

short - terra, and ,dart-time placements as self-assessment devices for those youths

who either overestimated themem es and thus saw no value in counseling and

training or who wanted to try themselves out on a job to test the validity of their

owa self-appraisa.s '3y worxing on a job which is obviously short-term, the

youth without any jub experience finds cut what it is really like in the world of

work, and conies to a more realistic self-appraisal, without bear, made anxious

by the threat of being fired, since he gos.8 into the job with the full knowledge that

It will be only short term. He need not see the job as a career choice requiring

any kind of extensive commits eel from himself, And, of course, he earns money

which he badly needs. This use of short -term p/acementa may be very effective

with the many disadva aged youths who come to project 'Antos requesting place-

ment immediately, and who perceive the agency's Insistence on counseling, training,

and basic education before placement as a put-off, From the youth's standpoint,

it is important that he and the agency agree that the job does not represent an

undulate placer.ent, and that the agency will help him to get a good job when his

need for short-term placements is over.
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By and large, disadvantaged youths come to employability development

agencies in the expectation that they are placement agencies. They come to find

jobs, not training or counseling, and they tend to evaluate the agenzy in terms

of the kind of job they were able to get with the agency's help. Almost every pro-

ject reports that the youths have to be ''sold'' on the need for counseling, assess-

ment, and training. In effect, these agencies arc in the position of disagreeing

with the youth's self-assessment of his job readiness Research is requirid to

test the extent to wideh such self-assessments are justified. A comparison of the

job-tenure statistics of those who accept the agency's diagnosis an' treatment

with those of the youths who reject the agency by dropping out and getting their

own jobs would throw some light on the question of whether or not the agency's

assessments are more realistic than the youth's. It is the writer's impression

that in at least seven of the projects, placement of program graduates occurs at

about the same level as job-finding by program dropouts. A more dircct empirical

measure ,tomes from the Kansas City JEVS. In which the project sought to place

directly those applicants who, on the bas's of their self-assessments, asked to

skip the cork adjustment training. 11.e project report notes that these self-assess-

ments were generally accurate: when these applicants were placed without the

agency's work adj istment training, they turned out to be steadier workers than

those vho took the training. Presumably this means that they kept their jobs

longer. The project report does not say whether these were more mature, older,

or more experienced youths than those who accepted the agency's program.

The point here is that it might be more appropriate for E and D projects to

attempt to place those youths who come to the project specifically for jobs. perhaps

in short-term jobs at first, with the clear understanding that better Jobs would be

sought for them after they've had some ei.:perience, rather than tryiiig ti sell the

youths on a counseling and training program for which they do not feel a need.

Once placed, those who feel the need for training and counseling are then likely

to enter into such progrt is with more enthusiasm and less suspicion, and more

confidence that the agency is able to find jobs for them.
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Training in Takii.); Tests for Employment

A major innovation introduce i v S'evcq'al of the E and I) projects to the field

of vocational guidance and cc anseiing is the training wlv ch they presided in taking

and passing employment tests. These projects started from the assumption that

employment-selection tests are a major barrier to youth employment and, if they

could not convince employers to relinquish such harriers, hey should prepare

youths to surmount them. 7

Inasmuch as disadvantaged youths tem.? to have fairly restricted experience

in taking employment tests, the projects reasoned that the youths' lack of expez -

fence leaves them without test-taking skills. Several agencies administered

selection tests to their trainees in order to provide them with relevant test-taking

experience in a non-threatening atmosphere. Some agencies did epecifie training

in test-taking skills beyond simple practice and others went even further in pre-

paring youths to take employment tests by bringing the yout",s to the test site a

day or so in advance of tcstinc to give them a familiarity with the place where the

testing was to take place (Neighborhood House), or accompanying the youths, in

small groups, to the actual testing session to reduce failure anxiety t.nd stimulate

mutually supportive camaraderie (Detroit).

Among the projects giving tutoring and practice in taking employment tests

were Neighborhood House, Ociroit, Hunter's Point, Skill: Center, YMCA, and

Y01311. In most of these programs, the tutoring was done in small groups or In-

dividially by aides or by counselors. The Detroit, 1-011 II, and Neighborhood

House ',rejects concentrated heavily on 2ivil service tests. In some projects, the

test training was a part of pre-vocational training (Hunter's Point), in some it was

part of basic education 0013 II), and in others it was on an as-needed lasts (Neigh-

borhood House).

Neighborhood House reports that it found it rathPi- difficult to make the youths

interested in taking employment tests; the boys seemed entirely unmotivated. When

7This is an excellent example of the ?ogle of trying to change the youths In-
stead of the system; the youths thus bear the double burden of being disadvantaged
and held responsible for making the changes which the system cannot, or will not,
make in Itself.

/(1
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a few boys took tests, however, passed them, and got jobs as a result, the others

became highly interested. This is just one example of a phenomenon which has

been mentioned before; disadvantaged youths often look and act unmotivated to

work in the abse.:ce of the opportunity to work and the absence of the incentives

which work entails. When opportunities present themselves, the classical diag-

nosis of "unmotivated youth" often turns out to be wrong.

Neighborhood House then found that once interest was aroused, tutoring in

test-taking must start at once. This is consistent with other evidence which in-

dicates that disadvantaged youths do not sustain motivation in the abstract oer

long pericds of time; rather, theft motivation seems to be specific to the circum-

stances and opportunities. This is also the reason for :hc stress on rapid lutake

into project programs env; a yot.th has expresseu interest. Thus Neighborhood

tiouso found greatest enthusiasm for test tutoring when an examination date was

approaching. The youths were not likely to take test tutoring just because it

might come in handy some day in the vague future.

In its tutoring program. Neighborhood House placed stress en how M tale

speed tests, on the assumptioi. that disadvantaged youths have a particularly poor

time sense. They also found it necessary to train for specific tests; their report

notes that the youths did not readily transfer knowledge from one context to another,

so that an arithmetic operation which might have been mastered in a basic educa-

tion class would be failed when it appeared in a slightly different form on an em-

ployment test.

In general, then, the Neighborhood House experience suggests that test

training must be specific, ad hoc, and irnmedi,tely relevant, rather than an ab-

stract set of principles and generalizations about tests as a whole. Nevertheless,

the test-training program of Neighborhood House appears to have been very effec-

tive as 3 basic education device. Certainly it seems to have rnct with more en-

thusiasm in the youths than most projects report for their basic education programs

And, unlike the usual basic education program, the interest %slue and e,nt nt of

test training vas excellent, because It was so relevant to getting a job.

The Detroit prop'arn also irciuded a specific test - training protect which

sought to prepare youths for an approaching employment test, and to train them
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specifically in the basic education components which were to be found in the test.

They trained boys for four months in the arithmetic required to pass a selection

test used by a Detroit steel company. As indicated earlier, this program was

highly successful. Although initial performance on the test was well below the

norm for high-school graduates, 80 percent of those who took the test after

training passed it and were employed.

The Detroit program was considerably less successful In training youths for

civil service tests, however. Although many passed the tests, the requirement

that civil service selection he from the top of the register means that even thcugh

the disadvantaged boys passed the test, the malty non-disadvantaged people with

higher scores were selected to All the available slots. Less than 2 percent of the

Detroit project's youths actually obtained civil service jobs. The civil service

system is one of the most rigid and effective barriers to the employment of the

disadvantaged, both within government employment and, by its example to industry,

outside it. The full weight of the Department of Labor would be required, at the

highest policy level, to produce even a reasonable modification of this system in

the public interest.

'7 ')



Counseling

There is no satisfactory definition of counseling. It is an activity which, in

some of its forms, is readily discriminable; however, It may appear in guises that

make it difficult to isolate from activities such as teaching, training, recruitn.ent,

recreation, placement, cultural enrichment, etc, A variety of activities may have

counseling value, Tor example, a program in Negro history may have as its main

effect an increase in self- understanuing and pride. Or it may make the counseling

done by the sponsoring agency more acceptable to its Negro clients. Similarly, a

carefully graded series of training tasks may not only result In Increased job skill,

but also increased self - confidence growing cut of successful experience. The YMCA

E and D project used its recreational and cultural-enrichment field trips to museums

and other plsces of interest in New York as a way of giving youths practice and con-

fidence In using the city's transportation system, thus helping to break down the ex-

treme °dentition to the lien neighborhood which marks many inner-city disadvan-

taged youths. Such a device is likely to be at least as effective as counseling which

explores the client's feelings a}w'i taking the subway, To fall to include such a

program element' a report on counseling would thus mean missing some of the

most Interesting Innovations in affecting the attitudes, motives, and behavior of

disadvantaged youths.

Some ..clivities with counseling value are perfoimed by mem )ers of several

rrof'ssional groups, and some by people of no professional backgioend. Some ac-

tivities involve clear and conscious attempts to Influence or modify behavior through
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such subtle means as besting the youth center in a particular geographical

relationship to the rest of the community, or through the management of financial

or other rewards and incentives. Such structural and programmatic devices may

not be thought of as counseling, but the aims are often the same as those of coun-

seling. Given these problems in definition, all those aspects of the E and D pro-

grams which functioned or were intended to function as means of producing be-

havioral change, in any realm of behavior, including decision-making will be in-

cluded. In order to avoid overlapping completely with the report on training,

behavioral change of increased skill per se will be excluded. Even here there

will be ambiguities; counseling is often done to increase receptivity to teaching

and training, and to the extent that the design and format of the teaching achieves

the same goals it is a kind of counseling activity.

No effort will be made to restrict coverage to those activities which are

traditionally parts of vocational and rehabilitation counseling, or to exclude those

activities which are more closely identified with social work, recreation, and

other such professions. This report is concerned with counseling as an activity

engaged in by many people with a variety of professional affiliations; it is not con-

cerned with counseling as a particular professional identity.

Finally, those activities and program elements will be reported which were

intended to modify behavior, vaether or not these activities and elements are

usually or ever defined as counseling techniques,

One consequence of the vagueness of definition of counseling is that precise

counting opera ions become impossible. Tests have names and are fairly readily

classifiable. Counseling techniques, philosophies, and general orientations are

much less readily labeled and classified. In some cases, these had to lo.; inferred

from reports which were not explicit. In other cases, the reports describe their

activities in vague and abstract terms, or in ways which bear little or no relation

to actual practice. A great deal of professional judgment and opinion enters into

this report, and there is little likelihood that other reviewers, or the project per-

sonnel themselves, would describe, classify, or evaluate in quite the same way.

Some reports implicitly assume counseling to be some kind of unanalyzable

whole which stands for itself. For example, a report might indicate that a youth

'7
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was counseled for an hour each day. and then say no more about it. Little could

be done to include details of counseling in such projects, except by informed guess-

work.

It would have been possible to limit this report to only those activities in

which a counselor, or a person in the role of a counselor, talks to a ellen: or

clients, individually or in groups, with the purpose of helping the client decide,

plan, implement his decisions, and use resources for achieving his goats, and/or

overcome, deal with, or get around problems which impede his progress toward

career developmetd. Such a restriction would simplify matters. make this report

more cnereat, and more readily recognizable as a report on counseling as it Is

usually practiced. To do so would leave a large gap in the total Operation Retrieval

report, in that none of the other reporting areas appears likely to include features

of project operation and activity which are important, and in some caser more ef-

ficacious, than traditional counseling in contributing to the goals usually associated

with counseling. Or, if they' do include such features, they are not likely to deal

with their implleations from the counseling point of view. In the interest of not

permitting such features to be lost, they will be included as part of counseling.

Another reason for not restricting this repot to activities clearly recogni-

zable as counseling as it Is usually ,Jractice.c1 is that, if counseling were to be de-

fined by reference to its current practices and techniques, the possibility of identi-

fying innovations would be closed by definition and the field would stagnate.

The first part of this report on counseling will be largely descri.,-diSe.

covering the varieties of counseling formats encountered in E and D projects, the

various kinds of counseling goals and orientations in the projects, the kinds of

personnel involver), and their specific t settees and techniques. An attempt to

assess the contribution of counseling to the E and D program, to understand its

role in projects, to interpret some general problems, to identify some of the tech-

niques %hid) the writer considers most promising and to suggest ways in which

such techniques could he adapted will be made.

In some of the categorizations which follow, there are bound to be inaccura-

cies. Most projects did a little bit of everything. and judgment alone could be used

in deciding that a project should fall under one heading rather than another, especially

75
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as the emphases in the written reports vf the projects do not necessarily match

the emphases in actual program operation.

PROGRAM FORIvIATs

There were a com;inu'rm of programs running from exclusive reliance on

individual counseling, through various weights of mixed individual and groupwork

In the middle of the continuum, to exclusive reliance on group counseling at the

other end. Most programs were somewhere between the extremes, and sonic of

the large multifaceted Projects have features which place them at several different

points.

Primarily Individual Counseling,

Only one program had no group activities at all; it was a program in which

only two youths were accepted at a time and fitted into an ongoing sheltered work-

shop (Kansas City JEWS). Obviously there can be no real group therapy with only two

ceunselces. There were, however, several programs in which all of the formal

counseling was done individually. In these programs, the youths were in various

groups, such as work-crews, pre-vocational instruction, and trade training, and,

although these projects did nJt always define counseling functions for such groups,

it is highly likely that counseling did take place. In some eases, the group leaders,

whether teachers, tradesmen., craftsmen, or work supervisors, were particularly

selected for their ability to serve as role models to the youths. For example. the

skilled craftsmen who conducted the trade tralniog in the Bedford-Stuyvesant YMCA

project were indigenous residents of the area who were given special training In

teaching methods and techniques. Such selection policies Implicitly assume that

the group's work involves a kind of social Influence that goes beyond the particular

skills and knowledge being taught. In fact, the YMCA program stressed the inter-

changeability of roles between the professional counselors and the skilled crafts-

men-Instructors, with the counselors even serving as shop assistants to the in-

structors in order to be on hand In the shop I" engage in counseling whenever the

occasion arose.

An example may illustrate how well informal counseling by work-crew

leaders can work. A workercw leader (nonprofessional) at CPI noted that the
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Friday, by the following ltionday. lie therefore hegan the practice of driving his

boys downtown in his station wagon immediately after distributing the checks. Os-

tensibly to take the hots to his hank where he could help them get their checks

cashed. During the drite he made it a practice to talk in an off-hand fashion

about how his can savings were mounting, the amount of interest which it as ac-

cruing to his ,ccourt, the desirable things that his savings were enabling him to

purchase, etc. As he was paid on a semi-monthly basis, he kept part of each

check out so that he would have something to deposit each week, in the presence

of his crew. Before tong. several boys asked him for help in opening ratings ac-

counts in the same bank. asked him to explain what imerest was and why barks

pay it, a.,d began making weakly deposits of their pay and allowances. Gradually

it became the norm for his group. to which net- boys conformed as they were added

to the group. Such a "dividend" from the work group appears to he a good :leal

more effective than specific counseling and exhortation about oudgeting. although

it also makes it difficult to talk with any accuracy about projects which were pri-

marily devoted to individual counseling when they also included such work crews

Projects approximating the format of primarily inditidual counseling included

ABCD, Draper, and PEPSY.

Other projects, such as IluMer's Point, depended heavily on inditidual coun-

seling, but also constructed ad hoe groups for special purposes, usually for only

one or a tery few meetings. In addition to its work crews, Neighborhood blouse

organized ad hoc groups to study the rant ads together, One counselor in the same

project called his inditidual counselecs together from time to time to talk to them

about topics which had come up in his inditidual counseling often enough to suggest

that they might be of general Interest. PAI, did most of Its formal counseling in

individual sessions, but youths were free to jo'n spe_ial interest groups, such as

remedial reading, occupational Interest groups, neighborhood friends groups, arid/

or a leadership group. YOB had groups of youths primarily organized to plan

social, recreational. civic, and cultural enrichment events. such as Negro History

Week, or a community art show. M}"t' used group work only when youths were

already organized into groups for sonic other function (e g. , several youths taking

7 7
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OJT together in the same business enterprise; girls in the teacher-aide training

program). Action Housing o ganized a group program to introduce the ,raining

and prepare youths for the MDTA course they were to take, but otherwise relied

on irdividoal counseling. CPI also used special purpose groups, such as groups

made up of those trainees plannirg to return to high school. Philadelphia JEVS

organized a group of multi-problem trainee.; who were not responding to indivi-

dual counseling.

The above programs tended to have at least some scheduled activity of an

individual counseling nature for all the youths in the program, either fr- intake

and/or for planning the youth's program in the project, and/or for dealing with

personal problems. Thus every youth was seen individually at least once, while

group participation for the youth depended to some extent on chance, individual

Interest. and the kind of training in which the youth was placed.

Balanced Programs

Moving toward the center of the continuum, there were programs In which

group and individual counseling were fairly (vet, y balanced. In these, all youths

were assigned to groups which dealt with common problems, or with issues of

general applicability, While Individual counseling was reserved for planning the

youth's program, dealing with the youth's particular problems, and/or obtaining

personal Information required for intake. The New Jersey CEO program was

intended to be of this type, but problems of transportation, organization, and

shortage of counselor time resulted in relatively little individual counseling.

NCCY did crisis counseling as part of its intake for each youth, and later organ-

ized groups of those who were In the same training programs.

Detroit. idEY, Lane County, YOB, UL-NAACP, Springfield Goodwill, and

VAS-Altro approximated a pattern of combined individual and group counseling.

In several of these projects, the individual counseling occurred before assignment

to training, or In the early days of the training, with group counseling during

training for the rest of the training period. Thos: youths with continuing personal

problems continued In individual counseling concurrently with the group program.

Such scented to be the case in Lane County. VAS-Altro, Springfield Goodwill.



LL-NAACP, :311(1 some parts of 'An". In some easy.- the lize such

format was riot achieved because of the shortage of co:nsc',r and inadequate

organization of the program. For example, the counselor- in roicet spent

so much time in running errands for last minute -nisi ctlir.g

donuts and coffee ready, setting up the projector. etc. that they had less time for

individual counseling than they wished. Another program simply abandoned its

responsibilities regarding counseling, as defined by its proposal, and. after a

brief initial interview by an untcained official, did no counseling In another pro-

ject, counselors wanted inor-e time for individual counseling, but the peogr,:rn

was largely operated through group counseling and there is little evidence that

the youths wanted as much individual counseling as the staff would have l'r.ed to

offer.

In contrast to the programs in which individual counseling for intake and

planning preceded group methods are those programs in v,hIch the intake process

was done in groups, folio: red by at least one individual cot r.selit g pppoiutment for

all., and more for the trainers with further need or desire for individual counsel.

ing, This was the pattern used by YOli (before VOI3 gave up its group intake), by

Detroit, an i by PAL.

Predominantly Group Counseling

A little further toward the end of ti'e continuum marked by exclusive relia,,,c

on grJupvyork are those pro -crams in which all porticipatimi: xere seen in

groups, and individual counseling was employed only, for those trainees with indi-

vidual problems, problems which they defined thernsches, or problems whit} 11)c

project felt required referral to individual counseling. Of course. these projects

also had Individual meetings with the youths to make training Lssigninents o

schedule and/or interpret tests. but these meetings b.nded to invoke minimal

counseling. being largely for dealing with procedural matters of program orienta-

tion and operation. Projects falling into this group include SODS (which used a

private consulting company for Intensive counseling of an individual nature). Pinel-

las County, NNW. Wise County, Skills Center, Draper. YMCA. SI- ;outs JEVS.

and Philadelphia JFXS.

"f '
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In some of these projects, individual counseling may in fact hate been ex-

tensive, but done on a drop-in, unscheduled basis (Skills Center, Pinellas County,

NMU, and Neighborhood House to some extent). In these, the amount and role

of individual counseling was determined almost entirely by the youths who sought

counseling. The group counseling was initiated by the project, while the indivi-

dual counseling was initiated by the youths. In such cases there tended to be re-

latively little individual counseling; apparently, even severely disadvantaged

youths do not request or utilizo individual counseling extensively, unless they are

formally scheduled to do so (and e' 2n then they miss appointme its). One project

was itself so ill-organized that unless it formally scheduled individur counseling

in a fixed schedule, the staff seldom got around to offering it.

An alternative explanation for the relative disuse of individual eounse!:ng

might he that when there are a limited number of counseling resources, programs

tend lo give priority to project-initiated and defined nerds, which are often seen

as being more efficiently handled through group counseling, leaving the scarce.

left-over counselor time for client-initiated needs. Project reports tend to sup-

port the former explanation, however. They indicate that relatively few trainees

drop in for counseling or request individual help. Even those projects which re-

port wanting more time for individual counseling indicate that this wish grows out

of a project-defined need to intervene with people the project sees as being able

to profit from individual help; no project reported greater youth-initiated demands

for individual counseling than the project could satisfy.

At about the same point on the continuum are those projects which rely

largely on group activities and programming. but as frames within which a great

deal of individual counseling Is done on an ad hoc basis, in brief interactions,

usually Initiated Lv the counselor. Although pia wd in an earlier category, it is

possible that JOES blIongs here. the group leaders Lid many informal eonter-

sations with individuals in their groups, which they tried to turn to counseling

ad' ant,tge, even in the context of basic education training groups, and other task-

oriented activities. Similarly the YMCA program was one in which the counselor

was Present in the workshop and intervener. at narticular points to deal with specific

problems which manifested themselves during workshop activities, To some extent
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this was also done by the work supervisors and foremen in all the sheltered work-

shops and work crews, such as Skills Center, Philadelphia JEVS, by social workers

al VAS -Alit o, and by the Work Education Coordinators in the Detroit program.

Such brief, focused intervention at the moment when a problem arises, and in the

setting in which it occurs, will be referred to here as in situ counseling. This is

potentially one of the most effective techniques for disadvantaged youths, although

this effectiveness is highly dependent on the quality of the work experience and

training in which the in situ counseling occurs. In situ counseling can take place

in the street; at, before or after job inter views; or at any time when the youth is

caught up in the activity about which he is being counseled. The most highly-de-

teloped programs for in situ counseling were those of Skills Center and YMCA.

In some of the other projects, the main counseling was done outside the shop and

the interventions were secor.dar, aspects of the work roles of the work supervisors

or foremen, sometimes supplemented by referrals to project counselors' offices

for formal counsetial (e.g. , CPI, Phila. JEVS, Springfield Goodwill).

The most extreme positions on the continuum were occupied by programs

in which individual counseling was reserved for dealing with problem Cases who

threatened to disrupt tr,i ing. In some programs. individual counseling was pri-

marily a disciplinary matter and a prelude to dismissal from the pro tram. Two

projects could be identified which reflected this pattern.

No projects were at the extreme of complete dependence on group processes.

Although in many p'ojects ioere may have been tronle yot,ths who were seen only

in groups, no program farted to offer some persoral or individual co-tacts at some

time during the youth's career in the project, especially during intake, assessment,

or placement.

In all projects in which follow-up counseling was done. ii ,.as necessarily

on an individual basis. However, this agreement among programs is less impres-

sive when one notes that formal follow -up counseling was in fact done by only a

handful of programs, YMCA. PAL, Springfield Coodwill, St. Louis JEVS, Kansas

City JEWS. and Draper seemed to be the ones in which follow-up counseling was
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considered at least as important as counseling during training and before placement.

A few other programs attempted follow-up, either on an informal basis at the dis-

cretion of the youth, or from time to time as otter activities permitted. Such pro-

jects included Neighborhood House, YD9, VAS Altro, and /kin. While some of

Giese projects did formal follow-up on a!1 clients, none of them used the follow-up

as a major vehicle for counseling as did those cited earlier,

Two projects also did some of their follow-up work in a group format. YMCA

established an alumni club for this purpose, and YOB scheduled evening groups for

boys who had been placed on jobs. However, these evening groups were ill-attended

(less than 5 percent) and abandoned.

In one project, follow-up counseling tended turn into group counseling in

a fortuitous fashion. One counselor stayed late one or two evenings a week; as

boys passed the center on their way home from work and saw his ear indicating

his presence, they would drop in to chat, constituting themselves as an informal

group of s_. Ling membership from week to week (Neighborhood House).

Counseling Schedules

Projects ranged from formal administrative scheduling of almost all coun-

seling In a set pattern, including the nu. J r of sessions, through those in which

each indisidual's schedule was established in counseling, to those with no schedule,

in which youths could drop in on groups o. for individual counseling as they wished.

In some cases, groups had a fixed lifetime, in others they continued as long as they

seenrA to be productive. In some cases both happened, with groups scheduled for

a certain lifetime drying up before intended.

Most group counseling was en a scheduled basis, for obvious reasons, with

schedules %Irving from two hours per week to dilly meetings. Membership in

these groups was evected to continue for the life of the group, which had a plan-

ned termination date, or for as long as the youth was in the phase of the program

the group was intended to serve (e.g., as tong as the touth was in the prevocational

phase for prevocational groups, in the Intake pha, for intake groups, or as long

as he '.vs the work crew with which the group counseling was associated). In

the last case, the groups were often continuous, with members being fed into and

f r )
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out of them as dictated by their individual programs and rates of progress. Often

such scheduling was alsc determined by external circumstances such as the avail-

ability of a training course and the need to fill it at once.

Individual counseling programs allowed for more varta' ility in scheduling.

As noted earlier, some programs such as lvflkIlLt and Pinellas County were on a

drop-in basis, with a counselor almost alwa3s available when wanted. In the

Pirellas County project the youth was also free to select the counselor he wanted

to talk to, or to go to different ones at different times.

Kansas City JE'3'S encouraged its graduates to return ouce a month for follow-

up, and many did, but they did not like to make appointments for it. They prefer-

red to informalize the relationship, and to take a role more the equal of the coun-

selor, by just dropping in for a chat.

In 'he Ilunter's Poiot project the intake ceunscici tried to be available when-

even a youth wanted him. Put, in other projects, a firm schedule for individual

counseling was worked out, the nature of the schedule varied from youth to youth

and was arranged individually. Only three projects seemed to have fairly limn

policies about the timing and number of sessions, AI3CD schAuled one session

for e../..-11 youth, with the possibility of one follow-up when indicated. Firther perio-

dic counseling sessions were Intended, but this intention was not realized Spring-

field Goodwill insisted on a regular weekly schedule for Its individual counselees,

noting that they co lid and did learn to hold things until the .ppolnted time. However,

as far as can be told from the report, the numl,er of sessions in that program was

varkble, depending on client needs. CPI discouraged extended counseling, and

expected individual counseling to be concluded n three to row sessions. A longer

series of sessions was permitted for problem cases. CPI pat licularly restricted

the number of sessions fcr youths referred to psychotherapy, in order to avoid

permitting the 3-outh to defend himself against the m k,rral by converting the coun-

seling relationship into quasi-therapy.

In those pi ojects that used a great deal of in situ counseling as occasions for

intervention presented themselves it is meaningless to talk of counseling schedules.

In effect, youths were rounscice constantly. There were projects, not mentioned

in this review, in which it would he difficult to say that there was any kind of
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counseling program at all, although some of them di i employ people in counseling

roles to do what they could in the spaces between other pr...gram features.

GOALS, ORIENTATIONS, PRINCIPLES, AND
POLICIES OF THE COUNSELING PROGRAMS

There are probably as many different goals, orientations, nci counseling

philosophies as there a-e descriptions of them in the project reports. Each pro-

ject seemed to have its own vision of counseling, a vision of ideolcgical commit-

ment which tends to underlie poverty programs in general. This vision seems to

have given the statements of principles particularly abstract and inspirational forms,

making the task of summarizing them quite difficult. The problem is worsened by

partisanship and mystiques in the field of counseling, in which technical and pro-

cedural decisions become embroiled in emotional and quasi-religious commitments

to embattled and proselytizing schools of thought. These operate as conformity

pressures leading -writers to engage in ritualistic exe cises attempting to demon-

strate and convince the reader of their allegiance lo a school by a repetition of the

school's catch phrases and s.ogans. Unfortunately, in many cases these statements

only serve as demonstrations of allegiance rather than as descriptions of program

elements. There are seldom any logical or meaningful connections between state

ments of principle and the at_..o.1 practices of counseling. In these cases, it has

been necessary to make inferences regarding the actual though unstated guiding

notions of the counseling program. Thus, sonic projects, convinced of their al-

legiance to a particular view or counseling, or overly accustomed to using certain

ritualistic expressions about counseling, arc themselves unaware of the gap be-

tween the:, verbalization and practice. For exams Ie, one well-k,aown project

built its program on a sociological theory of disadvantage and then described the

goal of the program as personality change.

In other oases the verbalizations are so abstract and banal (e.g., 'The

counselor communicates his respect for the youth as an Individua}." We counsel

the whale youth.") as to be useIc ; in discriminating among different approaches.

Here, too, the job of summarizing requires rxtensh.c inference of the realities

behind the abstractions. I

Briefly stated, project report writers NTute 5, lot of mauldin noes nse.
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In the following, an attempt has been made to isloate several general fea-

tures or principles which were represented in more than one project, to suggest

some of the alternative ways in which each of the projects sharing in that princi-

ple implemented it, and to contrast these implementations with practices in other

projects. Some projects will thus appear under several headings, as a result of

their particular combinations of principles, features, or goals. Some of the head-

ings which follow refer to counseling goals, others to techniques which are, of

course, ultimately goal-related.

Personality Change

Five projects seemed aimed specifically at producing personality change,

which could be inferred either from the projects' descriptions of their intentions

or from the manner in which the project reports define and diag-,-!ose the problems

of their disadvantaged youths, In these projects, joblessness is interpreted, at

least proilmally, as a manifestation of personality structures unsuited to stable

employment, although these personality structures arc ultimately ascribed to the

conditions under which the youths lived. In these cases, the ascriptions to social

causes are little more than lip service, in that the projects did little or nothing

directly to affect the communities in which their clients lived, and none of them

included programs for modifying the job opportunity structures in these communi-

ties, This is all the more surprising for one project was originally established

specifically to serve an urban renewal area, Implying a community-focused de-

finition of the problem. In general, there seemed to be a tendency for these pro-

jects to define their youths' problems as Internal to the youths (Le., as personality

and behavior problems) and therefore to be unlikely to feel any compelling need to

direct their efforts to community problems or opportunity structures, beyond per-

haps expressing sympathy,

One important corollary of trying to change personality a devaluation of

employment as a specific goal of the project. In some cases, this devaluation

served as a convenient rationalization for poor placement records; placements

can be counted, but the goal of reorganising personality, or Imprsving self concepts

carrot be measured, and thus relieves the projects of the burden of proving their
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worth through results, rather than through the elaborateness or daring of the

procedures employed.

Given such a stance, it is a further corollary that such projects did not

make a major effort at job development and placement in jobs which could func-

tion as incentives. When joblessness is defined as having an internal cause, ex-

ternal incentives tend to be given little weight. This attitude resulted in these

projects trying to find jobs for their trainees, but without much attention to the

quality of the jobs. This pattern further contributed to pressures within the pro-

jects to discount placement as a criterion. When the projects devoted few re-

sources to job development, and paid little attention to the quality of the jobs,

youths were more likely tc reject the jobs to which they were referred (or to

arrange not to be hired). Thus project dropouts were able to get as good and as

many jobs as project graduates, and no object.ve efforts in upgrading employ-

ability could be demonstrated by the projects. In short, projects emphasizing

personality change tended to be markedly weak in placements and in any other em-

pirical evidences of efficacy, and this weakness contributed to poor placement re-

sults and to a further need to emphasize personality change rather than employ-

ment.

As ar almost inveitable consequence of these dynamics, such projects tended

to place particui r emphasis on their techniques, and to rest their elair s for ef-

ficacy on arguments about the virtues of ;heir methods or their daring. Turned

inward, they seemed to develop a strong commitment to a particsilar kind of tac-

tic. And, of course, without the empirical widence of placements (and with the

absence of research in general which marked E and D projects), these projects

were never fared with anything that might throw their techniques into doubt. Thus

they rule out tclf-criticism, Mille the project's procedures become sanctified.

Such a development was apparent n one prljeet's commitment to its format of

subprofessional group icadership; in the preciosity with which another protected

and isolated its counseling from external influences by the community, !%IDTA

instructors, and the expressed wishes of the youths they served; in the self-

conscious attempt of ore half of a dual-agency project to convince :he other of the

effieacy of social casework methods; r.nd in the obeisance to psychiatric diagnoses

5-4 ;
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in the early stages of ar.other's program, a commitment so strong that when the

procedures were changed, the staff identified with the personality change stance

resigned, being unable to try other methods, Thus a commitment to personality

change as a goal tended to interfere with the experimentation function of E ar.d I)

projects.

A further consequence of this approach was exacerbated internal staff con-

flict between those responsible for counseling and those responsible for job, de-

velopment and placement. Where the counseling staff tend to ldenfity with the

clients' emotional needs and to give these first priority over skill training, the

staff, who relate to employers, puts greater emphasis on the employer need for

employees of demonstrated capacity. The result is disagreement over the place-

ment of particular clients, and general charges by the job development- placement

people that the counselors are unrealistic and soft-hearted, and counter-charges

that the job developers and placers are hard-nearted, rigid, and tools of the

capitalists. Such conflict was partieu/arly marked in personality change oriented

programs; it was also found, however, in projects which did not emphasize per-

sonality change.

It should be noted that in none of the five projects aiming at personality change

was there verification of the aspect of personality that was to be changed, or the

direction of the change. That is, they tended to be g'obal and diffuse in their theo-

rizing, making the isolation of measurable behavioral changes impossible.

An emphasis on personality change also means relatively long and expensl%e

treatment using highly paid professionals. 1'011 noted that those counselors who

were therap title:Jed kept youths in counseling longer than those with more limited

goals, Neigh..orhood House found that counseling [or personal problems was the

most time consuming conseling acti%ity, This area was the least %alued by the

youths, and the one against vel'ich they tended to be most resistant.

Two et* the personality-change Projects deiiated from the atio%c des( iption

In important ways. In these projects, there was a good deal of confusion over the

counseling orientation, some parts of the reports describing a personality

change goal and justifying their procedures with reference to such a goal, and other

parts describing rather different goals One also stressed providing Information

'f



and experiences about the middle-class world of work in order to change work-

related behavior which the project regarded as functional in lower-class settings

but dysft.nctional for job-holding. This is implicitly a sociological diagnosis but

the project does not seem to realize the inconsistency.

The other project which deviated from the personality change goal did so

by emphasizing short-term definable goals for its clients, and by casting these

goals into vocationally relevant forms. Helping the youths to discover that they

can do three things at once--get a job for ready money, formulate long-term

goals, and take training to move them toward this goal. The gap between this

statement of goals and the psychoanalytic diagnosis of disadvantage In the report

may be the result of having sections of the report written by different staff mem-

bers.

Two other projects may also be mentioned as emphasizing personality dis-

abilities in their diagnosis of disadvantage. However, in both of them, the pro-

grams bore no reletion to such diagnoses. Neither program seemed aimed at

personality change, both being quite specifically concentrated on work skills and

work-role enac"tnent.

Interventionism

All the projects, except those which very narrowly defined the limits of

their counseling roles, were interventionist In practice, if not in philosophy. That

is, they directly assisted, supported, or stood for their clients Sn the clients'

dealings with their social and Institutional environments. Project personnel argued

for their clients in law courts, intervened with the police, with housing and wel-

fare authorities, intervened in the clients' families, negotiated with creditors,

employers, and school officials--even with draft boards. By and large they were

advocates of the youths' Interests, though few so militantly as itIFY.

The most markedly interventionist agencies were NeIgh},orhoJd House, PAL,

VAS-Altro, Detroit, YMCA, Des Moines, MFY New Jersey 0E0, ABCD, JOBS,

KEY, Punter's Point, and Temple. In corm of these programs, interventions

were not planned is a regular part cf agenc: policy. Rather, the interventions

were responses by sympathetic and deeply committed c-ourselors to the Lnpericus
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needs of their clients. Few of the F and I) agencies were organized to facilitate

such interventions, which contributed to the hectic pace and atmosphere of such

agencies.

Direct interventions are a fairly standard part of social casework practice,

and those agencies, staffed by social workers, seemed to take their intervention-

ist activities in stride. However, in professional counseling such activities are

new and represent a breakthrough in practice, replacing the more typical non-

involvement, passivity, and avoidance of responsibility.

This dramatic shift toward interventionism probably reflects the feeling of

counseling personnel in E and D projects that the usual assumption that clients'

environments are basically manageable by the clients once they have resolved

their inner conflicts or uncertainties is not valid for disadvantaged youths. In-

terventionism suggests a recognition that even in the best of mental health, dis-

advantaged youths, alone and unsupported, are not able to control the array of

impersonal and hostile forces operating in their environments which interfere with

free decision-making. Without the E and D program few counselors would have

been exposed to the conditions which lead to such recognition.

The r velty of the interventionism among counselors is probably icsponsible

for some degree of ineptness and confusion in managing the interventions. Un-

trained in juvenile law, unfamiliar with welfare principles and the welfare bureau-

cracy, unused to making home visits, many project personnel had to learn through

trial and error the opportunities, strategies, and techniques they might use and

the alternative courses of action available to them. There seemed a tendency to

accept narrower limits than are necessary; counselors, unaware of their clients'

legal rights under welfare legislation, for example, accepted the negative decisions

of welfare a,thorities without challenging them In cases where such decisions ap-

pear to have been unjl.stified by law. No doubt extended experience will help to

correct this proi)le.n.

Some projects Indicate that they low I it difficult to justify their Interventions

within the existing counseling theory of self - determination and avoidance of client

dependence, and there .vere frequent soul-scarchitigs about the extent to which the

agency has a responsibility to society versus the client, when the two appear to be

1
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in opposition. Others resolved the quest 1 on to t het r satisfaction by arguing

that the role of client 'a advocate is necessary as a demonstration of the agency's

and counselor's commitment to the client who would otherwise apply his mis-

trust of middle -class "helpers" and bureaucrati a institutions t o t hem.

Most of t he areas of intervention mentioned in project reports were such

that it is difficult to describe any particular form of intervention: they depended

on the character of the crisis and the needs of the client at the moment. However,

there are two areas of intervention which admit of a number of different formats:

intervention with parents, and int ,rt ention with prospect ire employers.

Intervention with Parents

Many projects made it a regular practice to visit with and counsel parents

in their homes. Action Housing counselors visited the homes of prospective

trainees to acquaint them with the program, tell them what expect, and develop

a realistic base for family support. The Draper follow-up counselor visited the

families of his boys before they were released to their hometowns in order to pre-

pare them to help in the parolee'c adjustment. Counselors in the Draper project

also wrote letters to the youths' families when the boys entered the program to

solicit support and suggestions from them. The intake counselor at Neighborhood

House found that the youths liked it very much when he visited their homes to meet

and talk with their parents. VAS-Altro stressed the importance of early contact

with trainee's families, but did not make it clear whether it was arranged through

home or office visits. Wise County counselors also visited parents and youths in

their homes, even in remote rural sections, but such counseling was not a stan-

dard practice for all. They tended to occur mostly when a youth was in trouble

with the program, typically for lateness, non-attendance, poor dress, etc.

There were, of COL:9e. many other projects in which home visits were made

as the occasion arose. but not on a regularly scheduled basis for all project youths.

1 he other most usual format for Intervening in the family was to invite par-

ents to the projects for Interviews. The three JEWS projects did this, asking

parents to come in at sonic time dufing intake, 'these projects stressed making

specific and concrete suggestions about ways in NV hieh parents could help their
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children: making sure that there was an alarm clock and that the youth got ma in

time; making sure that he had carfare and pocket money for lunch; letting him

finish his training instead of pressuring him into taking the first job that came

along. These projects felt that these specific suggestions to the parents did much

to enable the parents to help. Philadelphia JEVS also noted that when the families

visited the workshop, they tended to be quite impressed with the activity and the

training that they saw going on, and that this helped to motivate them to cooperate.

They also note that the youths were markedly pleased by the parents' interest in

their training. Kansas City JEVS also called parents after their youngsters were

placed in a job to make sure that the parents were continuing to help in the same

ways.

Three projects attempted to develop formal group activities for parents or

wives, In general, these group counseling attempi.s die' not succeed, In one, few

mothers responded. At another, parents were either uninterested or could not ar-

range to attend the meetings, or expected so much from the counselor that they

were disappointed and dropped out. However, it must be noted that there is some

reason for thinking that the counselor in that program was not particularly skilled

in group management and counseling.

One of the two wiAes groups at Action Housing was considered a success.

The groups were formed as a result of finding that the husbands' training was pro-

ducing a strain in their marriages. The wives were suspicious that their husbands

were really seeing other women insteao of attending class, they resented not hating

the husband around to help with household chores, or they had no belief In the ef-

ficacy of training and wanted their husbands to take immediate jobs. On their

side, the husbands found if difficult to study in noisy households and fetred that

their wives were going to hold thorn back kern the high-class careers they en-

visioned for themselves. Thus Action Housing ti led to organize wives groups.

The successful group was the one which had been introduced by home visits

from the volunteer woman recruiter, who exptained to the wi-es the purpose of

the meeting, what would be talked about, and W.10 else would be there. Tt.e pro-

ject felt that this personal contact and reassur once that the wife "belonged" with

the others in the group was the factor in making the group successful. Very few

(11
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wives showed up at the other group .vhich had been announced by mail and atten-

dance rapidly fell off.

Action !lousing found Thai the most porral:r topics for the groups were those

concerned will, housewifery -- shopping, recipes, houseeleani,g aids, etc. Bow-

ever, it should be pointed out that such a program is rather far from dealing with

the kinds of issues and problems that the groups were initially intended to deal

with.

Neighborhood House felt that wives and girl friends constitute a most sivi-

ficant support for the boys in the program, and wanted to mobilize such support

through a program for wises and girl friends. Howes er, OlilAl funds for this

purpose were denied,

Accompanying Yotiths to Job Interviews

One of the important practices which became current is interventionist

D projects was that of accompai sing youths to their job interviews. This was

done to help reduce anxiety, as 3 supporilso measure, and to help the yetrhs over-

cmue their characteristic avoidance of leaving their home area It was also done

by some projects as a means of sronsoring, a youth to an employer, and increastag

the probability of hit. getting a job.

Nine projects revolt having made a practice of accompanying youths to job

inter views: Pinellas County, Nuw Jersey (WC). :sin., Kansas City JEV'3, St.

I ouis JEVS, Ye-tit f and If, Oasis Goodwill, and Neignliorhood Ihuse. In no case

was it done with all youths: such a pros lure w4.3 rear. td for those who needed

it, either because they were to anxious to go alone, by RW:C the project wanted

to be in a position to soften th.2 blow if the youth were turned down, or b,eause

the youth v-as so different from the stet cotype expected by the prospectise em-

ployer that it was felt necessary for the project to represent him and help sell

him to the employer. Kansas City JEVS reports that it accompanied about 25

percent of the youths -- especially the short, puny boys who did not loo.: strong

enough to employers, the very shy and timid, and the very black Negroes who

usually find theinselses the objects of strongest prejudice, Kansas City JEVS Is

frank ,,Ph prospective einplov crs about juvenile delinquency recor its, but also

((It
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reports that it does not do to stress such records. Employers want to know about

delinquency records, but do not want to be or forcefully reminded of

them.

Neighborhood House reports that many boys do not want to be accompanied

to jobs, and cue sheltered workshop abandoiied its use of the practice with the

claim that it led to to much dependency. The project felt that some youths were

hired who might not have been, but that such youths very frequently lost their jobs

shortly thereafter cr quit. Often this was because the youth could not get to work

on time, had to rely on uncertain transpurtation, or because the job was further

from home than he liked, factors which the youth would have iscovered had he

gone on his own to the interview, but are unlikely to be discovered when an official

drives him from the project offices to the interview,

It is hard to understa d why project plannet. a o.d not think of obsious ways

around this problem. The answer is probably that the project was particularly

sensitive to encouraging dependency. However, Is dependency, if It does mater-

lath , so terrible an to be more important than helping a youth get a Job? The

data s' est that the accompanied youths are more successful in getting jots than

the unaccompanied. rori reports that 85 percent of those it accompanied were

placed, and Davis Goodwill found the greatest placement success among those ac

companied by the placement director. Further en olrical data are required 'o dis-

cover whether accompanied youths have shorter job tenure than those who got their

jabs on b own, whether or not this is -ffset by greater place,....nt success in

terms of numbers who got jobs.

TOE, fou 'hat it was fairly successful, when accu.npanying youths to joh

triter %Jews, in persuading employers to hire youths with delinquency ?ice .s when

the job developers had enough detail:, of the case to be abie to reassure the pros-

pective employer of the minor nature of the delinquency. llowe,.er, Inasmuch as

delinquency records have no legal standing in many states, and courts have ruled

that records of delinquency do not hne to be reported. thought must be given to

the question of whether such records should he reported to employers. Such an

exploration must deal with the limits of an emloyer's right to know about personal

affalra of employees, and of the possibly counter - productive effect of exposing
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projeet-sponsored youths to greater risks of rejeciion than similar youths who

refuse project services,

A good deal of emotional concern has been expressed about accon-,panying

youths to job interviews, It has been variously deseribed as hand-holding, baby-

depen2ency-encouraging. and beyond the proper role of a counselor. An

vr. 'ney's position on the question may depend on the extent to which it considers

the forces operr.*ing against disadvantaged youths to be basically reasonable and

manageable by the ,cuth.s. That some of the moralizing about the issue may be

little more than displaced prejudice is suggested by the observation that in higher

echelons--for example, among new PhD's seeking e first professional position,

or among top business executives--it is common practice fo,- the candidate to be

accompanied by a spoicior to the job interview, or at least to be personally intro-

duced to the potential employer by his '.:,por.spr, his senior professor, or anot wr

business executive. Such introductions are considered matters of courtesy; ..hey

are also frankly seer as smoothing the way for the candidate. Vet one seldom

hears such professional and executive job candidates described ,s dependent, im-

mature, or babied. One of the features of disavantage is precisely this lack of

access to sponsorship, and it is this lack which agencies, especially employment

services, should eliminate by serving (1,3 the sponsor to those ,she have none.

One major adt2 itage of the practice is the opportunity it provides for on-

' -spot counseling at the point of maximu as impact on the youth, when he ;seeds

information ana support and has no doubt about its timeliness and relevance. YOB

de-.eribes such a counselor vho drove three boys to three different job interviews

In one trip. At each one, while still In the car, he used the opportunity to explore

with the boys their feelings about the interview, their expectations, and to rehearse

them in Interview behavior, As Indicated earlier, such in situ counseling Is con-

sidered most appropriate and effective for disadvantaged youths,

is appears that one of the important Innovations in 1: and II counseling is

the acceptance of sonic aspects of social casework method. This will hate en-

during effects en the counseling profession, although its more immediate conse-

quence is likely to be (either c,nfusion Dyer professional identity, and thus some

tendency toward even more riOd adherence to established counseling theory-.
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There Is lik.!ly to be a polarization between identify-conscious conservatives and

interventionist younger activists--a conflict .which is already represented in Youth

Opportunity Centers and other employment service offices.

Speed of Servite and Crisis Orientation

Anothei major innovation in counseling and other services was th' emphasis

in speed in several of the programs. In some cases (e. g., YOB, PAL, and PEPSY)

program changes were introduc:d when it seemed clear that d:opout rater, daring

the intake phase could be reduced by organizing immediate or near-immediate in-

take Into the project, Philadelphia JEVS and Skills Center explicitly recognized

that disadvantaged youths do not tr.lerate delay readily. both projects :4 ere struc-

tured to allow applying youths to begin work and training within 24 hours of appli-

cation. CPI tried to limit the number of times that it was necessary for a youth

to return for intake, testing, and counseling before he began making concrete plans.

CPI's report does not present any statistics on dropouts during intake; but they do

not seem to have been able to acnievc the speed of intake which characterized those

other projects, MEN' also tried to engage youths in work programs as noon as pos-

sible, and to place the youth on a r.:ng of the job ladder as close to actual job place-

ment as they thought he could handle. llowover, leIFY, like CPI, did not achieve

the speed of Philadelphia JEVS or the Skills Center.

NCCY was explicitly a crisis-oriented program, drawing heavily on crisis

theory of social work, 1 he crisis theory is a belief that a brief intervention, when

a youth has just been rejected for military service, may be more effective and ef-

ficient than even ex:ended counseling after the youth has developed undesirable

defenses and adaptations to the traumatic event. NCCY noted that the sooner a

youth was referred, the better the chance that he would follow through. Thus an

attempt was made to refer him to placement or training during the first I5-minute

intemiew which, In most cases, took place immediately after the youth had been

informed of his rejection from military service,

Neighborhood House also noted that the greatest motivation arises out of

crisis; that is why the program trkd to take youths in immediately and mobilize

their self-interests, Neighborhood House believe:: that help in solving crises,

'A 5
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usually cash crises, provides the agency with the opportunity to start vocational

plannin; with the youths.

PAL abandoned its costly and time-LonsurninL clinical intake in favor of a

more rapid group intake procedure which permitted individuals to get started in

PAL's program promptly and without waging for repeated and wearying testing

and inter' iew appointments. YOB's intensive two-day intake g-i-otzps were design ?d

to do the same thing. Lane County found that when it switched from individual

intake to a faster group forma, it eut tl.0 drop-cut rate during intake from 24

percent to 14 per-cot,

PAL specifically included within the group intake some instruction on job

search techniques, so that the young people in the group would get, at the very

beginning, some of the employment ,,ervice and help that they came for.

Neighborhood house found that any delay between intake and the next phase

of the youth's progress through the program increased the dropout rate, Thus

roe project emphasized speed in getting the youths into some Mnd of responsible

paid worl., such as immediately sending him on errands for the project, or hiring

him to wash project staff :ars, now lawns, and the like. In this way the project

tried to show tne youth immediately that it understands his need for money, is

able to (rug: him to ctrry out assignments, a -A Kill do what it can to meet his

needs.

In all, there were eight programs whirl made an explicit point of providing

immeeiate and speedy service: Philadelphia JEVS, CPI, Skills Center, Ne'th-

borhood House, PAL, YOE, and NCCY. PAL and l'OB achieved this through

group intake procedures; CPI by trying to get maximum efficiency from its coun-

selors; and NCCY, .IEVS, and Skills Center by a program structure which per-

mitted the immediate feeding in of youths as they applied. However, it should be

noted that in the ease of NCCY, once counseled, youths sometimes experienced

considerable clealy in gelling into any kind of training, although the project tried

to reduce such delay as much as possible.

Almost the exact opposite position was taken by a large agency in an east coast

cite. primarily as a way of protecting the agency. As a result of an unfortunate case

of a client who desperately needed money and VILE immediately referred to a job,
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but th,m turned out to be an offense to her employer because of drug addiction,

drug-pushing, prostitution, and dishonesty, the agency decided that no client could

be sent on a job referral until the client had been cal :dully screened and the social-

sertice register or the city checked. The staff is reported to have agreed that

there should not be such an immediate need for cash that could justify an imme-

diate placement (although nothing is said about how the agency was goir, to arrange

this). This was one of the few cases which an E and D agency felt a stronger

responsibility to the business community than to the client, although it was not the

only case in which Lc] agency assigned a higher priority to its own needs than to

the client's. The agency seems slot to have considered the possibility that the git I

be counseled regarding her behcvior concurrently with a job placement that pro-

vided her with money to live on.

Specific Work Relevance Limitation

In contrast are programs which (zed an inter, 3t only in those parts

of clients' lives, experience, and problem .1-.ich affect their employilollity and

ocationat development. There were sere ich programs: Philadelphia JEVS,

Kansas City JEVS, St. Louis JEVS, litICA, Skills Center, and Neighborhood

House. it might appear that a policy of [Imitation contradicts an interventionist

stance. However, three of these agenc;es, YMCA, MFV, and Neighborhood House,

were also cited as Interventionist. The interventions were restricted io those

problem areas haling direct bearing on a youth's participation in the programs,

on his ability to acquire job-required behaNior patterns, andfor on his ability to

get and keep a job.

Neighborhood House reports that its restriction of focus resulted in increa-

sed community support, as it moved from a psychosoefal orientation to a strictly

socational one.

Philadelphia JEVS reports that its counselors listened with sympathy and

interest to clients who wished to discuss personal problems, though the counselors

could not help them with such problems. They also report that their most succes-

sful group counseling sessions were those which were specifically job-related.

The follow-up research done on JOBS "graduates" supports the :onclusion that

!I 7



project youths are more interested in vocational matters than in other adjustment

problems. YMCA, like Philadelphia JEVS, was also careful to avoid entering

into personal problems that were felt to be beyond the scope of vocational counsel-

ing.

Two programs (MFY and the Skills Center) believed that young people can

be trained for work, can get jobs and be employed, even with personal problems,

and that this work adjustment was the first task to be accomplished. The personal

problems could be dealt with later, if the youth's ne / psychosccial and financial

position as a wage - earning employed adult did not resolve them.

It might appear that these projects felt a stably and producti.ely employed

neurotic was better off than an unemployed one, and that it was both easier and

more necessary tr deal with the unemployment. This position contrasts with that

of some other projects which seemed to feel that they could not refer a youth to

a job opening until the project was comparatively satisfied with the youth's beha-

vior on all counts; and lacking such satisfaction, they could only hope to place

these youths in low-level and dead-end jobs.

The projects may have operated as inhibitors of placements, rather than

facilitators. Youths saw this situation as one in which they were put through

various kinds of counseling and classes to test their patience as a major criterion

for being job ready. The youths were required to conform to the projects' stan-

dards before the project would offer them placements.

Only a few projects worked things the other way. The Syracuse Skills

Center put its boys to work before counseling. PAL and MFY tried to do so, in

a few cases, as the work, its setting, and its problems became realities. Syra-

cuse explicitly stated this guiding principle. To place youths in meaningful em-

ployment to provide A concrete reality for the counseling to deal with, and as a

condition for the youths to recognize their need for training and counseling.

11.,CA reports that its best counseling was done on the job during visits

by the counselors to the youths' work sites, and that such impromptu counseling

was more effective than office counseling.

PL -NAACP supports this view with the observation that their counseling

became much more realistic and effective once the project had work-training

(1;
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placements to which the counselees were assigned.

YMCA noted that the best-liked part of its daily schedule was the work ex-

perience in the machine and auto shops, in which the boys took the role of worker

in practicing the skills they were learning. Youths liked this part of the program

so much that YMCA scheduled it for the end of the day, to give the boys something

to look forward to during the more difficult, fatiguing, or less preferred parts of

the program (basic education, counseling, classroom instruction). This was one

of the few programs which used the youths' interests as iticentives and rewards.

Two programs had, as part of their work orientation, a policy of trying to

maximize their youths' strengths rather than concentrating on problems and dis-

abilities (CI:, Neighborhood House).

In the very nature of their operations, all the sheltered workshops contained

the feature of getting youths into paid work as soon as possible. The subsidized

work experience stations of hIFY could be considered as sheltered workshops in

this respect. Th Skills Center was the program most highly organized around

this concept, and the work was of a relatively higl level, rather than the unspe-

cialized routine operations carried out in most sheltered workshops.

Overall there was a tendency for those programs with an orientation toward

employment as an immediate goal to use counseling as support to work, rather

than as a preliminary stage, hurdle, or barrier to work.

The use of counseling in support of concurrent work appears to be one of

the most productive formats for working with disadvantaged youths, and has a

great deal to recommend St.

Limited Goals

Focusing counseling narrowly on job - relevant bcha..ior should not be confused

with emphasis by several programs on the use of limited goals as a general pro-

gram strategy. In four projects (Pinellas County, PAL, CPI, and YOB), counselors

encouraged youths to set up short-term, reachable goals related to their interests,

and to lay out steps which would readily lead to such goats, thus giving the youths

rapid expeilence in successful planning and problem-sok ing, and In taking steps

which result in fast pay-offs. In effect, then, long-term plans were reduced to a

99
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size which the youths can understand and accept, a time scale that the youths can

tolerate, and a level of dif`irnilty the youths can see as possible.

Projects seem to have arrived at this strategy through trial and error,

notably through the discovery that disadvantaged youths do not think in terms of

the distant futur have 'ittle confidence in planning for the future, and often

think of such planning as unrealistic and silly. What they are prnarily interested

in is getting a job now. Such youths often go along with a counselor's desire to

talk about the long-term future, but without conviction, to please the counselor

rough to get them jobs.

Concreteness

One of the great advantages of in situ counseling, and of counseling which

is concurrent with work training or actual employment, is that it lends itself

readily to concreteness. That is, the counselor and the client can talk about

specific behavior in actual and current situations, and attitudes as they repre-

sent themselves in behavior. They thus avoid the abstraction, generalization,

and academic discussion with which office counseling- not directly associated with

job performance most deal. This is a great adva-itage for counseling non-intel-

lectualizing disadvantaged youths who have a limited vocabulary of abstract con-

cepts. Five projects emphasized concreteness as characteristic of their cow,-

seling: Kansas City JEVS, Shills Center, YMCA, VAS-Altro, and VI.-NAACP.

The first our achieved it by stationing their counselors directly in the work-

training shops and workrooms, ready to be called on to intervene at any time

Other projects strove for conc.' .?teness, 1,ut their organizations, in which coun-

selors were not actually present In the work place, or like MFY and Neighborhood

House, only periodically visited the work place, did not lend themselves to the

Immediacy of counselor response which concreteness demands. In those projects

in which the counselors were not present at the youths' work st;es, counselors

tended to have only infrequent and distant eemmunications with the work super-

visors, despite their best efforts to the contrary, a..d this distance further re-

moved the counseling from relevance.

Concreteness is not only a value to the counselee. YMCA points out that
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the presence of the counselor at the work site makes the counselor much more

realistic about what is involved in the work. Ile can thus avoid wasting time and

effort on irrelevancies. lie is also in a better position to understand the needs

and requirements of the job development and placement staff, and reduce the Intra-

staff conflict which characterized some projects.

As indicated earlier, in situ counseling need rot be restricted to the work

place. For example, In St. Louis JETS and 1,niladelphia JETS, sugges. xis about

how to behave in a job interview were given, clothing and appearance were dis-

cussed, and filling out an application covered at the point when a job opening had

been developed for s. youth. Role-playing the interview took place just before the

youth was to go for the interview. Obviously such counseling help was more likely

to be remembered and attended to when given at that time than when they are part

of a formal curriculum presented to boys to whom actual jobs appear as vague and

unreal Possibilities'

Career Development

Most of t horprojects saw their work as finished when they were able to place

a youth in a job, except for the few that did systematic follow-up checking. As t he

jobs on which most youths were placed were low-level and dead-end jobs, and sel-

dom last long, this shortsighted view is especially regrettable. It seems likely

that such placements will do little more than attenuate the youths' poverty, for few

of the jobs are stable enough, pay enough, or lead to anything better enough to be

likely to start the youths on the path out of poverty. There were a fee projects

which did take a longer view. They tended to see the first placements as serving

primarily to give the youth a real job experience, and to give him time to perfect

his skills. They planned with the youth his entrance into a stable career line,

assisted them in getting jobs on a career ladder, and made such promotion place-

ments themselves.
Two projects, i'MCA and P1 had this orientation. YMCA would place

boys on a first job and then, in a few months, place them in a better-pay ing and

more highly - killed position, while counseling them about career development.

PAL, In a few ca,cs, helped "former clients prepare and circulate credentials
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for career jobs, and offered them other supports.

Kansas City JETS dealt with long-term career development by placing its

trainees only in jobs that had a large potential for further skill training; in casts

in which the youth could not handle such jots, or there were none available in

the youth's area ot interest and aptitude, the youth was placed in a short-term or

dead-end job with the promise that when he had worked at the job for three rnoaths

or so, the project would find a better job for him.

MFY was a good deal less career oriented but took some steps in this direc-

tion by directly placing on jobs those applicants who insisted on immediate place-

ment and refused counseling and training. After placing such a youth, 1%IFY

tried to bring him back for evening counseling to 1121p him keep the job and up-

grade .s career.

Associated with the high priority that some of these projects attached to

career development activities was a general tendency tt, use job placements selec-

tively as treatment resources. That is, the kind and quality of job on which a

youth was placed was sometimes specifically selected for its treatment implica-

tions. In some cases, projects arranged a series of placements for a particular

youth, with each Job in the series playing a particular role in the overall plan.

For example, YMCA reports the case of a highly talented and skilled trainee who

could not accept supentsion, advice, or criticism. After he had lost the very

good job in a high-class machine shop In which the project had placed him, he

was placed in a more run-of-the-mill shop. He lust that job also. The quality

of the jobs he got deteriorated until he found himself in a very dirty and unplea-

sant manual labor job, at which time he began to understard the consequences of

his behavior pattern. At this point, he was P gain placed in a high-class machire

shop, and did much better than before. All %hi ee career development projects

attempted to use placements in this therapeutic manner, although such use was

on a limited scale In PAL.

No doubt other projects would have liked to have used placements seleccively.

Their crnpha,is on providing services Lrfoi.e placement rather than afterward,

together with generally Inadequate job dc%elopment, and a real shortage of jobs

in their communities, pre enied them from doing so. It most also to admitted

1 fr.'
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that two of the career development agencies, YMCA and -Kansas City JEVS, had

relatively few boys to work with at any one time, and were in good labor market

areas.

With career development orientation, it is not surprising that YMCA and

Kansas City JEVS were able to report placement figures which were the highest,

o: among the highest, in the F.: and D program and that the job tenure of those

they placed seemed well above those achieved by nearly all the other projects.

This use of career development resources reinforces a point made in the

Introduction, sut;gesting that program resources (such as placement) can he used

to achieve some of the goals of counseling, even though such program resources

are not, themselves, a part of counseling.

An emphasis on career development per se is not sufficient, however, as

shotyn by one project. Its boys were given talks and discussions about career

planning, and their counseling about their tested aptitudes and interests emphasized

careers. But the project had no career, job-training resources, and no career

job placements for the youths, making such counseling not only irrelevant but

ever aumatic.

Several projects tried to use short-term job placements, mostly in manual

jobs, as counseling resources, either as a way of meeting sme financial pressure

in the youth's life while continuing him in the project, as a demonstration of the

agency's commitment to the youth, or as a "real life" m-tbod of modifying beha-

vior. NCCY used such jobs as a way of helping youths afford training for better

jobs. Neighborhood !louse used short-term or part-time jobs in all three ways,

as did PAL. Neighborhood House reports that it tried to "ease" youth into full-

time employment and work adjustment by what might be considered the classical

psychologIcal procedure of successive approximations: work on a work crew, fol-

lowed by part-time or short-term employment outside the project, culminating in

a regular, permanent placement. The basic idea is that such short-term or

temporary placements bridge the gap between training and full-time work, and

provide the youth with a relatively safe way of testing himself out In the real world

of employment before he invests himself psychologically so deeply in a job thPt he

is too afraid of losing it to feel the freedom to experiment.

1 f)
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Kansas City JETS also used such short-term placements as practice for a

future, better placement, as did St. Louis JETS and CPI. Neighborhood House

adds that the use of short -term placements also has the effect of keeping a youth

coming back to the project for new placements, so that the tendency of those

placed on jobs to not return for follow-up counseling is counteracted.

All projects using jobs in these ways ir.dicated a need fer more such jobs

to he available.

It should be noted that these uses of chart-term placements in low-level

jobs are only likely to work as motivators for youths if it is clear that the agency

will make good its promise upgra, them. If the youths of the project have

doubts about the agency's ability to follow through, they trill see such placements

as being no more than they could get for themselves without going through the

agency a testing, counseling, and training procedures.

Persistence

A degree of patience and underslanding well beyond that which has charac-

terized most bureaucratic institutions dealing with yeung peor,le was di,..played

by almost all the F and D projects. Even they had their limits, however, some-

times by conscious administrative decision, sometimes as by-products of the

kinds of prioritteJ on scarce staff time. Most programs fo.ned that the press and

demands of new applicants and clients ansiois to press ahead into job placements

pt c-en.pted the time and resources they could devote to those who dropped out,

who failed to take best advantage of the training, or '..ho did not respond well to

the program and messed up on job placements afterwards. Some pro.;ects seemed

to ^xperience periodic pangs of concern about these failure cases, and would

mo,,nt brief campaigns to find them and bring them back into the fold, but usually

new pressures from those still In the programs made such campaigns short-lived

and the scarcity of jobs in which to place their youths n 1de It difficult for them

to rIsh loirg or wasting a placemer t resource by mating It available to a toLth

'who had already failed on placements in the past.

Further, with limited job resources and limited job development staff, pro-

jects tended to de% clop rorms regarding the ampunt of effort they could put into
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placing a particuids youth. Beyond some kind of subjectively experienced "dis-

couragement point," job developers would begin to feel that further effort would

be useless, that the youth was unplaceable, and would refer him bc.ck for further

counseling or training, or would use the ''don't call me, I'll call you" gambit.

For many youths their "last" chances, as represented to them by the publicity

attending E and I) projects, thus passed them by.

At the extreme were those projects which used disbarment from the pi ogram

as a final punishment for misbehavior. Most projects found that they had to sus-

pend or drop some youths for aggressive or antisocial behavior. They used such

disbarment as a last resort and with a good deal of ambivalence (except, perhaps,

for one school -based project, which expresued some pride in the rigidity with

which it clung to irrelevant standards of dress and comportment), recognizing

that for many youths, these programs were in fact last chances and that by sus-

pending a youth, they were cutting off one whose behavior indicated that he needed

help the most from the "last resort." In such cases it is understandable that pro-

jects o ten decided in favor of decting their resources to the many pressing for

services instead of the fe,v real problem cases who would otherwise take inordin-

ate amounts of time from youths who might make better use of it. Such decisions

are understandable; but it must also i understood that this reflects exacily the

same ordering of priorities which has existed in traditional s. vial welfare agen-

cies, community guidance clinics, and school systems, resulting in almest a

complete lack of services to the disadvantaged by such agencies in the past. There

seemed a'ways to be new applicants for services who appeared wore likely than

the disadvantaged to make best use of the programs. Over the decades, the over-

all result has been to harden the core of the hard core by leaving this group with-

out any ameliorative social a-d professional services. SerN.ices become more

aid wore concentrated on the middle-class customers, and the problems of the

disadvantaged were left to compound tiler115Ckf s, ft was precisely this kit d of

development against which the E and It projects wire a reaction.

Certainly the and it projects, in their relatively brief history, haie net

gc c far along this road; it took the established agencies decades to get to their

present state. Like the E and D projects, etch the most staid and middle-t lass

1 (1',
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service institutions such as settlement houses and family service agencies

originally began as ideologically committed efforts to aid the poor and down-

trodden by providing services to those who had none, It is thus a dangerous omen

for E and D projects to set foot on the same path of ordering priorities, lest they

travel the rest of the way by the force of circuinstances, and without ever being

conscious of it. It was not until the establishment of the poverty program that

traditional agencies, l)ng accustomed to Thinking of themselves as specifically

concerned with the poor, awoke to discover that they had moved very far from

their own heritage.

The only defense against such a progiessicn is a rigid adherence to a "never gfi,c

up" principle, in which no youth once admitted is dropped, permanently excluded,

or left to fend for himself after a few failures, even if this is at the cost of not

providing servtees to others knocking at the door. Agencies might do better to

leave those knocks unanswered, for is the lolq run the crowd around the door

will stimulate an expansion of staff and increase the nu-nber of agencies avail-

able to cope with the demandan expansion which is less likely to occur if existing

agencies try to handle , nd because of the rus;,, Lndle them badly and pass

over the hard one... minimal sersiees and programs would hardly support

the claims of efficacy which are required to support demands for expanded facil-

ities. Thus, in the long _lin, program quality is likely to be a `yeller strategy

than a quantity bought at the price of leaving the difficult eases fo^ last.

There 13 a danger in such a sti ategy of losing community support, if the

community begins to sc.e the agency refusing services to too many people, or

cresting long waiting lists. An agency takint. the "never give up" philosophy

would do well to remain in close contact with its community, and to maintain acti-

vity which reflects its commitment to the community, while it streamlines its

p^ gran to eliminate the preciosaies which masquerade as attempts to prov ide

the most "polished" services to the receiving any senices a' all. A certain

amount of agency tivilt about those it is not serving may be a necessary goad to

motivate the continual refinement of methods needed to provide as much good

ser%lee as possible. The leng1h of the waiting list Is a good index of agency

apathy. It might even be possible to arrange agency funding on a sliding scale,
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with relatively larger sums per case for those cases with the greatest need--the

hardest core - -and less money for easier eases. With funds supplied on such a

basis, agencies would find it to their advantage to be sure that their caseloads

are full of the most difficult cases and tho hardest care, Such a basis for funding

employment service offices would be quite feasible, with the budget set according

to the numbers served at various income and occupational levels, The greater

proportion of disadvantaged cases, and other handicapped workers, the greater

the funding,

Only a few E and D projects approached closely the "never give up" line:

Kansas City JEVS, St. Louis JENS, and NCCY, each in its own way, adopted

this principle consciously. Two other ag.,r.eies, YMCA and Neighborhood House,

acted in ways consistent with the principle, though they did not stress such a

guiding notion in their reports. Obviously, in this mix of small and large, sp.,-

eialired and multi-purpose agencies, the principle was implemented in different

ways.

Philadelphia JEVS expressed it in a most important place: job placement.

They report that they never ceased trying to find a job for a youth, even though

this meant making thousands of phone calls in order 0 locate relatively few

pbscements. They found that most youths did not get jobs on their first referral.

The project took he edge off the youth's disappointment by promising to keep

trying to develop leads for him. MTV's report notes that it often took placement

In a couple of jobs, each of relatively short duration, before a youth learned

enough about the world of work to make a go of it.

One sheltered workshop found it necessary to suspend some youths from its

program, and it Is apparent from its report that staff members found thernsek es

morally outraged by some of the sexual and aggressive acting out of these youths,

and by what the stair seemed to feel was a lack of appreciation for the program's

rho. *o. Nesertheless, the program tii^d to maintain an open door policy, so that

youth could return to the prt,grarn, no matter how he had "messed up,"

Ahern, r a certain Peeksniff alttlude might not have discouraged enough of the sus-

./enc4ed ouths trorn returning to effecti rely cancel the policy is another question.

llowet cr, the project did continuously follow up those v.ho had dropped out or

1 rl
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who had lost the jobs on which they had been placed.

NCCY expressed the principle by placing youths in as many programs and

jobs as the youth was interested in, regardless of his record in past placements.

Th. report describes one case of a young man for whom the project staff went to

extraordinary lengths to take him out of a had home situation and get him a "live-

in" job which also left him free time to take job training, only to have the boy

quit the job as not to his liking shortly thereafter. Nevefthele is, NCCY continued

to work with the youth in seeking other arrangements and jobs that would he more

acceptable. (It should be noted, however, that while NCCY displayed a good deal

of ingenuity in making referrals and developing referral resources, as an agency

which did not contain in-house services it found itself rather limited in its re-

sources and, under certain circumstances, a "never give up" philosophy cannot

go far to compensate for the lack.)

Neighborhood House implemented the principle through its close Identifica-

tion with its community, which seemed to define all the youth in the community

as its clients, regardless of whether they had ever been in any of the project's

programs. Each new program or opportunity that developed was offered to all

In the community without regard to the quality or amount of past participation in

Neighborhood House services.

Firmness vs. Permissiveness

Three projects report using firmness as a general characteristic of their

counseling. In all three canes, the first impulse was to nondirective and permis-

sive counseling, but the projects' experience Indicated that disadvantaged youths

tend to perceive such permissiveness as weakness, a trait 'which is highly dis-

valued by such youngsters. Thus Pinellas County, YOB, and Springfield Good -

ill toward a greLtcr degree of firmness in their approach to youth. YOP

notch that its cotmsc!ors to tc permissi,.e and nondireetite In the intake or

-sc(111,dion" but that cm-c they oct a bo!, in the program they find it neces-

sary to apply all the firmness, rajolery, and pressure that the youth will tolerate

to move him from his drilling and aimless passkity into planning and action-

1 (1 `r,
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In this convection it is appropriate to note observations by Action Housing

and Philadelphia JEVS that youths liked best the firmest instructor in the former,

the firmest foreman in the latter. 130th projects noted independently that these

best-liked figures were both firm and fair; understanding and accepting, if un-

yielding on certain points., and that the youths liked bowing exactly where they

stood with these men. Springfield Goodwill found exactly the same thing.

In contrast, two other projects emphasized permissiveness in their policies,

one attempting to counter poor response to its permissiveness by designing a more

enticing program. Tne other doing little more than hoping that permissiveness

per se would evemually result in trainees learning to appreciate the consequences

of their actions. Philadelphia JEVS could not he described as a completely per-

missive program. It did allow youths to come and go as they pleased in remedial

education, however. It reports that its permissive stance on this issue was ef-

fective in impressing youths with the nonschool nature of the program, and with

the project's willingness to rely on the youths' needs and interests. The project

was pleased with the amount of participation the remedial program received, al-

though it does not give any supporting data. The Skills Center reports that under

conditions of absolute freedom to choose (and in the workshop with its implicit

demands for competence) 30 out of 33 youths requested some kind of academic

training.

Feelings about permissiveness vs. firmness tend to run high among counsel-

ing and social work personnel, and a good deal of piety Is invoked on both sides,

probably reflecting the inappropriateness of the general concept. It would seem

more reasonable to cease using the terms as general descriptions of progrer is

and practices, and instead talk about what is permitted and what is not, and the

sanctions available. One project reports that its youths expected unending toler-

ation of acting out from the counselors, and threatened to drop out if not tolerated.

'1 he staff seemed to he sufficiently afraid that if a youth dropped out the project

would nt v er reirlere hini, to make this a potent threat to a program aTlxi,ili5 to

stow that it was successIul in "holding" youths, as success in terms of job place-

ment was almost ruled out by 'he poor labor market and the project's poor j.1,

ele,(1,)ori(nt program.
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It is possible for counselors to set limits in a planned and consistent fashion,

and to communicate these limits to their clients, within which they may be per-

rids:Ave. In this way, the pain and turmoil of the limits-testing, to which clients

are forced by the vagueness and strangeness of what is represented to them as

a completely permissive policy (but which does not turn out to be in agencies which

refuse to place their youths until the counselors are convinced they are "job ready"),

can he more readily and consistently handled and reduced. Without such explicit

recognition of the role and place of permissiveness and firmness, counselors find

limits-testing frightening ..nd extremely difficult to handle, risking over-response

by becoming defensively strict and firm when it is inappropriate.

The difficulty in setting appropriate limits Is compounded by a behavior pat-

tern noted in two of the project reports (IOW and Pinellas County), and probably

present in others. It was noted that at the beginning of participation in the pro-

jects, the youths were on their best behavior. They seemed to accept the mysti-

que and spirit of the program, and were anxious for acceptance and approval.

'ender such circumstances, the projects had little need to set limits explicitly, or

to face the issue, but as the youths became more familiar with the atmos-

phere, more confident, and perhaps also more disappointed and annoyed with the

unexpected slowness in the movement toward jobs; clique formation, acting out,

and delinquency b( n to increase. The ambiguity of the counselor's nondirective

stance is also difficult for disadvantaged youths to understand. They like to know

"where the: stand" and engage in limits-testing to find out; they usually do not

believe that the situations In which they find themselves are as permissive as they

appear. So they test, and find that, in fact, there are limits to the apparent per-

missiveness, thus confirming their suspicious distrust of the staff's assertions.

It became gradually necessary to institute limits, and projects' responses

to this need were sluggish and too late to am old making the limits appear new and

arbitrary impositions or exercises of authority. At such a Juncture, many youths

arc no longer able to trust the project.

For these reasons, it woLld be well for prL _frets to give serious attention

to setting limits In advance, and to communicating these limits before they are

breacl' CO, Setting lin,;ls implies a consideration of he sanctions to be used for

I 1 ft
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violations. Most projects found occasion to use suspension or dismissal from the

program as their only available sanction (except for docking pay for lateness), and

that step was so drastic that the projects were reloctant to use it and, therefore,

without any effective graded sanctions. Where suspension or disbarment is used

as a sanction, it is thus very important to keep door open for the return of

the dismissed youth, to invite his return, to make him feel that his return Is de-

sired.

Pinellas County went further: it made arrangements with local police for

sentences imposed on project youths for minor crimes to be designed not to inter-

fere with the youths' participation in the program, much as some universities

make arrangements for their transgressirg students to be required to stay in jail

only during the evenings or on weekends.

In addition to the above- mentioned projects, three others made selective

use of permissiveness-firmness as a program device, YMCA, Springfield Good-

will, and Philadelphia JENS started tx,uths under permissive supervision and

gradually escalated the firmness of their standards and the difficulty of the work)

through the course of each youth's progress. In YMCA the escalation was by the

same instructor-foreman; in 31:1'S it was managed by moving the youths from the

most permissive foreman through a graded series of foremen until he arrived at

the last, who was the most exacting of all. A refinement might be made in this

process, which could be readily subjected to empirical test, by ending the series

with a permissive foreman (or Instructor) In order to give the youths the r 'r-
tunity to internallee these standards and practice in relying on them without out-

side pressure.

Client Participation and Responsibility for Programs

Several E and I) projects were structured to involve youths directly In the

operation of the programs, to take a significant r,rounl of responsibility for them-

selves and other trainees, and/or to share activities which would otherwise be

handfed by project staff. For example, Kansas City ,TEVS requires youths to bring

a newspaper e. cry day, and the first hour is spent a ith the eoels.clor reading the

want ads and discussing shat they fird there. When placerr, nt i5 slatted, the

I l
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counselor telephones about job openings with the youth pi esent in the office and

participating as a third party in the job development ilscussion, The counselor

also makes it a point to describe the youth to the prospective employer as he is,

in the youth's presence. This is done so that the youth knows that if he gets the

job, it is on a basis of acceptance of him as he is, and he is not under the strain

of waiting to be "found out."

The Skills Center, Pinellas County, and YMCA included trainees through

various forms of student governments or councils. in the Skills Center, trainees

elected their own group leaders; the groups functioned not only as counseling

groups, but as quasi-legislative bodies in the sense that he Skills Center tried

to be responsive to the policy recommendations which such groups made, Pinellas

County and YMCA had representative student governments which constructed

constitutions and rules of conduct and sat in judgment on their peers for violations.

Both projects reported that trainees were more responsive to discipline from

their peers than they were to staff regulations, and had more respect for peer

judgments,

The ind genous nonprofessionally-led groups which formed the frame for

JOBS activities probably also functioned to Initiate or discuss and advise on pro-

ject policies and services, although they did not have an explicit or formalized

role as legislative bodies.

',sae County and YOB I involved trainees in .special purpose groups to ar-

range program elements, such as field trips, recreational events, and communit'

wide programs of a cultural enrichment nature.

In the Draper project, so much research was done in the development end

testing of programmed instructional materials for skill training that the youths

caught the experimental atmosphere and saw themselves as important parts of

the process whose responses and evaluations were significant. The boys began

to thir,k ef themselves as allies of the experimenters, and used their liras as

bases for recommeni, g changes in the experiments and hvpothcscs. The pr -
ject thus promoted self-importarce and self-observation Trainees' awareness

that the results of the program had significance for programs In other states

added to their feeling of self-imp,rtance and partikipation In something of great value.
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In some projects, counseling groups conducted their own programs. In one,

for example, a group decided to call in various employers to talk to them, while

another group in the same project decided to invite parents to participate in the

meetings. At Neighborhood House, prevocational groups reviewed their curri-

culum beforehand, and their suggestions for changes were accepted.

Neighborhood House assigned boys to work-training teams (which the boys

saw simply as work) in which each job to he done by the team was preceded by a

fifteen-minute group conference for planning the work. Neighborhood House found

attendance in the work teams excellent.

Neighborhood House also placed many of its youths in a private, agency-owned

company (Supreme Services), which also provided janitorial services as a compe-

titive business enterprise, as a framework for providing boys with work-training

experience. Work-crew rre.nbers in Supreme Services participated ir planning

the work to be eone on their contracts, a .d in making policy decisions (e.g.,

whether to spread out the work over several days part-time, or to do a job in its

entirety in one sustained effort; whether '.o use a large crew, with easier work but

lowered individual shares in the fees under a profit-sharing plan, or fewer workers

taking longer to do the job; how to handle a false workman's compensation claim;

how to handle a theft by one of the workers).

It should be noted that such trainee participation did not prevent Supreme

Services from being a success as a commercial enterprise; In fact, the company

was able to donate money to the Neighborhood House program. A most heartening

finding was that under a fee-splitting arrangement, in which the members of a

work crew devided the fees received among themselves (except for that portion

required for overhead and materials, ete.), boys averaged $2,30 an hour for work

which usually averages at little over $1.00 per hour. This testifies to the work

and effort the boys were willing to give when the rewards for such effort in direct

ineorle terms were assured, thus supporting the hypothesis that disadvantaged

youths are responsic to trot-Mite conditions, and that the ascribed motisational

deficit in such youths is more likely to he a case of lack of real em k incentive

inherent in the jobs available to them,

There is no better way to give msadvantaged youths good work r verience
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and practice in all the aspects of the work role, including goal-setting, planning,

impulse control, and the other traits which counselors are otherwise left to try

to talk into their clients in the abstract. The cooperative money-making work

group is not only the best kind of training, most focused, specific, concrete, and

real, but it is the kind of structure which goes most directly to the heart of the

problem as perceived by youths--need for a job and income- -and it does so paying

its own way, or requiring rehtirely small subsidies, compared to the costs of

pay and allowance: and staff salaries for other kinds of counseling and training

programs which do not produce any commercially salable products or services

to defray their own costs. The potential of this format for ae", v.ng mane of the

goals of counseling in E and D projects is very great.

Another way in which the youth 3 directly participated in the work of th, E

and D projects was through arrangements for mere able youth in a particular

activity to help or cf.ach the less able. PAL, and NNW did this. NMI! also carried

some trainees over to the next training cycle, no that they could take leadership

positions among the new trainees. At Draper, auths of differing levels of ability

were assigned in work pairs so that the more able could spontavi.ously help the

less able, fostering a feeling of responsibility for others as a ;mans of mutual

task fulfillment. The naturalness of this learning situation recommends it.

Draper also assigned some rccponsibilities related to the training (e.g. , distri-

buting the tools in the shop).

St. Louis JEVS used the assignment of foremen's duties to youths for the

same purposes. YMCA also used brighter boys to help the less able.

Several projects also used youths to help in recruiting flare County, Skills

Center). While referrals from friends were the most effective s yLirces of intake,

relatively few buAt recruitment into their programs as the Skills Center and Lane

County did. Lan County found. incickr.tally, that the youths oho were recruited

by their clients were a much mole difficult group to dial v, ith, 1-,ing more anomie,

alienated, or 'harder core."

The Skills Center developed a friendly co!,Ipetition artotg :.cc.ths to bring

friends into the program: each youth was given (WkIly referral cards to distribute,

an..' the youths competed to sec who would bring in the I st nu nl cr.
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One project also tried to get youths to recruit, and offered a monetary in-

centive for each new youth brought in. However, the gimmick backfired: the

youths felt that they would he selling their friends, a distinctly disvalued thing.

Lane County's report emphasizes the program's policy of including the youths

in responsibility for program operation and policy. Unlike some of the other pro-

jects, however, Lane County did most of its implementation through hiring a few

youths for subprofessional and other aide functions in the project, as secretaries,

clerks, recruiters, receptionists, and group leaders. Many other projects also

employed some of their former trainees, often as a means-el I); on-the-job

training which Would later be of use to the trainee, or because project wanted

to take advantage of some particular talent which the youths posscs,,d. Lane

County's hirings were intended to have an added feature; they were to demonstrate

the agency's commitment to and belief in the youths by being witting to hire them

themselves and to provide a means for the youths which the ag, y had served to

participate in the agency's operation. It does not seem likely th d such a symbolic

representation would be as effective as the more direct involvement 01: program

youths either in making the agency responsive to the needs and .,xprcrzsions of the

youths; as a device for providing the youths with practice in I decision-

making, and acting; or as a demonstration of agency commitment.

One sheltered workshop project represented the oppc., t, extr me. In many

respects the project seems to have been paternalistic and conck.so nding, with that

puritanical combination of rigid morality and sympathy Chit mat ks missionaries

among the natives and is summed up in the concept of the `'.vhitc rn,9r 's burden."

There was little in the project to make its clients feel that the y u1.1 identify with

the agency and the powers that operated it. It is not surprisii,g Oat the clients

stole from the project, did a good deal of physical damage to the property, and

engaged in pranks that seriousl:, injured the project's stsrd.pg in t/- ,e comnIunity.

Client vs Agency Definition of Goals

Except for a few instances, the E and Is projects suffer, d a et moron

difficulty: a disjur cLion between the pie,- et's view of its goals reeds of

the youths they sensed. With striking regularity.. projects rep ted 0,71 the
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majority of the youths who came to them came wrIting help in getting jobs, and

getting a job was their primary motivation. All else -- training. testing. coun-

seling-- tended to be perceived as barriers or hnref.es to placement, or as put-offs.

The parts of the programs that youths liked bent were placement and actual work

experience (YMCA). In one follow-up, the courseling was considered the least

important part of the program by the former trainees. Within the counseling,

the best liked sessions were those directly concerned with finding. getting, and

keeping jobs (JOBS). Draper gave its boys the Mooney Problem Check List and

invited them to see the coun.-21or to talk about the problem areas they had checked:

only twenty did so.

Eleven different projects reported that what the youths wanted were jobs,

and that they tended to see everything that was not placement as irrelevant. non-

sensical, or worse (YMCA, YOB, PEPSY, PAI Neighborhood House

follow-up. CPI, Springfield Goodwill, EEY. and JOY).

The common difficulty ceyparienced ly the E and I) projects -.vas convincing

the youths they needed counseling and liainir-.g as preliminaries to job 'placement.

Obviously, this problem was worse with the projects that aired at personality

change, a goal as far removed from the youths' goals as could be imagined. The

problem was minimal in those agencies which were narrowly job-oriented and

concrete, and :hose in which the projects had mechanisms for being responsive

to the clients' wishes.

Some projects were particularly distinguished for their willingness to accept

clients' views of themselves and their needs. Lone Court:: emphasised its willing-

ness to become concerned about tbe things that the youths wore concerned about.

Neighborhood rouse found it cry importa,t to have some activity immediately

available which included an opportunity to earn some mor.c.. y (e. k_ , scr,d,g the
Louth on an errand for tl e project). '1:11C agency fel: that it could Fair the loyalty

and confidence of the youth_4 thrci.ig' such dcinonsiralions of confidence in them

and their needs. Neighl.....rhoe+d 'louse felt that it had to Bair loyalty in order to

override the t ou!hs reaction to rekrt al for training. which they saw ac a put-

off or hurdle. The project noted that there is cenflusion, hostility, and loss of

oar fidence in a youth tt7'en he finds himself referred to training rather than a job.
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Neighbourhood House also arranged for applicant youths to see the employ-

ment ser -ice representative attached to the agency right away, in a brief, business

lihe to further set the tone of the project as seriously concerned about

employment fo- the south. The project felt that pro%iding paid work excerience

shortly after intake was the most important factor in keeping a boy in the program.

PAL pro+ided its clients with opportunities to test their plan ideas, and

self - perceptions even when the staff was sure that they were inapprcpriate. For

example, they would place a youth on a job if the youth was convinced that he could

handle it, Peen if the counselors were sure that he could not. PAL also arranged

to give guidance in jub-search techniques at the very first group intake meeting,

explicitly trying to give the youth at least a part of what the agency knew the youth

wanted. Kansas Cit, 1FX3 accepted client self-perceptions in the sense that those

who asked to he excused from work training and instead placed directly in jobs

y placed. To the ageney':, surprise, these youths turned out to have better job

tenure records than those who went through the work training program. 1N.IFY also

tried to place directly those youths who insisted on jobs and rejected training.

Philadelphia JEVS policy of not requiring participation in remedial education

letting the youth .iecide whether and to what extent he would participate, is another

example of reliance on the youth's view of his needs.

Other programs implicitly responded to clients' needs and desires for work

through their structure. For example, Skills Center was able to put boys to work

in the shop almost within twenty-four hours of application. This project also made

it a poim to label and treat the youths as workers, rather than as students, clients,

or other immature-role labels.

These agencies contrast with another group which were distinguished by their

refusal to accept as valid the expressed needs of their youths. A west coast pro-

ject best illustrates this in its institution of a formal orientation program In order

to ceavince yulths that it was not primarily a placement agency. Project person-

nel rejected their Image in the community as a placement agency. and began a

campaign to change that image. The result cf the etneraign and the orientation

sessions was that youths stopped corning to the program, since the things that the

youths wanted from the agency were jobs. The Cleveland JOY project remarks
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that its greatest difficulty was ir. convincing its clients to take training rather than

an immediate job. Few were the rojects willing to risk placing a youth on an im-

mediate job concurrently with h.., training and!or counseling. although several

projects did express the wish that they could have part-time jobs available to bo

used in this way. It is this which makes the Kansas City JEVS experience parti-

cularly. significant . for when the agency did tr:ee the risk it paid off. Efforts

should be made to try to replicate these findings.

Underlying, or associated ,.ith, the agencies' position that more than place-

ment is needed seems to he a kind of distaste for placement as such. An emphasis

on placement first, with concurrent or post-placement counseling, would essen-

tially require a broneened role for follow-up, changing it from simply a check-up

on results to the major %chicle of counseling But YOB reports that its counsel-

ers did not want to do follow-up, they tried to put that dt t% on the placement people,

who also didn't like it and tried to give it hack to the counselors The result was

that neither did follow-up in YOB. That experience was probably fairly general

among projects.

Both ABCD and Hunter's Point express annoyance that they might be seen by

the youths as "nothing more than a placement service." There is a great deal of

irony in the obsertation that agencies presumably established to deal with touth

unemploynient seem to want tc to everything but solve the .Jnemployment, even if

this means that they must otereome a good deal of resistence. The final irony is

that these same agencies then charge the youths, whose demands for work were

turned away, with lack of motivation!

Staff desire to play a more adventuresome and professional role may hate

played some part in the reed to see clients' problems as more than joblessness.

as requiring more than placement, and in a rejection of the placement function.

This is also reflected in the fact that few projects used counselors to male place-

ments, and most projects left placement as the least et eloped pats of their pro-

grams. The general failure to consider the possibility of °Het ing placement and

services coneurrent11 may hate been a way of kecpirg the youths available for

serilees they didn't want; the job became the carrot on the stick to he given only

after the medicine was swallowed. How much more outrageous that when the chips

1 1
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were down, for no many youths the jobs simply weren't there.

Middle-Class Behavior Norms

Three E and D projects were especially distinctive in the degree their reports

reflected a concern about behavior norms bearing only tenuous relation to em-

ployability. but closely related to focal middle-class concerns. Thus one report

expresses a good deal of concern about the way youths spent their money, their

seYual practices, cleanliness, aggressiveness, and diet. and this concern seemed

expressed not from the point of view of the health and welfare of the youths, but

rather from some kind of moral position. Another project shared some of these

concerns, and gave youths lectures on such topics as why they should avoid drugs

and addiction. The selection of the topic as a standard part of the curriculum,

with its assumption that all disadvantaged youths In their very nature require

prophylactic warnings of the danger of addiction may have been gratuitously in-

sulting. for while addiction may be concentrated among lower-class members.

the majority of lower-class members are certainly not addicts. While other pro-

jects also found occasion to discuss addiction, the presentation in the form of a

guided discussion which states Its assumption in unquestionable form ("Why should

you avoid drug addiction?") provides little basis for a mutual examination of moral

and ethical issues by youths and staff,

Probably the most rigid of the programs, in its enforcement of middle-class

behavior norms, was in one project which reflected its school hoard sponsorship.

In that program, lateness and absences required a note from home or physician.

and trainees were required to wear clothing "appropriate to school" and to com-

port themselves in the manner usually required at school.

The justifieatio,,. for requiring disadvantaged youths anxious to work to

undergo moral eermoei,ing and the like as a precondition for getting a job, is

questiorable. A case can he made that these projects invaded areas rot touched

in middle-class youths, and which are usually considered to be outside the scope

of bureaucratic and public agencies. In this respect, these projects took adlan-

tage of the youths which gave their clients no other recourse except to refrain

from participating in tie programs. which for many was not a possible choice.

1 1f"
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One wonders why a youth ,,ho conies lool,ing for a job or job training roust first

be required to sit through a lecture on drug addiction, sexual abstinence, or the

virtue of thrift. This is not to say that programs for disadvantaged youths should

not be concerned about such matters; rather, these concerns should be handled

in a manner ccnsistent with the status of the clients as free agents who are not to

be treated as schoolchildren, and with a recognithin of the individuals' right ti

moral and ethical positions rot shared by the middle class. May a project decide

that a youth who rejects such teaching is not job-ready and is unqualified for place-

ment? Such treatment is an affront and the extent to which E and D projects put

the youths into such positions is the extent to which such projects are missing

the point of these youths' needs and interests. To the extent that such teaching

delays placement of a youth until by his conformity he is considered job-ready.

to that extent are the projects operating in a counter- productive manner.

Turning the Problem Back on the Youths

Unemployment, and the traits that go along with it. is an adaptive response

to social and economic conditions. In another view, persons) traits are seen as

the cause or reason for unemployment. The first view implies a strategy of soda,

and economic reform; the second view implies a strategy of changing the indiv idual.

'there were occasions, in some of the projects, when clearly structural pro-

blems were turned back onto the youths in a manner implying that the problems

were personal and behavior problems for which the youths were responsible, 1-or

example, failure to provide good job incentives to stimula'e striving was generally

interpreted in the projects as a problem of low motivation in the yeLths, to be met

1,, exhortations to get motivated and change attitudes. Inability to ebnelop jobs in

a tight job market was an occasion on which projects tended to react by deciding

that the youths they were trying to place were not job-ready. Counseling was

s..rnetimes used as a dela) ing action until projects ;:ould develop training resources,

0,IT slots. and the like. Such a counselirg function, given explicit recognition in

the claims for the success of ceur seling in "holding" youths until such resources

became aallable. 2 implicitly has the effect of locating the problems in th-, youths,
2 It is significant to note one report that used counseling as a holding oper-

ation, and found that when training placements did become available, the youths
had disappeared and it was necessary to recruit anew.
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in place of locating jobs and training resources in the environment. Thus coun-

seling was used as a substitute for providMg, employment and training nppcrtun-

Pies

This function of counseling as a way of converting- project and social pro-

blems into individual problems was expressed in several noteworthy ways. One

project reports that it used group counseling to coal with its youths' dissatisfac-

tion with the office-boy training program into which the project had thrown the

youths regardless of appropriateness because it had no other training slots or

programs a\ ailabk. Thus a problem of the agency was turned into concern about

the way disadvantaged youths respond to authority, carry out unpleasant job duties,

and the like. Unable to deal with the external problem. the agency asked the youths

to change theruselses to adapt to it. Thus the agency mirrored the national stra-

tegy in dealing with poverty: in the place of changing the systems and situations

of poverty-, change poor people, implying that they are responsible for all their

fai lures.

Another project reports essentially the same situation in its handling of its

youths' dissatisfaction with the work experience stations. the youths felt that

they were not learning any salable skills or getting any useful training in the sta-

tions, an opinion which the project itself shared. Nevertheless. the project tried

to manipulate the youths' feelings about the matter rather than the situation to

which they were responding. The project report described ails "smoothing

things over."

Several other projects also found that their group counseling sessions were

primarily being,used as forums for complaints about the programs. In oi.e, the

project seemed to feel that pros iding an opportunity for catharsis was all that was

needed, as there is no indication that the project could do ansthi-g about the sub-

stance of the gripes. Another found its group meetings &lei iorsting into shouting

matches: to counter this, a structured program of topics a-as introduced. Prolably

the extreme case was in a midwestern program: when it appeared that the youths

were using the meetings to mice their complaints about the ylftlA instruction

(complaints which experience indicates were probably quite justified). the school

sin-ply forbade group counseling.

121
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Cognitive Orientation

Four projects (CPI, NMU, Detroit, and PAL) implied a cognitive orienta-

tion in their counseling in their stress on the role of the counselor as one who

helps the client formulate questions, explains the available alternatives. and the

consequences of various choices, and helps the client to make decisions. The

PAL program also tried to preside situations for the client to test his choices;

such situations were probably also implicit in the carious programs available to

the youths in CPI. This kind of counseling obviously requires the counselor to

provide information to the client about alternatives and consequences. Detroit,

therefore, called such counseling "didactic."

A somewhat different kind of cognitive orientation was that stressed in Kan-

sas City JEVS, Philadelphia JEVS, and the Skills Center. In these projects one

of the major functions of counseling was to verbalize, interpret, and make expli-

cit the experiences thy youths were hating in their training. In a sense, the

counseling translated what might otherwise have been an inchoate mass of impres-

sions into cognitive elements which could enter into the youth's self-concept, in-

fluence his sense of identity as a competent worker, and increase his self-e. teem.

These projects tended to be work-oriented rather than personality-oriented;

they also tended to emphasize clients' strengths, so far as employment is cone

cerned, and to deal, In counseling, with barriers to the full utilization of those

strengths, rather than with the resolution of problems unrelated to employability.

Strategy of Success

Several projects tried to employ a strategy of success. The term was

originated by CPI, which used it to refer to its tactic of getting a good job for a

few men In each neighborhood. l'ts the word spread, the project became known

as the place Nacre one could get good trainirg and good jobs cathecting the moti-

%titian latent in the neighborhood youth.

Related to this strategy was the use of role models of people who had made

it up from poverty. For example, some of the Work Education Coordinators in

the Detroit program during the intake counseling, told the .toting people the story

of their success in climbing out of poverty. Pinellas County counselors did

1 (,) `?.
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somewhat the same thing, noting that for many of the youths, the counselors were

the first successful men they had ever known. Draper, a prison project, had

visits from former prisoners who had made respected names for themselves in

the slate. Temple also arranged visits from successful Negroes, as did YO?'

(including successful Mexican-Americans).

YOB and Draper posted photographs of successful trainees around the pro-

ject, and KEY, MI5', PAL, and Neighborhood House report ha%ing former trainees

return to visit the project and talk to the youths

The Skills Center reports that when a member of one of its work groups was

mosed into placement, it greatly increased the motikation ar.d ambition of the

other bogs. Neighborhood House found that when some of its boys took and passed

a civil service test, others became interested in test preparation courses. JOBS

also found that getting one youth in a 1,ork unit placed on a job was highly motiva-

ting to the others.

Another use of the strategy of success was that employed by Philadelphia

JEVS, the Skills Center, and Draper. In all three, the training was arranged so

that the youth ceild start out on a job he was likely to he able to perform sucess-

fully. This process was most highly des cloned in Draper's use of programmed

instruction. The programs were written to insure a ninety pereen, success rate,

and each item led to a more complex or difficult item.

Programs with Unigie Features

Several of the projects were unlike any others in ways that defy classification.

}'or example, the Kansas City JEVS program was organised around an intensive

ten-day program In its sheltered s,- orksliop, emphasizing rapid movement. The

program felt that such intensive and rapid movement was particularly appropriate

for disadvantaged uho are less capable of long. sustained efforts toward

distant goals. 'YOB I was similar in its use of intenske two-day intake groups.

Two projects (N'![' and KEY) were particularly concerned about urhard?ation,

and to mothate the youths to move into urban areas, Lane County also tried to

bring rural yaths into an urban work adjustment. Unfortunately, the data reported

by the first two projects were not encouraging. Relatively few actually left the
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rural areas, and of those who did, half or more returned home within a +ery

shot t lime.

Lane County was also unique in defining the youths' problem as anomie.

its early experience indicated that simple lack of occupational skills and know-

ledge of the work world was not the central problem. that man; of the youths it

had recruited were not participating in its program either I); molding all but the

recreation, by rcpeztedly no keeping, appointments, or passively participating.

To deal with anomie. it therefore changed its focus by stressing group exper-

iences. It is not entirely clear how the program features, as etolted. arc neces-

sarily related to anomie, although project officials intended them to be.

Action Housing was also unique in that its focus was as much of demon-

strating the use of volunteer nonprofessionals as counselors as it was co icerned

with the counselces. Its program consisted almost entirely of arranging for

volunteer nonprofessionals to counsel with young men in an NIDTA program. in

something like a big brother format. In doing this is provided some advisory

help to the counselors, but otherwise left them free to es olve the kind of coun-

seling styles and techniques which seemed best for each. The result was a good

deal of heterogeneity; perhaps the most important program feature to be derived

from this format was that counseling goals, emphases, and styles were cried to

suit the incliidual characteristics of the counselees. The project reports, for

example, that some of the trainees had a strong need for a father figure; others

became suspicious and resentful of too much contact with their counselors: some

needed dependency relationships; others to be independent.

COUNSELING PERSONNEL

There is a scarcity of information In the project reports about the coolifi-

catiens and professional affiliations of counseling personnel. This section will

deal briefly with the kinds of people that were used,

Professionals

In twenty-five projects, all or most of the formal counseling was done by

professionals or those defining themselves as such. That is, they had college

194
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degrees, at the very least, and the degrees were in fields in, or related to,

counseling or social work. In most of the twenty-five at least some of the staff

had MA degrees, in counseling, social work, or related fields.

Professional credentials, however, are no criteria for excellence of coun-

seling. One recorded counseling interview included in the appendix of one projects'

report, presumably selected with some eye to its quality, reveals shockingly poor

counseling technique. And one report cites a case of a youth who dropped out of

the program after the counselor, a professional social worker, missed two con-

secutive appointments which the counselor herself had initiated! No professional

sophistication is required to know that miasing an appointment is the greatest sin-

gle sin a counselor can commit against a client.

Nonprofessionals

Twenty projects made use of nonprofessionals in important counseling roles,

ranging from group counselor aides (Lane County) to positions of complete respon-

sibility for group counseling (JOBS). NCCY used a Negro nonprofessional to do all

the follow-up work in home visits. Hunter's Point staffed its Motivation Center

entirely with nonprofessionals, and the only counselor in the Temple program was

a Negro nonprofessional. CPI used indigenous nonprofessionals as neighborhood

workers (although a report prepared by such a worker is written In a highly pro-

fessional manner), Detroit used nonprofessionals as Work Education Coordinators,

Action Housing as counselors, and JOBS as group leaders. In each of these, the

role filled by the nonprofessional was that of the Integrator of various services for

a particular youth. That is, the nonprofessionals were the principle contact per-

sons for the clients. St. Louis JEVS, Lane County, and Neighborhood House used

nonprofessionals as aides to the professional staff. YOB used college students to

do follow-up telephoning during the summer vacation. while several projects used

student volunteers to provide coaching and tutoring services in basic or remedial

education

Only one of the programs using subprofessionals was less than completely

enthusiastic. Neighborhood House felt that some 0' its indigenous work-crew

leaders tried to erect social barriers between themselves and the youths, to

1
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emphasize their high status pos'tions.

It is worth noting that only two or three of the projects would have been

able to operate at all had they insisted on MA degrees in counseling or social

work for their counselors. Very few of the projects were able to recruit or pay

for such a staff (especially at the pay levels set by Civil Serviced, and had they

been able to, they would hate found their high-priced professionals so tied up in

supportive activities and program management, as two projects reported, that

they would have had very little time for counseling. Further, many program

aspects, such as the field trips and follow-up visits, would have been impossible

for most projects if they had not used subprofessionals. Thus, subprofessionals

and noAprofessionals played essential roles in the projects.

Nevertheless, many projects skimped more than it was necessary or de-

sirable on professional resources for consultation and supervision. The run-of-

the-mill competence of most counseling personnel meant that few programs could

call upon scholarly resources in research and sophisticated theory in designing

their programs. Few projects had the kinds of intellectual talent which would

have enabled them to make more sense out of their experiences, organize and

codify their discoveries, strategies, and ilsights, and report them to the pro-

fession. Thus one function of the E and I) program - -to communicate the results

of experience to other agencies- -was severely restricted by the failure to provide

for some top-level personnel.

Several projects made it a point to select all project personnel who were to

have any contact with their youths for empathy, patience, understanding, and so

forth. Thus KEY reports that even its bus drivers were selected for their per-

sonality characteristics, implicitly recognizing that they played a part in the

counseling process. Such selection criteria were universal in the cases of woik-

crew leaders.

One project, YMCA, used nonprofessionals for all instruction. The project

found that the professional educators they first tried were unsympathetic and

schoolmarrnish, They then eliminated the basic education instructors by using

programmed instruction supervised by counselors, and exchanged their vocational

Instructors for Indigenous craftsmen given extensive in- service training In teaching
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methods. These craftsmen were also purposely used to serve as role models of

successful minority group members living in the same neighborhoods as the train-

ees.

Race

Several projects indicated that they felt the race of their counseling person-

nel to be important. Volt stressed a multi-racial staff with a heavy proportion of

the same racial group as the clients; they assert they had indications that

other things being equal, such counselors develops i closer relationships with the

youths. Pinellas County also stressed its intern .tat staff, and felt that it played

an important part in providing role models for both the white and the Negro train-

ees in its program.

Three other projects, St. Louis JEVS, Temple, and NCCY, indicated that

as a means of increasing their effectiveness some of their staff were Negro.

Neighborhood House employed local people for intake receptionist, secretaries,

etc, It is likely that those subprofessionals described as ine _venous were also

largely Negro in such projects as CPI, MFY, JOBS, and Hunter's Point. One

project (Neighborhood House) reported that it discovered, after somewhat un-

productive group counseling session, that the group had had more questions but

had been unwilling to ask them, because the questions bore on race relations and

their employment positions as Negroes, and the guest speaker before the group

was white. However, another project (Detroit) felt that it was "not necessary" for

counselors of Negro youths to be Negro. It quotes one of its youth's description

of a Negro counselor as "one of them elites." Detroit's eoncluslor seems to be

Inappropriate; it would have been more accurate to say that being Negro is not a

sufficient condition for being accepted by the youths.

One project (Action Housing) noted that counselors ,..hose duties incleded

home visi's In slum areas should he males; it discovered that i!s tamale volunteers

vsere very reluctant to he out on the streets at right in the project's neighborhood.

There Is now an extensive literature on the effect of Negro vs. Odle Inter-

viewers, testers, and group leaders on Negro subjects. Almost unifcrm:y this

research reports less anxict: and higher performance In Negro-Negro pairings
*kn., in renf.IIv rnireart Inno
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SPECIFIC COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

In this section attention will be paid to more or less isolated methodologies,

some bordering on gimmicks, which various projects reported using. The kinds

of rewards and sanctions used to modify behavior will be considered, as well as

other techniques in support of the counseling effort.

Placement Counseling

In most projects, placements were handled by members of a special job

development and placement staff, rather than by counselors. As a result either

very little advantage was taken of the placement-referral opportunity to do coun-

seling, or what was done was not reported in the projects' reports (since coun-

seling was usually described by some member of the counseling staff, and those

who wrote the placement sections usually concentrated on their statistics).

Given the advantages of concrete in situ counseling as described above,

particularly with reference to accompanying youths to job interviews, It is un-

fortunate that the placement situation was not more extensively used, for it is

certainly at that time, when the youth is elostst to his goal, that he is most highly

motivated, most anxious to make a success of the placement, and most able to

see the immediate and practical relevance of the counseling. Such immediacy

and practical relevance are important components of counseling disadvantaged

youths. When a youth Is involved in role-playing an employment interview during

his pre-vocational training, he is In effect toeing told: 'Learn this now--it might

come in handy some day." Years of having heard al same thing about only mar-

ginally relevant things in school ha.e taught many youths to suspect such messages,

especially when they have strong doubts that they will in fact be able to get a job.

Such an implied message is not as likely to be as effective as the same counseling

at the very moment when he is to he referred to a Job.

Some projects did approximate this recommended format for placement

counseling. Lane County's placement counselor held mock job interviews, in-

cluding making and keeping appointments, filling out an application, and inter-

%Sewing when the youth became "ready" for placement. After the mock procedures,
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the youth's performance was discussed with the counselor. In the PAL program,

pre-vocational counseling was not formally scheduled in the special interest

groups which the youths joined. However, it was discussed in any and all of the

groups when it was relevant. The project reports that when some members of

the group were appointed to be interviewed for jobs, the group discussion would

almost naturally turn to a consideration of interview behavior, filling out appli-

cations, and the like. At Neighborhood House, an advanced counseling group of

older men met in groups of about twelve twice a week to talk about job problems,

to organize job searches, to screen want ads, etc.

KEY had one of the most highly developed systems for placement counseling

as part of its placement procedures. First the placement man visited a prospec-

tive employer to get details about the job and to learn sir! he could about the em-

ployer. He would then describe the prospective employer to the trainee, rehearse

the trainee In interview behavior, application filling, and the like, and send the

trainee to the prospect. Following the trainee's interview with the prospective

employer, the placement man would visit the employer for feedback and discuss

this feedback with the trainee. The advantage of this procedure for providing the

trainee with the support, understanding, and learning he needs is obvious, In

this connection it should be noted that Neighborhood House had businessmen speak

to their orientation groups and conduct mock job interviews, which the business-

men than criticized. Neighborhood House reports that the boys took the business-

men's comments, whom they saw as prospective employers, much more seriously

than they did the comments of the counseling staff. It might be added that comments

from such a source might not only seam more relevant- -they might actually he

more realistic, for counselors' ideas of good trainee interview behavior may not

be identical to those of employers.

Kansas City JEVS also scheduled its placement counseling as an integral part

of the placement process. The counselor would call prospective employers in the

presence of the youth, describe tT youth to the employer, mrke an appointment

for the youth, ar,d then discuss with the youth his approach to the forthcoming in-

terview. This discussion also Included role-playing with the counselor. The

counselor alsc called the employer after the interview lo get his impressions as

1 7 9
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a basis for further counseling with the youth, either as follow-up counseling or

as placement counseling for those not hired the first time.

One of the problems with placement counseling is that in many cases it

occurs so long after the youth has been admitted to a program that placement

loses its ability to serve as an incentive. The counseling becomes so distant in

time from its point of relevance that it loses effectiveness. This unfortunate

situation occurred too often due to the general failure of the E and I) projec.

job development. NCCY suggests that the time to begin developirg a job for a

youngster is at the time he first enters the program, His participation in the

job-development process would have great value as a teaching-counseling device

and, once a job was staked out for him, it would make his training for it much

more relevant and immediate to the youth. The Neighborhood House report states

that training must be seen to have a pay-off and it is the lack of such pay-off, in

many cases, that makes the youths appear unmotivated for training. One of the

potentially most profnising means of solving this problem Is through the establish-

ment of job banks, such as that arranged by St. Louis JET'S for its photo-finishing

training. in effect, the project accepted an order from a local company to train

photo-finishers. The result was that those entering the training had jobs waiting

for them when they began training, and they were practically assured of jobs if

they met training objectives. A more powerful and effective incentive would be

hard to find. Such an arrangement allows the project to concentrate its efforts

on what the youths need to keep jobs, rather than what they need to get a Job.

Much of the need for extensive teaching and counseling about interview behavior,

applicatiml-filing. and the like, is removed, making a more efficient program.

It seems likely that the actual job experience the youth gets upon completion of

his training, with its opportunity to mature in the world of work, would Include

much incidental learning about job search methods, making job applications, etc. ,

which might be useful for future job changes.

Follow-LT Counseling

While many projects described continued counseling

or other training programs, cspeciall, those youths who missed a session or were
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often absent (although there were several projects which did not even do this much).

Such activity is so basic that little more need be said about it except that not

enough of it was done. More innovative, and of potentially greater importance,

are the arrangements made for post-placement counseling. It is with these ar-

rangements that this section will deal.

As indicated earlier, post-placement counseling was minimal in the E and

D projects. Except for a few isolated instances (in the programs of PAL and MIA,

and the more formalized programs in Draper and YMCA) little attention was paid

to follow-up either for information-gathering, for counseling for job tenure, or

for career development. This was true even among projects which included follow-

up work as part of their contract obligations to GMAT. Follow-up is seldom seen

as an integral part of counseling, although there are reasons for thinking that fol-

low-up counseling may be the most efficacious. Counselors do not like to do fol-

low-up (perhaps because it raises the possibility that a case which the counselor

felt had been successfully closed would be found to still open, or less success-

ful than the counselor would have liked to think). In any case, given the press of

demands on counselor time, most in the E and F projects seem to have opted for

taking the time from follow-up and putting it Into pre-placement activities.

One project recognized the need for follow-up work, and was obligated to do

it by the terms of its contract. It further noted that many boys lost the Jobs on

which they had been placed through misunderstandings about such things as payroll

deductions, social security, overtime computation, sick leave, and the like and

would impulsively quit or fight with their employers on the assumption that the em-

ployer was is eating them. Such an assumption is not unreasonable to such youths,

for they have had extensive experience of rolair treatment by emplo, ors through

members of their families and their communities. One project (Lorton) found that

an employer, who hired on of theft trainees, was in fact cheating him. Given this

suspicion, then, and the fact that counseling about such matters ,ls likely to be more

effective when It is counseling about a real salary and a real withholding tax, lather

than a hypothetical one, there is obvious need for post-placement counseling.

Nevertheless, to the project which reported recognition of such problems, the

only such counseling done was that instigated by the youths themselves.

1
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Two other factors make this neglect of post-placement counseling especially

regrettable: Neighborhood House notes that youths with job experience appear to

better understand the need for training, suggesting that post-placement counseling

could be effective in encouraging youths to take training and in helping to make the

necessary arrangements. This would be more efficient than counselors spending

many hours trying to convince youths of their need for training who come looking

for jobs, 3

The second operative factor is that once placed on jobs, youths tend not to

return spontaneously for counseling, especially if they are having difficulties on

the job. It is difficult to know if their failure to keep follow-up appointments re-

presents an attempt to avoid admitting difficulty to their counselors, of if the

youths, too Inexperienced to recognize the danger signals, are unaware of the

difficulty they are having. In any case, both INIFY and 'Kansas City JEWS report

that they tend not to come back for follow-up counseling until they have a'ready

been fired. Then, they come back for a new placement, rather than for counsel-

ing,

OMAT's resistarme to providing funds for post-placement counseling and

follow-up for more than three months, therefore, is an unfortunate limitation

which may inhibit projects from developing what could well be the most effective

kind of counseling programs.

Kansas City JEVS follow-up program seemed approprial, to deal with youths

who do not recognize developing difficulties on the job. The..se. youths are giver,

folly.v-up appointments, after working hours, in the first week on the lob. The

counselor asks the youth to tell him all about the job--work, foreman, co-workers,

etc. --hoping that any potential trouole spots will reveal themsel'es. The coun-

selor also templ-Aries ill youth's parents to make suggestions about ways they

3The greater receptivity of employed youths to the reed for training may
well be simply a function of age and maturity. Several of the projects noted that
the aide, boys seemed much more highly motivated for training than the younger
ones; It Is likely that those who have had work experience are o'dcr than those
who have not. Age and age-related changes In the life situation rather ,ban work
experience itself rosy account for this greater receptivity. This is an empirical
question which could be answered by many methods.

1 32
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might be able to help the youth get to work on time, eat adequately, etc. The

counselor also contacts the youth's employer at the same time to get his slew of

the youth's performance and to encourage him to retain the youth. The policy of

the New Jersey 0E0 (which otherwise did very little follow-up) was never to con-

tact a youth's employer without the youth's permission, That seems very reason-

able and fair; It is likely that most young people would give such permission, but

there is little justification for a project intruding in this area without their appro-

s al.

Kansas City JEVS continued to call the youths' employers about once a r onth.

The project notes that the employers seemed pleased by this continued interest,

by the support implied by such calls, and by the implicit recognition of his public

spirit that the project was giving him. The project also encouraged each youth to

come in once a month for counseling, but many did not respond to this opportunity.

Kansas City JEVS notes that those who did preferred to drop in without appoint-

ment, probably as a way of informalizing the relationship. They, possibly, were

beginning to see themselves as independent working men, and trying to escape the

subordinate role position of a counselee by not making appointments which would

make the counseling relationship explicit, and by treating the Interviews as friendly

chats betweet. equals about the problems of working men.

A similar informality developed IL Neighborhood liouse, where one of the

counselors made it a practice to stay late one or two days a week, Boys on their

way home from work would see his car In front of the center and would drop in to

say hello. As a result there was often an informal group of 1 dozen boys in the

counselor's office discussing their work experiences. Such spontaneous and

natural counseling, relying so much on the resources and Initiative of the counselee,

is very desirable; the problem Is to find a structure which can preserve this natural-

ness while achieving broac rovers of all those placed in jobs.

Springfield Goodwill also had a well - developed follow-up program, which was

sold as a package to pot, ntial employers. The package includ_d follow -up visits

to the employer by the placer,rr n, to ta'k with and counsel the employer on the

spot, regularly scheduled follow -up Nurseling with the youth, and scheduled fol-

low-up visits to the youth's home by the pro; 't social worker. The boys were

:4:i
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very pleased to have the project continue its interest in them as manifested by

the placement man's visit to the work place, however, the boys did not keep

their appointments at the project for follow-up counseling until the project nego-

tiated with the employers to provide released time during the day for that speci-

fic purpose. This is an important feature worthy of imitation. Another project

occasionally called employers to ask them to put pressure on a youth to keep

his follow-up appointment. This not only makes it impossible to secure the

youth's permission before contacting the employer, but also runs the risk of ad-

ding to whatever job difficulties the youth might have. Since this ttas the usual

re.rson for having the youth return for counseling, following a regularly sche-

duled weekly telephone check-up with all the employers of project youths, sug-

gesting to the employer that the youth is not even trying to solve his problems

and is ungrateful for the help given him by the project, compounds the problem.

Draper had an extensive follow-up program, in which the counselor visited

each parolee's employer, family, and home community. The counselor arranged

for the parolees to have access to community services and institutions, which the

counselor had scouted In advam:c. The counselor helped the parolee make ad-

justments when there were difficulties in living arrangements or in the employ-

ment situation. In several cases the follow-up counselor was able to prevent the

loss of a job, which would have been an auton atie parole violation rewiring the

parolee to be remanded to prison. The entire annual salary of the follow -up

counselor could be thought of as having been paid by the amount the state sated

in not hating to remand those parolees, to say nothing of the income taxes contri-

buted to the economy by the employed parolees.

The only other well - developed follow-up program among the I: and D pro-

jects was that of YMCA, which Included regular monthly follow-up to help guide

its youths through the first six months of employment. YMCA also developed an

Alumni Club which it used as a means of access to former trainees for job-up-

grading counseling and career development.

At PAI a youth's counseling, during his participation in the project, is

arranged to simply blend into follow-up and career development counseling after

placement. In effect, the fact of placement, especially for a yk,uth for whom
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short-term and part-time placements have been arranged as counseling resources,

does not alter his relationship to the project.

Stewards and Sanctions

Projects were narrowly limited in the rewards and sanctions they were able

to manipulate and control, outside of job placement itself and, given the poor

quality of most of the jobs, the reward value of such placements was poor. Never-

theless, most of the youths who came to the E and D projects did so in search of jobs.

This made it possible for projects to use final placement as an ultimate reward

and to use clear signs of progress toward that goal as proximal goals functioning

as secondary reinforcers. Such would be the theoretical basis implied, for exam-

ple, by PAL's technique of discussing job search techniques in the very first in-

take group counseling session, so that the youths would be getting some part of

what they came for, and would be more likely to return for further services. This

use of rewards is also implied in those programs which tried to break down 1'ng-

range goals into more concrete and immediate goals, and to interpret the youth's

experiences and his plans in relations to those goals, always keeping them rele-

vant to the eventual goal of full-time employment (Pinellas County, Y013, PAI,,

and CPI).

CPI employed the notion of placement-associated intermediate rewards Ir

another way: it broke its Neighborhood Youth Corps placements down into a junior

and senior level. Promotion to the sensor level did not Involve any salary increase,

but it did allow the youths to work longer hours and to earn more money at the

hourly ra,., thus functioning as an incentive to the boys at the junior level and as

a reward for them.

Not to participate in a program means failure to a youth. Yet many are

afraid to participate because they are afraid of the ultimate test--getting and

keeping a job. Lane County's report suggests that agencies try to avoid makirJ

non-participation mean failure, although it was difficult for Lane County to do so.

Project staff are highly committed to their programs, and it Is difficult for them

to hide their disappointment, and in some cases resentment, against youths who

appear reluctant to use the program; such reluctance is Interpreted as evidence

1 ';
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of lack of job readiness, low motivation, and other accusatory diagnoses, in the

pattern of turning the problem back on the youth. This further drives him away

from the program and from remaining accessible to help. It is enough that non-

participation does not produce rewards in progress toward employment and fin-

ancial gain; it need not go to the extreme of involving implied punishment.

Several projects used other kinds of rewards, such as graduation diplomas

(Pinellas County, YMCA, Neighborhood House) and awards for outstanding

trainees in public ceremonies (YMCA). Draper took photos of the youths for use

in public relations, and gave copies of the photos to the trainees as rewards for

periormanee. Draper also used very small monetary rewards for some perfor-

mances.

Several other projects used monetary rewards. For example, CPI nego-

tiated periodic wage increases with on-the-job training employers to function

as incentives. Philadelphia JEVS gave periodic salary increments to its trainees

in tte sheltered workshop and found that, in fact, their productivity generally

kept pace with their wage ]evel, suggesting that the youths were quite responsive

to financial incentives. ABCD recommends that similar incentives be built into

on-the-job training contracts through periodic raises. In this connection it is

worth noting RI FY's recommendation that as a youth progresses through on-the-

job training, a proportionately greater share of the contract costs ought to be

borne by the employer, on the assumption that the youth's productivity, value,

and uttl.ty to the employer increases. This suggestion has much to recommend

it. It is possible that the employer's gradual assumption of the full costs of

t: wining would not only increase the employer's commitment to the trainee, but

alsc make It easier for the emplcyer to continue the trainee as a regular em-

ployee, since a continuation would not produce a sudden drain on his payroll.

tinf-;tunately, the conditions under which NtDTA funds for pay and allow-

ances are administered severely limited projects in their ability to manipulate

financial incentives and rewards. For example, several projects suggest that,

at least at first, disadvantaged youths are not ready to put in full days in train-

irg programs, but that the need to pay the trainees at a standard rate meant

tha' the less experienced trainees would either be paid for hours he didn't v,.crk--

r
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hardly a good training experience - -or would have to work full time. Lane County

and VAS-Altro recommend that it be made possible for some youths to not pie- in

full working weeks at the beginning of their programs, and that their pay and al-

lowances be adjusted accordingly. Graduation to a full work week, then, would

function as an incentive; under present circumstances, since the allowances re-

mair, the same while the amount of work increases, it functions as a negative

incentive.

Several projects found it posshle to dock the pay of trainees, aril this was

a populat way of treating absences and tatenesses (St. Louis JEVS, JOBS, YOB,

Neighborhood House, PEPS1). ABCD also tried docking, but this led to demon-

strations against the project and the plan was scrapped. YOB found that docking

pay for absences had no effect on attendance in basic education. In NCCY, youths

fined themselves for lateness to group meetings with an elected sergeant-at-

arms to collect the money, which was later used for a graduation party. There

is a need for further data on attendance in programs which do and do not dock

pay or charge fines, in order to evaluate the effectiviaess of these devices. It

would probably also be desirable to compare programs which require attendance

with those that do not to discover wheat effect, if any, these things have on learning.

Docking pay for lateness and absence was a response to a pr-blern with

which almost all the E and D projects were faced: absence and lateness were held

responsible for 20 percent of the program dropouts from Philadelphia JEVS and

JOBS, and many other projects mentioned it as one of their most difficult problems.

l'OB cited the missed appointments as one of their difficult problems and indicated

that one reason many of the younger trainees were difficult to place was that they

"forgot" to show up for job appointments. J.)1' also found getting kids to keep

appointments was one of the project's most difficult tasks. The St. !cuts JEVS re-

ports that those who missed their intervle,v appointments didn't get the jobs.

Many projects tried group counseling units on the value of promptness and relia-

bility, and instituted sanction', for lateness and absence, which suggests that the

counseling a:3*w was not cffctive.

Unfortunately, [tiniest no projects reported data that would per interpre-

tation of lateness and absence, and the data presented are difficult to interpret,
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For exittnple, those whose ti'regular attendance led to dropping out of the St. r011iE;

JEVS program and turned out to have "cleaner" delinquency records than those who

remained. Philadelphia J1 VS reports that, in fact, only 10 percent of the youths they

sent on job referrals failed to keep their appointments - -a percentage con.parable

to that of adults referred from employment service offices to job openings. Thus

P. is diffiet. t o know whether the failure to keep appointments Is really common

among di sad t..ntaged youths. If it is, it is not knoym if such failure is concen-

triited among the unger boys, as was suggested by Y013. The counseling-

training programs of the E and D projects are probably least appropriate for this

age group so that failure to attend may be simply a symptom of the irrelevance

of the training to the ocds and istv ,f the group, rather than a reflection of

a e idiosyncratic characterist,u of disadvantaged youth,,,, or of "lack of moti-

cation. ''

It is Fr F ;Able that lateness (which readily becv es an absence once the

youth realires that he is late) may be cage by the inability to tell time. Only

one project inquired into this and found that one quarter of the youths could not

tell time accurately (Philadelphia JEVS). Are these the same youths who are often

late? No project seemed to have asked whether there were clocks and watches in

the youths' homes.

Finally, no data were collected which pinpointed the occasions for lateness

and absence. Philadelphia JEVS suggests that the youth's absences seemed to

express the fear of failure which arises when they are to enter a new activity.

Poes failure to keep appointments for job interviews occur as often for apparently

good jobs with good salaries as it does to the case of entry-level, or manual labor

type jobs? }fere is another context in which E and D agencies seem not to have

considered the incentive feature of the problem of promptness and attendance, and

instead have ascribed the problem to characteristics of the youths rather than to

the situations to which youths were responding. Instead of trying to modify or

change such situations, they Imposed sanctions on the youth in an effort to make

them change.

This is one of the results of the E and II agencies' failure to collect data

carefully enough to make the nature of their problems discoverable and thus to

R rei
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help create appropriate solutions. Questionable impressbns, without any base

for comparison of frequencies, have had to substitute for even simple counts of

occurrences. Many projects' decision to skimp on research in the Interest of

providing more services, in this case at least, may also have meant that they

provided poorer, or less appropriate, service.

Nevertheless, several projects stressed the importance of pay and allow-

ances as incentives. Neighborhood House and Lane County agree that many youths

would never have entered their programs had it not been for the pay and allowances.

Springfield Goodwill reported that when its trainees were given paid status, their

cork performance radically improved; Philadelphia JEVS reported exactly the

same thing. And UL-NAACP found that, until it was able to obtain allowances for

Its trainees, they distrusted the counselors and were constantly suspicious that

they were being taken for a ride. So important were pay and allowances that the

Skills Center's policy of distributing (DP." checks in counseling groups meant that

the staff and tee group counseling were almost disastrously undermined, in the

eyes of the boys, by the failure of the checks to arrive on time. (This latter was

an almost universal experience; it is almost beyond comprehension how impossible

it apparently was for the federal government to pay the youths on time, despite all

kinds of promises and efforts. No other factor was more detrimental to the E and

I) projects than this universal failure. In some cases, the projects never fully

recovered from 'he damage their reputations suffered among the youths they were

trying to attract. Huge investments of staff time and energy were spent in trying

to compensate for the damage. Time which could have been better used in working

with the youths. This may have been the single factor most responsible for

project dropout s.

Given the evidence of the youth's responsiveness to financial Incentive, in-

cluding productivity, one can only marvel that the lack of motivation myth has

proved so hardy. Projects seemed designed to provide the youths with opportuni-

ties to do almost everything but earn enough money to justify their efforts. As

Kansas City JE"S noted, some of its clients were ambivalent about working; the/

were not sure that it was 11 Drth the effort for the small amount they could earn on

the jobs available. As a tool for getting youths to work, is as weak a reed as psychological
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counseling adequate or justified, without adequate or worthwhile financial incen-

tives? in the absence of economic programs increasing such wage incentives,

projects like the E and D program are in danger of trying to become a means of

maintaining a cheap labor supply in a labor market that many potential workers

would otherwise refuse to enter for such wages. The only insurance that the E

and D program can have against serving such a function is its effort to ensure

that good jobs with adequate salaries are available to its trainees; yet it is this

insurance which is most specifically lacking in the program. With such insur-

ance, there would be less need to ask counseling and programming to do a job

for which they are ill- suited.

It is also remarkable that, despite project recognition of the importance

of pay when it failed to arrive on time, none used the occasion of dispersing

checks for counseling as did the CPI work-crew leader whose boys opened bank

accounts. Projects lectured youths about economy and spending wisely, but few

used the actual receipt of money as the take-off point for engaging in concrete

discussion of money management.

Group_Counseling Methods and Techniques_

Oneof the most clis,inctive features of the E and D projects was the develop-

ment of group counseling. While such a counseling format has been available for

years, the context in which such counseling takes place has not operated as strongly

as the E and D project in making group counseling a logical and necessary solu-

tion. The mystique associated with group counseling aside, the existence of pro-

jects with classes in such matters as inter dew behavior, manners, and grooming

made group counseling an almost inevitable development.

Group counseling (it odsted in some form in every one of the projects)

ranged from group sessions with rigid curricula hardly different from usual class-

room Instruction to free and open discussion of feelings that approached group

psychotherapy. This range, and the difficulty in making any meaningful discrimt-

nation between counseling and training, makes it impossible to summarize tide-

,luately all of the projects' experiences. Comments from project reportswill be

briefly collected and listed under three hoadings: (l) Groupings for Counseling;

1 4
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(2) Counseling Methods; (3) Group Supports. The recommendations which follow

should not he relied on too heavily as few reflect any consenst.s among the pro-

jects, as none is the product of formal research and, in most cases, are not even

the result of informal experimentation. Most of these observations could be the

result of idiosyncratic skills, or limitations, of the group leader making the re-

cornmend.,:ti., or of local idlosyncracies in the youths, or of special features of

the projects.

Groupings

Projects grouped youths for counseling in many diffezent ways. In some

cases, they were grouped according to the stage of their progress through the pro-

gram (e.g., pre - vocational groups, vocational counseling groups, advanced groups,

follow-up groups); in others, according to the part of the t rogram they were in

defining some common activivy (e.g., basic education groups, work-crew groups,

OJT trainee groups, etc.).

In most projects, the youths were isolated from others not in the project.

In four programs (VAS-AItro, Davis Goodwill, Kansas City JEVS, CPI) some or

all of the youths were mixed with other older, more experienced workmen. All

four arranged this mixing on the theory that the older workers would serve as role

models and supports for the yotiths. VAS -Altro felt that this facilitated training,

compared to compact bodies of disadvantaged youths working together. (YMCA

noted a tendency fr groups of youths to set their own norms, to which all members

tried lo adhere, even if it meant cheating on tests.) VAS-Altro felt that the older

workers provided more reasonable, standards, and would he better able to deal with

individuals who were not per:ormIng up to expectation.

Other mixture 3 recommended by the projects were the nixing of younger and

older boys, so that older boys could operate as a stabliking and more serious in-

fluence on the younger ones (New Jersey OEO), a notion which receives some sup-

port from the frequent observation that the younger trainees-16 and 17 years old-

were the most unstable, immature, and impulsive (New Jersey OEO, Pinellas

County, YOB). PAL recommends nixing marl led and unmarried boys in a group

for the same reason. It is difficult to know whether this is really based on rarltal
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statua or on correlated age differences.

It was the younger trainees who asked for a job--any job, who were most

resistant to training (Skills Center), and who had the highest project dropout rates

(Des Moines, JOBS). It seems likely that these young out-of-school youths des-

perately wanted both something to do with their time and pocket money. Thoy are

too immature to think further than that. Schooling, as a way of passing the days

agreeably and in a manner which is socially justifiable, is closed to them by the

failure and psychological punishment that school means to them. 4 In their Im-

maturity about career planning they are probably not different from middle -class

adolescents except they lack school as a way of postponing career decisions, and

they are In greater need of money. They are unlikely to be receptive to the kinds

of training offered In E and D projects until they are a few years older and occupy

social positicns requiring Increased responsibility, an Increasingly serious turn

of mind, and have had enough of the thrills and play of the middle-adolescent

years. They are at or past 11,e age of graduation from the neighborhood gangs at

nineteen, but until then they are still dependent on group support, and wrapped

up in enjoying the freedom 01 their age. For such youths, placement in temporary

and short-term jobs Is probably the best that can be done, especially since work

experience tend= to make young people more appreciative of the need for training.

Such placement would give the youngsters some of the experience of playing work

roles which projects otherwise have had to simulate through role-playing. As

NIFY noted, it sometimes takes several placements before a youth learns enough

about the wr-ld of work to keep a good job. Such ilacement would demonstrate

to the youths that the project has jobs, so they would stay in touch with the pro-

ject. Counseling concurrently with their work would not only be a more concrete

and realistic solution, but would serve as o catalyst for more mature career plan-

ning and goal-setting as 'lie youth matures.

There are thus many advantages in getting the younger youths into contact

with the E and D projects. Thet !fore, it is an error for projects to require
4 It is interesting to note that Lane County traine persisted in referring

to tho project as "scheol," probably because they wanted it to be thought of as
having the same status and legimating function for them that school has for other
adolescents.

1 el
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youths to be out of school for one full year before they may receive pay and allow-

ances for participation in project activities. No doubt this requirement was ori-

ginally designed to prevent the pay and allowances from serving an ineentires to

drop out of school. However, there has been sufficient research on the delefmin-

ants of dropping out of school to indicate that few, if any, would drop out in order

to get MDTA allowances. These might serve as the excuses for dropping out, but

seldom as the reasons.

YOB recommends that groups not contain too many very Ehy, reticent, or

nonverbal youngsters, or too many youths who say they want jobs instead of talk.

They also recommend that the group contain one or two cooperative and highly

verbal members to start the ball roi,ing. JOY also found that both withdrawn,

passive, r.nd nonverbal youths and boisterous aggressive types were unsuitable

for group counseling ;. YOB noted that bnys found it difficult to talk about some

matters (e.g., delinquency records) if there were t ro many naive youngsters In

the group.

Several programs imply the virtue of some kind of commonality among group

members. ltiFY asserts this as a criterion for group counseling, and by and

large, its groups were built around common training assignments (e.g., all OJT

trainees in the same department store, all trainees In the teacher-aide program,

members of the sane work teams, etc.). MFY even tried to arrange group OJT

placements that the member a of the group could lend each other support while

on the job. YMCA stressed composing groups of those in the same skill training,

sc that the conversation in the groups could bo maximally relevant to the wori

training and to the needs of workers in that field.

Group Methods

Some projects organized their groups with definite starting and ending dates

(for example, to coincide with the beginning and end of a cycle of training, of an

MDTA course, etc.). In other cases, groups were kept free-flowing, with new

members being fed into the groups from time to lime, white older members moved

on (e. g. , Skills Center). This kind of .;.crangcnrent was most often used for in-

take groups (sometimes also called pre-vocaticnal groups). Neighborhood House
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started with the former kind of group and switched to the lattir, so that youths

could be taken into the program as soon as they registered with the agency.

Other project3 switched from individual iotake to either of the two formats (PAL to the

defined bcgint,ing and end type, for example, and Lane County to the continuous

type). One program used a modified continuous program: 111t1U held over some

youths from one cycle to the next, in effect to "seed" each group with experienced

trainees.

One problem with the fixed limits group is, according to Lane County, that

the youths are reluctant to begin all over again in a mere advanced group with a

different counselor when they are moved into another phase of the program. ltiFY

also found some difficulty in weaning youths from their groups. Lane County

tried to solve the problem by team counseling, in which the prevocational coun-

selor and the vocational counselor cooperatively shared the group, so that for the

Individual counselee there was no sudden shift to a new counselor. 1t1FY handled

the problem by assigning youths from the work crews to independent work while

they continued in the group counseling, thus making their withdrawal from the

group gradual.

One advantage of continuous groupings is that it permits certain kinds of

pressures to operate, such as that exerted by the graduation of a member who

succeeds in getting a Job.

Some programs had highly structured gro-d curricula so tightly formalized

as to be more appropriately called classes. Counselors In three projects oper-

ated from a set of detailed curricular outlines issued by a central office. The

curricula these projects mentioned appears vacuous, irrelevant, and superficial;

although It is always possible that an inspired teacher may have been able to make

them come alive. Such curricula cannot be responsive to the immediate needs of

the youths and they lose the virtue of concreteness and relevance. Further, in all

three cases, each curriculum went far beyond a direct vocational objective and

tried to teach precepts of upright and moral living. There seems little likelihood

that such teaching can hate any effect. It almost goes without saying that the

youths did not like such structured programs (Lane County).

Somewhat less structured were those groups with specific programs but

14,1
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ith opportunity for free discussion and response to the presentation. Most of

the group .7ounseling seemed to he of this type, with the groups hearing speakers,

role-playing, seeing films about jobs and work, engaging in discussions about

specific problems with which they are c..inallenged, or organizing themselves for

site visits, and cultural eat ichmcnt programs. Most projects report that the

youths became involved in such programs and occasionally displayed a good deal

of interest and excitement. However, if the JOBS follow-up can be generali.,:cd,

they do not find such programs particularly useful in moving them toward their

primary goal of employment.

At the other extreme are the extremely loose groups in which any and every

topic which might seem to be of interest to the youths is brought up for discussion.

Such programs usually' draw heavily on the mystique associated with group dyna-

mics, but often in a rather naive way. What seems to get overlocted in many

group dynamics programs is the deve/opment of a focus or reason for the group

to interact. That !s, the form, without its justifying content, has been tal-en over;

the result tends to be a rather chaotic succession of sessions, each bearing little

relation to the other, and few bearing any relation to the question of employability.

The JOBS project is most characterized by this kind of group counseling program,

but even there it was pointed out that some kind of schedule is needed to make sure

that the group does not leave out any important topics. One technique for running

such a group, described by JOBS, is for a group Sender to listen h, on the informal

conversation of the group while it awaits him for clues about what the group is in-

terested in. Too great a reliance on the shifting interests of the group members

runs the danger of dwelling excessively on topics of great Interest. Yet such topics

can be used to avoid realities which are more immediate, more concrete, and more

threatening. Idle conversation may reflect at least pasSing Interests but does not

always relate to any of the employment-related problems to be solved.

Pinellas County and Springfield Goodwill also found that aimless drift in

totally permissive group meetings required scheduling as a corrective. One shel-

tered workshop found that its group sessions had degenerated into loud quarrels,

balling of the staff. and complaints about the program. The counselor reacted by

instituting a very tightly controlled curriculum, which he was then gradually able

to relax to permit freer participation by the youths. To some extent this problem

1
r-
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may have grown out of the counselor's uncertainty about the role and function of

the group counseling, Another project found its groups becoming quite chaotic,

largely devoted to recriminations and complaints about the program. This pro-

ject felt that a part of the difficulty was the staff's inability to integrate its desire

to give Information and opinions honestly and openly and its commitment to the

passive role of client-centered theory.

Very few counuelors, particularly at be semi-professional level

characterized most of the E and D projects, have had much, if any, supervised

experience or training In group methods, and the uniform lack of supervisory

time and resources in all the E and D projects (except for YMCA) could not help

the matter.

The unique group counseling program in the E and D projects was an inten-

sive two-day group developed by YOB for intake counseling. These groups ran

a full eight hours for each of two days, with a lunch break. It is claimed that the

intensive atmosphere and the deep immersion facilitates serious commitment to

the program, that the youths become "involved" faster, and that defenses and

hesitancies melt away while the group quickly develops an esprit. YOB leek that

such groups aided In the later formation of relationships with individual counselors,

and that the intensive groups continued to meet together, an groups, longer than

those which functioned primarily for int million giving and receiving. However,

the YOB reports are inconsistent shout the value of such groups; YOB II reports

that it abandoned the intensive two-day groups in favor of individual intake because

the youths needed iniddidual attention, which contradicts an earlier assertion that

the existence of the groups facilitated the development of Individual relations be-

tween counselors and clients.

Action Housing used a similar Intensive format, except that its groups went

for four days.

PA L's Intake groups were based on a number of interesting principles: the

first meeting discussed job search techniques. That, and subsequent meetings,

used many posters, handouts, and other visual aids. The use of such aids was

gradually diminished in order to ease the group Into more and more spontaneous

participation by the youths. The counselor tried to give some new information

1 4 6
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related to job getting in each meeting so that the meetings always contained .ome

intrinsic rewards. Finally, the counselor made it a point to continually define his

role while he encouraged each of the group members to continuously define his

goals.

In some projects, the groups were quite task-oriented Jul , for example,

gave group members assignments to study such questions as how they would in-

vest $l ,000 in business in a Negro community. the group members were to go

out into the community and interview shopkeepers and businessmen fc: their judg-

ments and to gather information about the economic conditions of the community.

One of the ultimate aims of such as assignment ;s to help youths to learn about the

jobs in their zeighborhoods, and the futures of various jobs. The groups also d:d

research on the history of a particular company, branching out to the histories of

related trades and industries, in order to learn something of the way in which jobs

und labor markets change. KEY also used a project of this sort. During the sum-

mer it organized its program of cultural enrichment aruund the study of vacations.

The youths visited transportation centers, collected and read tourist literature,

prepared itineraries, and estimated costs, The idea was to whet their appetite for

remaining stably enough employed to get paid vacations. The results were nega-

tive; many youths decided to take their vacations there and then and disappeared

from the project.

JOBS used a committee format in some of its groups, with rotating chairman-

ships, so that each member of the group got a chalice to speak for his sub-group

in reportirg before the larger group. JOBS reports that B. spirit of friendly com-

petition developed among the groups. and that there was considerable pride in re-

presenting a group and speaking for it. However, they found It necessary vo re-

shuffle the group memberships from time to time to present clique forrnalivn.

Lane County also tried task-oriented groups, in which each group was to

plan and complete a task--any task, so long a3 the group could get some success

experience in completing a task. However, groups do not always choose tasks

they can reasonably expect to complete, it is difficult to gat them to choose rea-

sonable and rete%ant tasks, and the resLiit can be that, instead of a success exper-

ience, there is failure and frustration.
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This problem also afflicted the STAY groups develo2cdbi Lane County

(Sensitivity Training for Alienated Youth). Their intention was to develop. con-

ceptualize, and execute tacks as a group, so that positive experiences for an in-

dividual would to entir_ty dependent upon group interaction. These groups were

trainee-led and were based cn the idea that the responsibility for getting a task

done was squarely on the youths, who would see their peers and themsel..es in

adult rotes. What is missing is the relevance of the tasks to employability, and

which adult roles the youths would experience.

Lane County reports that the trainees in such groups related more easily to

staff members, and were more willing to be responsible for themselves without

supervision.

One JOBS counselor used shocking statements, quotations, or news events

to stimilate group conversation. A similar de: ice was used by a counselor at

Neighborhood House who came to a meeting dressed the way the Apache Indians

dress on the reservation, In order to stimulate discussion about vs hy dress appears

strange in the wrong context, and why it is necessary to conform in one's clothing.

At JOBS, after a group meeting devoted to the meaning of evaluation, some groups

periodically evaluated the staff members and themselves to learn that it is pos-

sible to give and lake criticism without a loss of respect. Neighborhood ilodse

also had Its groups criticize their curriculum at the end of the pre

counseling phase. In Action Ho.ising, the group members took and interpreted

tests in the group, as a self-confrontation device.

PAL organized a leadership group, a set of occupational Interest groups,

remedial groups. and groups of neighborhood friends, clients could select any,

all, or none for membership. Neighborhood House had a group of older bo3s to

organize and plan job searches. One counselor also had occasional group meetings

with all his counselees to discuss matters of common interest as they seemed ap-

propriate. Pinellas County confronted its race problem In a series of special

group meetings with white and Negro trainees which lasted far into the night, to

allow the youths to ventilate their feelings freely. Neighborhood House found that

In the early meetings of Cleft pre-vocational groups there ,vas an intensive airing

of Black Muslim sentiments, but that this subsided as the groups got to work.
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At Neighborhood House a counselor joined with the mit .rle cf1icer in scheduled

group meetings with those project -out:is who were on par, the ideas was

to show that the counselor and the parole officer could 'snarl .g(i,er in the youths'

interest.

Lane County tried an audience. counseling method, in which a staff member

did an intake counseling interview with a youth in front of the group.

Neighborhood flocs, tape recorded some of the group meetings, and then

played the tapes so that the group members could criticize !heir own participation

and cletel4i confidence in themselves for participation in job interviews.

Group Supports

The major justification for the emphasis nn group methods in E and 1.3 pro-

jects is that peer pressures are more effective in inckcing changes of attitude and

behavior than are pressures from staff. Several projects were cited earlier as

claiming that when one member of a group was referred to a placement or got a

job, there was a marked increase in the motivation to work on the part of the other

members of the group (JOBS, Skills Center, Neighborhood House). Pinellas County

reports that peer pressure was more effective than staff pressure; the youths did

not attend grooming classes, but group pressure resulted in improvement in dress.

NCCY relates an Incidental aspect of its trial of Berlitz total Immersion. Several

youths were immersed in Erglish classes at I3erlitz for thirteen hours a day for

several weeks. One of the observations reported was that, in the Ber litz schAI

milieu with its many affluent students, the project youths mixed fairly freely with

the well-dressed, sophisticated students, The result, with nothing said directly,

was that several of the project youths spontaneously began to appear in shirts, ties,

and suit jackets.

Other claims made for the virtues of the group methods is that group coun-

seling boys relate better to staff members in Irdividual counseling and are more

willing to be responsible for themselves (Lane County) and that older and more

mature youths help In stabilizing the behavior of the younger and more impulsive

youths (New Jersey OFO).

The major negative effect cited was the development of powerful group norms,
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or adaptation levels, with conformity pressures more powerful p.rid insidious than

can he invoked even by an authoritarian staff. Such norms are not necessarily any

more appropriate to the needs of a particular group member than any other exter-

nally-applied norms. Thus the group pressures can operate negatively as well as

positively. In the YMCA program it was found, for example, that such group

norms greatly erode the value of the self-pacing feature, which they had carefully

built into their programmed instruction materials.

Miscellaneous Techniques and Practices

Project reports were gonerally tess communicative about the specific tech-

niques used in individual counseling. They more often described the general

orientation and aims of the counselors and counseling, but seldom introduced or

discussed the specific steps taken by the counselor to implement the orientation,

The role of counselors in the r and D agencies had many parts which in-

volved them much more extensively in the lives of their clients than has been

typical of vocational counseling. For example, in several projects (particularly

NcIU and Pinellas County) the counselors engaged in recreational activities with

the youths, in team sports and the like, primarily to demonstrate to the youths

that the counselors liked them beyond the demands of their official positions.

one big city program, counselors were initially required to live in the trainees'

neighborhoods so that counselors could be accessible after hours in ease of em-

ergency, and could become known in the neighborhood, Unfortunately, some of

thc. nonprofessional counselors apparently overstepped the lines required for good

working relationships, in such matters as drinking with trainees, dating them,

and the like, and the requirement was abandonedespecially as it turned out that

the trainees did not, in fact, call on the coun ors after hours, except in rare

cases (e. g, a trainee who had no place to sleep at night, or a traloce in CP1 who

was thrown out of his home by rejecting parents).

At Neighborhood House, MFY, and several other projects, counselors

visited youths who had been Incarcerated In order to demonstrate Interest in the

youths and to lay the I roundv.ork for their return i) the project. In I ew Jersey

0E0, VAS-Altro, Detroit, and CPI, counseling personnel accompanied youths to

1 5 (
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the agencies where they were referred for particular purposes (e. g. , psycho-

therapy dertal or medical care) if it reduced their anxiety and enabled them to

make better use of the referral agency. At Neighborhood House, the Employment

Service representative attached to the project made it a point to go out into the

streets near the project center to pass the time of day with the boys who hung

around, so that he became a familiar figure to the local residents. The Work

Education Coordinators in the Detroit program served as "big brothers" to their

trainees, representing them in court, arranging babysttting, negotiating raises.

and goading placement into finding jobs for them.

Neighborhood House used photographs extensively In support of its programs.

It took before and after pictures of boys who g: t haircuts and posted them. The

project took candid snapshots of the boys in carious act.vities to post. to call

attention to how they looked, as a way of getting them to think about their appear-

ance, The project also pros,ided money for one haircut for each boy.

One interesting use of photos was made for a work project. In order to

counter the reluctance of the youths to be seen doing menial stoop labor as part

of a community clear -up campaign, the project took many publicity photos of th-

youths at work, particularly showing them using rented power equipment, which

increased the prestige of the work.

KEY also stressed the use of sophisticated machines (e.g.. electric type-

writers, transcription machines, etc.), In order to stress the adult quality of the

work roles for which they were training the youths.

The Skill... Center made an interesting use of the center's location to achieve

some of the goals of the ,,...egrarn. The eerier was located near a ghetto neighbor-

hoed, but also close to the major work centers of the city. The idea was that

youths coming from the ghetto to the Skills Center would be travelling in the same

general direction as their elders going to work thus reinforcing their self-concepts

as working people while requiring them to lease the ghetto. The Skills Center also

points out that the center should not be so flossy that It puts the youths off by ap-

pearing untouchable. This is an Important point, the youths could feel that it re-

presents a style of life and a level of society which Is completely outside their ex-

perience and beyond anything they could reasonably. reach. This seems to harp
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been the case at a college-based program where trainees were housed in dormi-

tories. The project reports that this involved a way of life so foreign to the

youths that future programs operated by the universit .rill avoid that feature.

The Detroit project counselor atresses making- counseling office as

different as possible from those associated with school counseling. Desks. file

cabinets, and straight-back chairs were banished in favor of the informal atmos-

phere of easy chairs and a table. Each client came to the office for at least one

fifteen minute appointment simply to become familiar with the place, and to give

him an opportunity to "feel out the counselor.

N(TY found that its counselors did a better job if their case loads were all

drawn from the same aspect of the program, rather than at random. They used

two platoons: (1) those whose clients were in subsidized work {e. g. , work crews,

sheltered workshop, Neighborhood Youth Corps); and (2) those whose clients were

working Independently (e.g. , on-the-job training and direct job placements). How

ever, the problems of communication between the work supervisors and the coun-

selors were rot adequately salted, and it seems likely that the counseling lost

much of its immediacy.

One project noted a conflict between staff specialization, in which a youth

works with scteral staff members at different stages of his progress through the

program; and staff generalization, In which one counselor serves the youth in all

functions. The project elected the latter course, but was not able to solve the

problem of making Eut-e that each counselor knew all that needed to be known about

developments in each area. It is possible that a format using specialized coun-

selors would operate better, provided that each youth had a nonprofessional as

his general factotum, to bridge the gaps among the specialists, and to help the

client use each appropriately.

Supportive techniques used in many of the counseling programs included the

following: role-playing ; Imost entirely of job intertiews, eleven projects); films

(nine projects); cite visits to places of training and employment (eleven projects);

lectures from outside speakers (eight projects). PAL developed an athletic pro-

giltm, as did the Skills Center. fhe latter also organized a Jazz band. The Idea

was to gite the comrmnIty exposure tt disadvantaged youths in a context drawing
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attention to their abilities and talents and, at the same time, requiring the youths

to expose themselves to the larger community and learn some of its ways.

Role-playing was a particularly popular technique and one which seems

quite appropriate for relatively nonverbal youths. Although there was no objec-

tive evaluation of the effectiveness of role-playing, KEY did not find that the

appearance, clothing, or health habits of its trainees were affected by their dis-

cussions of the mook interview behavior of the trainees.

One device that was used with great frequency in E and D projects was that

of having youths prepare their ovn persor al data files, containing all the kinds of

information which might be required of them by employment applications. Th_se

were usually then made up in a form suitable for carrying in the wallet, ready

for use when needed.

EVALUATION OF THE E AND D EXPERIENCE

How is one to evaluate counseling in the E and D projects? Vocational

counseling per se is not likely to change the life of a counselee. In a recent,

and as yet unpublished, international study sponsored by the Organization for Ec-

onomic Cooperation and Development, special youth counselors were attached to

employment service offices in each of several countries, including the U.S. The

final data show no difference in placement rate or job tenure among youths who

were handled by the counselor, and those in the control group who received the

services of the employment office without counseling. The research did suggest

however, that much depends upon the relationship between worker supply and de-

mand. That is, much depends upon the context In which counseling took place (al-

though this conclusion could not be empirically verified due to the small samples

involved and the loose control over the relevant variables). The importance of con-

text is probably as it should he. For counseling Includes processeu for helping

people make and implement choices; it must, therefore, be dependent on the avail-

ability of choice.

The Context of Counseling: Training and Placement

Indeed, one may begin by citing as the major achievement of the E and D pro-

jects, and one whose recognition may have far-reachIng effects In the Eft ucture
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of training for vocational counseling, the demonstration of the principle that coun

seling should be a par: of a comprehensive program which includes more than

counseling. The one feature shared by all E and D projects was counseling as a

part of a larger set of services, including training and placement. In no project

did counseling stand by itself, as simply an office In which a youth could be tested,

could discuss his vocational goals and wishes, r ould talk about whatever hangups

were blocking him from the realization of his goals, and from which he could

then be sent away to do whatever he wanted to about the conclusions he had reached.

JOY reports that the greatest dropout rate (69 percent) and smallest rate of em-

ployment (17 percent) were among those who received only counseling. Counseling

plus another service (usually training) was most effective (35 percent dropped out

and 65 percent got employment). Those who received some service but not coun-

seling had a 43 percent dropout rate and 33 percent got jobs.

All this experience, with counseling as one resource among several de-

signed to improve employability, does lead to another important conclusion, which

also constitutes a criticism of counseling In the E and D programs. Despite its

embeddedness, the importance of the conseling context was grossly underestimated.

As a first and, perhaps, too broad generalization, one might say that the more that

counseling In an E and D project had to replace training and placement, rather than

supplement training and placement, the poorer the program. the poorer the coun-

seling, and the less the project was able to demonstrate or discover anything about

counseling methods for disadvantaged youths. The more that counseling was a

substitute for a chance to learn a work role by working under guidance, the more

it substituted guidance about acting like a worker for training in actually perform-

ing work skills, the more it tiled to replace the incentives of good Jobs with psy-

chological assaults on motives and attitudes, the poorer the program. The more

it tried to teach role skills in the absence of a role to be played, the more difficult

its task. One could almost say, the more the program depended on counseling,

the poorer it was, or, the less the counseling stood as an activity in its own right,

the better was the counseling. The more counseling stood alone -aiher than acted

as a counterpoint to the youth's training and work experience, the greater was its

failure.
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Many of the things done in the name of counseling were good. Many activities,

tours, and site visits to familiarize the youths with the world of work and the tre.ns-

portation systems of their city; interviews with employers; practice in filling out ap-

plications for employment; explanations of paycheck deductions, social security,

and income tax withholding; and role-playing interviews; recognize needs of disad-

vantaged youthn heretofore unnoticed. But when these things become the entire

counseling program, except for counseling individuals about interests and aptitudes

which the project cannot gratify through appropriate job placements, the more that

these things much be done independently of the worker role, the harder they are to

do and the more time they take. When counseling Is not embedded in job training

and work, it muse, deal with vague, ambiguous, and impalpable attitudes with a con-

nection with act,,11 work performance that must be left to inference. When counseling

is part of work and training it can deal with the hard realities of behavior and can

limit itself to those which play a part in the youths' worklives.

Training

The basic supposition of E and D programs, repeatedly stressed in this report,

Is that youth unemployment is a product of deficiencies in the youths themselves.

The goals of counseling in E and D programs consisted of efforts to correct these

deficiencies, and to help make the youths amenable to corrective action through

training.

The problem of making the youths amenable to training was complicated by what

this writer believes was an almost uniform misdiagnosis. in the effort to invest

heavily in counseltrg resources, too little attention was paid to the nature of incen-

tive. Job development and placement were siv:nped. A spiralling process occurred:

absence of Incentive was interpreted as lack of motivation; this diagnosis led to

training programs more concerned with the attitudinal and motivational components

of the work role than with Intrinsic job skills, the training thjs did not lead to or

prepare youths for incet,the jobs so they responded to the training with apathy, re-

inforcing the diagnosis of low motivation and leading to the expansion of pre-vocational

counseling and training on the assumption that the youths were not yet "read)" for

solid technical training in work skills. The end point of this development was that

many programs approximated one project's position, which could be described as

1 ri ';
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a program for getting youths ready to get ready through tow -level training for ill -

paying or non-existent jobs. Linder such circumstances, the ultimate goals are so

far removed from a youth's hopes when he enters the program, so uncertain, and

so tenuously related to the project's program, that they cannot function as incentives.

This further reinforces the diagnosis of inadequate methadon and creates the pro-

blem of counseling. It becomes necessary to produce attitude changes and moti-

vation in the absence of work incentives sufficiently powerful to create work be-

havior in the youths. In this sense, counseling attempts to operate as a substitute

for jobs, or training recognizable as preparing youths for worthwhile jobs; and

counseling is used to hold youths in programs until MDTA courses and on-the-job

training placements can be arranged.

This portrait is overdrawn, to be sure. ft would be unrealistic to expect that

disadvantaged youths would have no problems remaining in lengtI:, and difficult

training courses, provided only that the courses were obvious and certain prepar-

ation for worthwhile jobs. Few have the financial recources for such training, and

many are too inexperienced in the wend d of work to be able to recognize the rele-

var^e of such training. nor such youths, placement in part-lime or short-term

jobs coordinated with counseling about training and future career planning is feasible;

but only provided that the youth and the agency clearly recognize that such placements

are temporary, that they form the context for counseling rather than the end of it,

and that better and larger pay-offs are or will be made available. Few ,:rojects

have been able to sustain such a commitment.

If it Is difficult for disadvantaged youths le slay with lengthy and difficult train-

ing In high - level -skill jobs, how much mere difficult it Is for them to stay in courses

equally difficult (though, perhaps. net in an intellectual sense) but patently not likely

to lead to worthwhile jobs. Here counseling has had to function as a substitute for

good training. It appears that MDTA training for disadvantaged youths has been in-

appropriate, rigid, loaded with irrelevancies, overly academic. conducted in a

sehoolmarmish manner, and seldom directed a good skilled trades; one need only

compare them with the carefully programmed Instruction in good trades which

characterized YMCA and Draper, to note the differences.

Counselors were overeager to enter the fray. Their deep commitment to

the antipoverty program, their awareness of the injustices which had left
1 r. f.
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disadvantaged youths totally without counseling attention, made them anxious to

redress the balance. Anxious to be helpful and needed, many counselors overes-

timated the youths' need for close emotional and psychological support and under-

estimated the capacity of the youths to respond to rest incentives, thus overem-

phasizing the job deficiencies of the youths and underemphasizing the role of in-

centive an,, opportunity. In attempts to motivate the youths, they counseled in terms

of the interests and aptitudes of the youths, without recognizing how tittle the jobs

available had to do with interests and aptitudes.

These problems were often increased by the structural and administrative

features of E and D projects, when the projects had little or no control over the

character of the NIDTA training available, or the scheduling of such training; when

on-the-job training arrangements turned out to be almost impossible to make;

when projects were rushed into operation before they had any placement or training

opportunities available; when project fundiogs were unconscionably delayed; and

when the pay and allowances were rarely received on time. These problems fed

the E and D projects greatest weakness, they made the ultimate incentive of a good

job at good pay even more unbelievable to the project youths, and destroyed what-

ever credibility the agency had as one with the power, influence, and resources to

make good Its promise. A minor example may illustrate the difficulty. One report

noted that counselors found the youths extremely hostile and suspicious. Such

hostility and suspiciousness is said to be a characteristic of disadvantaged youths

which interferes with their employability; it Is therefore a peoper focus for change

efforts. Yet, because of administrative tie-ups, the youths had not received the

promised pay and allowances, and the promised paid work-training had not materi-

alized. In effect, the project had created the problem it was trying to cure.

Once projects were In operation and face to face with the lack of training and

placement resources, there was little that they could do but counsel. Project ef-

forts were directed into holding operations; doing things because they were good

(e.g. , cultural enrichment programs); providlrg experiences and guidance for such

peripheral matters as filling out applications, taking Interviews, acting middle

class, having good realtionship3 with others, being cooperative, etc.; and using

ingeniois formats to make such activities appear realisticin the absence of the

1 .)
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only thing that could make them real--a skilled youth able to apply for a good job

for which he is technically qualified.

The lack of attention to work incentives constitutes the most significant fai-

lure of the E and D projects. Proposals appear to have been funded primarily on

tne basis of the attractiveness of their techniques, with little attention paid to the

availability of placements.

One of the things to be learned from the E and D programs is that the present

structure of MDTA training is inadequate. The complex machinery for establish-

ing and conducting such trailing is so unwi21dy and lacking in a focus for respon-

sibility, influence, and control, that it cannot serve the training needs of the

nation's disadvantaged youths. The utility of counseling and assessment depend

greatly on the contexts in which they work and the uses to which they are put.

They cannot be expected to substitute for training and/or for the jobs to which

adequate training can lead. Their feasibility in a program in which training and

placement are completely inadequate cannot be established.

?,Such of the need for E and D projects arises from a persistent failure in the

structure of American education to reconcile adequately its principles of open ac-

cess to schooling at all levels (which implies a resistence to early specialization

that would block the individual from reversing or altering his track and his edu-

cational objectives) and the need of individuals for vocational training. As pre-

sently organized, local school systems may not and cannot provide competerr

technical training in skilled trades, Except perhaps in the largest and most affluent

cities. The demands of technology are such that machines become quickly out-

dated. While the constant replacement and inprovement of the tools of production

is economically feasible in industry, no school board can hope to have the financial

resources to do so. inevitably, vocational training in the schools must use methods,

equipment, and procedures which are always outdated.

This hiatus in education has usually been filled by industry through vocational

training sponsored by employers and by labor organizations. Both of these have

ceased to fill the gap created by the absence of technical vocational education in

the public school system. They function so that disadvantaged minority group

me. -'bars have the least access to the training.

1 rrf.
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The MDTA program was an attempt to improve the supply of vocational

training in a way which would least disturb the organization of education in the

country, and least interfere with the principle of local control of the schools.

This has resulted in an administrative arrangement so cumbersome and inefficient

that it cannot do the job. it has not altered the problem of training youths in the

use of modern techniques and tools required by industry; it has not been able to

prevent the intrusion of academic requirements and forms bearing no relation to

the needs of the work (i.e. , MDTA training continues to require more knowledge

of mathematics, physics, and mechanics than is really needed to learn the trade,

and more abstractions and theory than job performance requires); and it has not

been able to offer a range and variety of courses when they are needed and where

they are needed.

The resistance, by state and local authorities, to the E and D projects,

their refusal to adapt their training to the needs of the youths, and their inability

to solve the problems of personnel (e. g., getting good craftsmen to teach, and

giving them the status, security, and salary needed to keep them) has demonstrated

the inability of the educational system to take advantage of the opportunity in the

legislation for deveSoping new programs and emphases. A defensive concern about

maintaining independLnce and control has taken precedence over attempts to solve

the problems of the disadvantaged youths.

It appears that the U.S. Department of Labor must abandon its attempt to

work through the present educational system as its major resource for providing

vocational training, and should seek to institutionalize other resources fat pro-

viding skill training in a way that will make training more responsive to the reeds

of the labor market and the potential workers. In short, technical training should

no longer remain the province of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. It should be placed squarely In the Department of Labor, which should

then look to labor al f industry or perhaps even to a federallysponsored new na-

tional institution, to provide for employment training.

However, the Department of Labor should free itself from its implicit agree

ment with organized labor to refrain from sponsoring training in apprenticeable

trades It must be frankly stated That protective union policies have resulted in
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the denial of access to the very types of training which disadvantaged youths need

most and are best able to respond to. it is recommended that the Department of

Labor seek legislation which would either give the Department some kind of moni-

toring control over the provision of apprenticeship training, or which would guar-

antee to the public equal access to such training (e. g., the preference for the

children of union members should he no more hinding that would preferences by

schools for the children of schoolteachers).

A decision to put the needs of the unemployed at least as high in the order

of priority as the needs of organized labor could go far in freeing on-the-job

training programs from the administrative tangles which have made them even

more limited in their utility as training resources for disadvantaged youths than

MDTA courses. Increased efficiency in arranging for on-the-job training place-

ments, together with legislation which would increase industry's incentive to train

and hire the unemployed (e. 3 , through the reduction of payroll taxes as a func-

tion of the number of people trained and hired by a company), would expand the

role of industry in providing vocational (raining.

In contrast to the present policy of MDTA (that candidates must be qualified

for training), the Department of tabor should operate on the policy that the train-

ing must be made appropriate to the status of the trainee. A policy of open ac-

cess to vocational training, similar the policy of E and D projects trying to

find something for everyone rather than selectively admitting to the program,

should be substituted for the present policy. elder these conditions counseling

would be better able to assume an apps 'priate role, and help individuals to make

choices in terms of their interests, abilities, and characteristics.

One of the most important Ideas to emerge was the emphasis placed on the

role of counseling in the context of training. The techniques for in situ counsel-

ing were among the most important innovations in counseling in E and D projects.

The introduction of information and guidance about such matters as job search

techniques, and job interview behavior as these matters become relevant to the

youth. require a context of job-skill training in which the counselor participates

as observer and guide. Such a counseling selling makes the role of the counselor

one who helps Identify and interpret for the youth the changes in his skills and

11 fi
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behalior. The youths' own experiences in trying to learn valued and %aluable job

skills. leading to good technical jobs, provide the hest enotisation for undertaking

reading and ari bmetic upgrading and the opportunity for instruction in basic edu-

cation most clearly appropriate to occupational needs.

Placement

The placement context, as well as the training context, must be examined

for an evaluation of counseling in the E and D programs. It must be kept in mind

that placement figures may be treated as evidence, but should not be treated as

criteria. E ar.d D projects were admirable in their resistenee to playing the num-

bers game despite the pressures to be successful, in order to avoid the well-known

pattern of looking good by working only with the most placeable.

The placement figures of projects covered in this report were by and large

so discouraging as to provide little justification for the programs. Each citation

is from a different project.

Of 422 referrals, 346 were accepted into the project. Of these, 11.0 cases

were closed by the time of reporting; of those 1G0, only 3S had jobs.

Project dropouts Wene employed at the same rate as completers. Of those

followed up, only 20 had jobs, while 37 were still seeking employment.

Sixty-two percent of the project graduates fulfilled project aims by relocating

after trainirg, but half of those returned home again shortly thereafter. Others

can be expected to return home at a somewhat slower rate.

One hundred and thir, en out of 174 women completed the program, of which

only 55 found jobs (half of those by their own efforts), few of which were in the

areas for which they were trained.

On hundred and seventy were referred, only ten came out the other end with

jobs

Forty percent dropped th: project before placement could be arranged

Of 451 youths ser.cd, 11,r, were placed. Only 12 were in NIDTA ti airing or

0.5 T.

Fifty-two percent of the youths left the project for "negathe" reasons. Forty

percent of the placements were in laboring jol,s. Out of 720 youths taken into the

1 r 1
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project, only 165 got jobs through the project, and 124 got jobs on their own.

Only 25 percent of project youths were placed.

The project had a placement rate of 28 percent.

Of 1, 311 "served" by the project, 200 were placed on jobs.

Over 40 percent dropped from the project. Placement rate was 25 percent.

Placement rate ran at 24 percent.

Only 26 percent found jobs through the project; an equal number found jobs

on their own. it is not known hcr.- long these jobs lasted.

Between 30 percent and 50 percent of project youth can be expected to drop

out of the project. Placement rates will hover afoot 25 percent. Those who stay

with the projects will not get jobs at a higher rate than thorn who drop out. The

majority of jobs will be of the same type that disadvantaged ye uths have always

been able to get. This dismal picture is not intended to reflect on counseling

per se -- dropouts and placement rates are figures too gross o permit a pinpointing

of the part of the program that Is responsible. It does indicate that the promise

of a good job could not operate as an incentive, and that this resource was closed

to counselors. Counseling, as an activity, cannot be expected to replace the

function of incentives.

this placement picture can be contrasted with other statistics.

There was no delinquency recidivism during training. Sixty -seven percent

were employed after training, 42 percent in the area for which trained. Se,.enty

percent had the same jobs three months later (YMCA).

Seventy percent of the placements were successful on follow-up, although

the only individual counseling of the trainees took place after placement (except

for a handful who requested counseling for pc neural problems). Recidivism

rate was well under the national average (Draper)

Placement rates in five other projects also scented to run better than

average: the Skills Center, Philadelphia JF.VS, St. Louis JEVS, Kansas City

JEVS, and Springfield Goodwill. The important thing to note about all of these

projects is that. in them. counseling was embedded in a program of good skill

training, good placement. and follow-up efforts. it seems to be a case of succ,

breeding success for, with such positive results. the counseling is aided by the

(")
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increased confidence the youths have of obtaining the incentive.

There are, of course, difficulties in evaluating the placement statistics.

Projects did not use any uniform system for courting and recording placements

and bookkeeping seems to have been so disorganized, in some, that the figures

are probably unreliable. More important, no project used a control group to pro-

vide a base rate of job-getting and job-holding by non-project youths in the same

city and operating under the same labor-market conditions.

The failure of OMAT to require projects to obtain such base rates is simply

astounding.

Associated with the generally poor development of placement as an E and

project function was the lack of development of placement counseling. At first

glance it would appear that the placement function provides the opportunity for

effective, immediate, and realistic counseling with maximum impact on the client.

Thus placement as such (i.e. , not Including job development) should ba handled

by counseling personnel. However, in most projects it was handled by placement

people of unknown training and background, whose emphasis appeared to be more

ca the placement administration than on use of the situation as a frame for coun-

seling. As this is the usual organization of counseling and placement resources,

institutionalized In 'he employment services, the use of placement as a counseling

resource and tbe occasion for counseling must count as an Important innovation in

such projects as Philadelphia JEVS, Kansas (Sty JEVS, YMCA, Draper, and to

some ode' t, PAL. One recommendation. growing out of this experience. is that

the Employment Service rethink its tole structuring and organization of services

to separate placement counseling from job development. To assign the place-

ment counseling to the counseling staff not as an end in Itself, but as a major

vehicle for the beginning of counseling. The bulk of counseling may well follow

placement, as part of follow-up, rather than precede it. A great expansion in

other activities for job development personnel might be envisioned which would

more than replace their counseling functions.

One consequence of the organization of counseling as a pre-placement acti-

vity Is the compartmentalization and serialization of staff services. and conflict

among the parts. That is, counseling came before placement. making It logical

I
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for many projects to have a counseling staff which operates separately from a

job development-placement s!.iff. In a context in which training is largely dir-

ected at the superficial el aracteristies of the work role, rather than at the work-

role itself (i.e. at comportment, promptness. dress, etc. , rather than at the

skills needed to perform the work) placement people had no tangible basis on

which to sell a youth to an employer. While it is true that employers want their

workers to look and act nicely, their primary concern is with the worker's ability

to do the job. Lacking such a basis for offering a youth to an employer, the

placement people were in a receasarily difficult po3ition. Counseling staff, on

the other hand, unable to do anything about skill training and having done all it

could so far as motivation and attitude counseling were concerned, were naturally

anxious to see the youth get a job. The result was friction between the two parts

of the staff in mam: projects. This problem could be greatly mitigated by leaking

placeincets the occasion for counseling.

Aside from the well-established sheltered workshop format (one in which

features of both training and placement are combined in a manner which makes

possible the in situ and immediate counseling which this report has emphasized),

the E and D projects produced two other forms t ',Teat potential importance as

contexts for counseling. These two formals arc worker's cooperatise, such

as Neighborhood Bouse's Supreme Services, and the Job Bark, which became a

feature of St. Louis JEVS when it accepted a contract to train a group of youths

for positions as photo-finishers for a photo processing company.

Both of these formats allow the project to guarantee a job to a youth in

ackance, thus forming a powerful and certain incentive as a support f ^r counsel-

ing. They both permit maximum tailoring of training to the needs of the job.

thus obviating the suspicion that the things they arc required to learn really re-

present ,.ays of giving the trainees academic schooling when they are not locking.

Both formats also ob+iate the need for extensive instruction and counseling in job

search techniiities, inter ice beha,,ior, and the like, Both represent a guarantee

to the youths that the project can deli%er the goods, an,,; both permit the meths to

learn the work role by actually playing the work role. combined with training

under supervision.

r
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Both ideas could well become institutionalized in employ-t. .2nt service func-

tions. The Joh Bank is probably easier to use as the employment services are

presently structured. To adapt the idea, an employment service counselor could

contact companies that have placed orders and encourage them to make a tempo-

rary commitment of the job to a particular youth, and not to fill the job until the

youth has been able to take the necessary training. The challenge to job developers

would be to persuade the employers to list such orders sufficiently in advance of

need to provide time for training. Once such a commitment has been obtained from

an employer, the counselor can use that job as an incentive for the youth with whom

he is working, making the incentive even more concrete by such techniques as

having the youth visit the future place of employment, see others working in the

same job, etc.

The use of workers' cooperatives would he more difficult to arrange without

some important expansions in the role and function of employment services. The

Department of Labor would do well to study ways in which it might make local of-

fices capable of sponsoring, organizing. and supervising such cooperatives, which

might then either be spun off as entirely independent companies operating in the

open market and providing employment for their members, or which might con-

tinue to serve as financially independent on-the-job training resources from which

workers can be placeo in private industries of the same type. in the latter case,

such cooperatives could operate as a mid-station botvveen sheltered workshop and

regular placement in local industry. In either case, the amount of subsidization

required seems likely to be much less than that involved in aiDTA pay and allow-

ances; Inasmuch as a key feature of the co-op is that it actually performs work

whirl is sold to the public at its market value. In this respect, such to -ops are

not different from the traditional sheltered vverkshop.

Providing services to the public at market value is an important component

for both sheltered workshops and workers' co-ops. Although the reasons for it

are not entirely clear, it seems apparent that the need to earn money insures

that the work-training which takes place within them will approximate tree work

roles as found in private Industry, so that the training will he more realistic and

appropriate. This realism has been tacking In such work-training programs as
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Noighl>or:iood Youth Corps, Job Corps, and placements for work training in gov-

ernment offices, as tried by some E and D projects. This lack, more than any

other, has rendered such work training largely ineffective, except as a socially

acceptable device for getting some money to poor youths. All too often, youths

are learning not to work, but to look busy. The facts of production, with profit-

sharing, become almost unmatchable sources of pride and motivation, especially

when these are seen as reliably leading to respected work as independent wage-

earning adults.

Government could provide further help for such co-ops, and for sheltered

workshops, by providing either incentives for government contractors to sub-

contract to such agencies, or by establishing a policy that government contrac-

tors must subcontract to such agencies when it can be shown that such agencies

can per orm the requi -ed services at a level of ouality and cost not inferior to

that of other potential subcontractors who do not function as work-training agencies.

Such possibilities bespeak larger roles for jo! developers. One of the

great handicaps of the E and D projects was a lack of people with knowledge and

expertise, in or out r,f the employment services, regarding job development

methods. Reliance on the public spirit of employers is rot enough The pro-

vision of a follow-up counseling 'package" to emptuyers seems Lo have been wel-

comed by them (Springfield Goodwill. :1F1'. Kansas City JEWS). Thus job devet-

opera could well make use of counseling as n dcy Ice for en, ,uraging hirMg Other

techniques of job development were not utilized isuch as job fractionalization)

although such techniques bear heavily on the counsel ing and training aspects of

the projects. These considerations underscore the need for the Dcpartmer.t of

Labor to shift its emphasis in the near future from its almost exclosive concern

with counseling, to a concern with counseling in the context of training and place-

ment. The Department must take steps not only to expand access to yoeational

training. but also take leadership in the development and codification of a body

of knowledge and techniques for job development that wouia rroye this. most im-

portant function beyond its current, almost primitive. state The remora) of

placerneot counseling responsibilities frem jeb placenicat personnel would help

to free them for the use of such techniques,
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Reference has been made to restrictive union practices regarding internship

training. It is also necessary to Cite union restructions on hiring. The experience

of the PEPSY project is illuminating; a letter from the union council strongly

supporting the project is included in the project's report. In that letter, the

effectiveness of the partnership between unions and the project in the urban renew-

s/ program, in which union foremen and master craftsmen provided pre-appren-

ticeship training for the project youth, is extolled. The letter goes on to cite

the important training gains made by the youths, the quality of their work, etc.

But the letter ends with the hope that PEPSY witl expand its program to include

youths with high-school educations who meet the standards of the union, so that

these youths might be used to help relieve the shortage of skilled union labor in

the area. In short, despite enthusiasm for the PEPSY program, and despite its

positive experiences In that program, there was no evidence that the union would

refsy its restrictive (and discriminatory) policies regarding employment. It is

time for the Department of Labor to take steps to end such discriminatory prac-

tices. Recognizing that the problems are different in many ways, it is neverthe-

less clear that the Department of Labor has not been as assiduous in ending seg-

regation in labor as the Department of HEW has been with reference to schools

and hospitals.

Another problem also hampered the placement process. Juvenile records

kept many youths from jobs, particularly federal jobs (especially those for which

employees may be hired on the spot, which comprise the bulk of the cis.ilser%Ice

employments that disadvantaged youths are likely to get). This presents the para-

dox of the U.S. Government spending several millions of dolla-s on E and D pro-

jects in en effort to make disadvantaged youths more acepetabIe as employees to

private employers while it remains obdurate in excluding them from its own empl-

oyment. The Department of Labor should press forward to achieve the elimina-

tim of stieh barriers to civil service jobs and to entrance in the Armed Forces.
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MISCELLANEOUS

The gt oat exp.msion of group counseling methods in the E and D projects was

most importam achievements, A great deal of experience has been

,..d counselors today are both more skillful and more receptive to group

asa result. The single-minded restriction to the individual one-to-one

clationship has lmen r, placed 1..y an appreciation of tve, roles of both kinds of

counseling.

There may be a paradox, however, in the manner in which group counseling

oos done in many E and D projects. The most typical professional resistance

to group methods has been based on the idea that the skills required for counse-

ling a group must exceed those required for individual counseling. This group

feels the, instead of tieing sensitive to the meanirgs of one client, the group coun-

selor roust be sensitive to several at once; that itstcaci of concentrating on the

relationship between himself and the client, he must attend to the inter- relation-

hips many: and instead of designing his remarks to fit the neads of one

clmnt, his responses nest be uniquely appropriate for all. Thus the problem of

group counseling is the problem of individual counsel ing raised by a (actor equal

tic the number of people in the group.

Mt, poradoN of l'1is poition is that many counselors feel untrained, inex-

i)ot encid. and cclurtant to use group methods, forcing projects spontaneously

to tarn to nonprofessionals to rem V groups, white the professionals restrict

thenisches to in.-1i% halal evens, leg. Here is one example of the consequences

of a prof,-ssi,n's failure to meet the needs of society. The society turns to others.

it would he tinforturote if the general absence of professionals from the group

noihods used in the E and I) projects should serve to continue to exclude such

to, :hodsfrom the ri.pertoire of the professional. It woui be helpful as a further

stimulus to the profession if the Employment Service would take advantage of the

expl riences of rho E aior D projects in the use of group methods. It has been

et.ig._;tng its f. ,,ton ft.. matter out of an apparent, but misguided. allegiance to

(ounse'ino is the -highest- trpo of professional conduct and service.

1



None of the E and D experience supports such a role for individual counseling.

Subprofessionals

The value and usefulness of subprofessionals, in working with disadvantaged

youths,has been one of the outstanding demonstrations of the E and D program.

The products of that demonstration have already been represented in such pro-

grams as Project CAUSE and VISTA. Despite the absence of definitive research

on the matter, the experiences of E and D projects in this regard have been so

uniformly positive as to lend great weight to the idea that subprofessionals, parti-

cularly those drawn from the same culture as the target population, can perform

the most useful services in programs for disadvantaged ) ,uths and, under profes-

sional support and supervision, can carry out much of the direct contact services

required.

There is also a danger to be avoided. In only one of the E and D projects

CINICA) was care taken to protect the supervisory function from being inundated

by service demands. The danger is that with the short funding characteristic of

E and D projects and the emphasis in Washinglou on the number of youths served.

the pressures on a project will almost always operate to make supervision one of

the first casualties. In the absence of a good supervisory program, projects may

restrict their subprofessionals to those areas where they can do least harm on

their own; the result will be a failure to use the full talents and resources of the

subprofessionals.

In any case, there is no evidence presented in any of the E and D projects

that those tasks performed by subprcv ionals would have been or were better

performed by professionals, except in those cases where the subprofessionai was

employed In a clearly professional rote for which he was simply poorly qualified.

Interventionism

Another major achievement of the E and D programs was the Institutlonali-

ration of an intem,entionist stance, in which the willingness of counselors to er'er

directly into all facets of a youth's life, and to tyke a hf,nd in helping to solve pro-

blems between the youths and many different parts of his social emironment. was

most apparent. This willingness may not only have helped many youths over
I Cr,
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particular problems which might otherwise have blocked their growth toward

employment; it had a side benefit whose importance would be difficult to demon-

strate empirically, but which nevertheless seems to be thee. That benefit lies

in the implicit communication from the counselor to the youth that the counselor

cares enough about the youth to take unusual actions, to step out of his passive

rote, to devote himself to problems whose contexts are outside the counseling

office and even outside the center. Thus the counselor communicates that his

friendship and support of the youth goes beyond that strictly required by the

counselor's role. Such unusual demonstrations of commitment may be required

to overcome the typical suspiciousness and anomie of disadvantaged youths. It

also means that counselors will learn more and more of the conditions of life of

disadvantaged youths, instead of remaining isolated from that life by the walls of

their offices. Such exposure is likely to operate as a continuing motivation to

keep counseling mere relevant to the needs of this population.

Follow-Up

The absence of an adequate follow-up program in most projects marks a

conspicuous failure in the E and Dprogram, A failure not only of the projects.

but of OMAT's ability to supervise its contract recipients to ensure that grantees

provided the programs they had promised and for which they contracted. The

ease with which so many projects relinquished their follow-up commitments under

the pressure of service needs iNdicatcs that follow-up is generally not perceived

as central to the core of counseling. The experiences of the E. and 1) projects.

hoverer, lead to the conclusion that follow-up may prov the opportunity for

the most effective and strategic counseling. not only In encouraging job tenure.

but also for career development. Job- upgrading. and for helping youths to see the

need fort alning. The concreteness and relevance of follow-up counseling also

highly recommend it.

Counseling in Residential Prams

Only two projects rcalircd their intention to embed counseling into a total

living experience for their youths (NMI' and Pinellas ('ounty) and one found that

1
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the residence situation itself produced new stresses and problems for the youths

of such magnitude as to be as difficult as the problems which residence was sup-

posed to solve. Residential programs are likely to involve counselors in more

problems than those which are strictly relevant to the vocational needs of the

youths, and these other problems become so imperious that the total effect can

be to result in less .ocational counseling. It is therein recommended that resi-

dential programs be funded only under unusual circumstances, such as a radically

new technology (e.g., CASE II of the National Training School), or in the absence

of any other possible way of reaching and working with a highly decentralized popu-

lation of rural youths.

Supervision and ,taff Leadership

With the emphasis on counseling in the programs, there was a natural ten-

den. y for cou-,-!ling personnel to play large. and in many cases, determining

roles in the design of project services and activities. In several projects coun-

selors devoted more of their efforts to program planning and administration than

they did to actual counseling interchanges with the youths. Unfortunately, pro-

gram planning and administration has seldom been a formal part of the training

of counselors, and the result of this lack of training and experience was often a

chaotic administration which seemed almost always to be responding to some

crisis. One project even found it necessary to close down operations for a while

so that it could pay some considered attention to its course. The projeci adminis-

trative staff was tied up in endless negotiations with educational authorities, with

employment service representatives, with GMAT and ISAT, and with all the incon-

venience and time and money lost In waiting for and having to discard worthless

GSA equipment. Vet the project nevertheless needed to appear successful enough,

both in terms of the numbers served and the absence of embarrassing incident that

might arouse any public criticism of the project. to ensure another :tear's continu-

ation of the grant. The pressures were obviously too much for the staff, already

trimmed to the here by false economy, 5 to give adequate supervision and leadership

5Recent research shows that sheltered workshops with large administrative
superstructures actually produced more goods and services relative to costs than
did those with small administrative staffs.
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to their cadres. The general lack of in-service training and even of time for com-

munication among staff members. was almost uniform among the projects.

Effects on Youths of E and D Funding Patterns

The last evaluative comment refers to observations made in two programs.

ABCD and lane County, and developments which the reader could sense in several

others je. g., Pinellas County). In these projects, the uncertainties and anxieties

about contract renewal nod attendant upon the phasing out of a pro..marn which was

not to be renewed, had a discernaldy negative effect on the touths, who tended to

respond with increasing acting out, loss of trust and confidence in the Noco% and

resistance to counseling. This loss of effectiveness added further worries to the

project staff who then feared that the acting out and other behavior of the youths

would further reduce the project's chance of being funded again. Thus the staff

would become even more anxious, stimulating further acting out and anxiety in the

youths in a ViCiaJS spiral. This is a further negative consequence of the short-

term funding pattern which has been criticized elsewhere in this report. If, des-

pite recommendations to the contrary, the present structure of E and I) funding is

to cont'nue, Ct.MPEI2 should develop with the projects sonic definite guidelines for

phasing the/.1 out. These might include not funding projects which rely exclusively

on WIPElt for their funds, OMPEll participation in locating other sources cf funds

for continuing the program, operation of projects for defined experimental periods

after which project scum ices and staff are Luber over stock, and barrel, as

operating units, lo the state employment semiccs, and/on, as a last resort, ade-

quate planning and scheduling of funds so that no project is faced with last-minute

cliff-hangirg acts about additional funding. OMPEdi might consider requiring, as

a part of the cortrad, a complete plan and timetable for project phasing out.

ICINIPEft would have to Make Sure such plans were followed In order to avoid being

in the position of being a producer of problems for disadvantaged youths rather

than the solver of problems. When OMPER undertakes to fund a project for the

)outbs in a community. that undertaking involves a commitment to the youths which

cannot be simply forgotten when the project timetable expires. ( MPER must ac-

cept the re.,ponsibility for neatening as much as possible the negative consequences

u'r



to the youths in phasing out a project in which :he you'.h.s hay! t'il 11,

themselves, and the only indication that the nation (Ares

As was indicated earlier. E. and 11) projects resist. d the tomplati.,;,

good placement records by dealing only with the most abit ymit'n:. As Its t. r ,r
of the poverty program wanes, however, this resistance M.A1.(11 t vor 1,i.1(

it gains much strength, is such organi7ati.ons .Tis the cmplo., riR,rt . is

therefore recommended that the Department of Labor insure such :it, r &o m-

tuality by rcdesigning the basis on which it funds elnplovmc.nt

D pro;cets. A basis for funding could be developed so that the Lugar the prpor-

lion of the case load consisting of disadvantaged purple (as :!askii{ri

by such devices as used bt the Job Corps in sc..re:?r.ing apptieants), the irrar& » oruy

per case is granted. It would thus be in the agency's intc.ct =t tc..;.Lite

the disadvantaged, the aging, and the hardiem)ped.



Supportive Services

Given the definition of counseling and its role which emerges from the

preceding sections, it is apparent that many activities, which in other contexts

are classed as suppor'ive servics, are here considered as aspects of coon

as a behavioral change process.

In some Cases, the so-called supporthe services (e.g. , residential ,p
fence) p:ovided the settings within which counseling was done. In other case.-.,

techniques as presenting rcle models of successful minority group members,

providiry, opportunities for exploration of the worldof work, wcre the vehi,..los

through which agencies attempted to reach counseling goals.

Sonic swpe,rtive services were necessary to permit counseling to Dee r

at all (e.g., legal services, health care). Sonic so-called supportive services

v ere varieties of intervcidion which functioned as kinds of counseling in thcii

right, and ecrially important, served as techniques with which the agency de, -

strated its commitment to the youths (e.g., family intervention,

cultural enrichment, recreation, financial and legal as.3istance). Indeed, t),

1-,reakelown of the distinction bctv,een counseling (considered as an office :.{

noited in through verbal irderchange bct,Aver, a counselor and one or .'
and other activities sheshieh e,ntrinoutc tcti replzce, ,r enhance cote-..ling (ft,

ret:s is ()Le of the major feaMres. of the E ant; D program, and one of its mo-t

imparmnt Achievcm.nts.

tinter these [ire -:n Atr,,es it appat f .1 that many :ILI' viiies

supporiis, services hive hcen dealt vs ith in this report as a..pe is of

111
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counseling and counseling programs (e.g., casework, family intervention4etc.).

Thus, all that remain to be discussed are a few services not covered elsewhere

and the description of some needs which emerged from project experience.

SUPPORTIVE ACTIVITIES

Residential Facilities

Residential facilities were provide 1 for three different purposes: to solve

the problem of rural geography;correctionally; and to provide for homeless or

marginally-housed clients.

Two projects involved volutitary residence by youths away from home in

project-provided facilities (Pinellas County, is;:qu). A third project had Intended

to provide a dormitory unit, but through administrative error, the facility did

n)t develop.

In all three cases, the provision of hou:-,ing was designed to be a solution

to the problem of working with a population too thinly distributed over rural

areas to support agency centers close to the homes of the youths. In the case of

N1111:, the residential facilities on a campus were simple extensions of the usual

university pattern of providing housing and food service for its students, whereas

Pinellas County used the residence as a framework for counseling and other ser-

vices designed to change the behavior of the youths. Pinellas County discovered

that, in fact, many of its youths came to the project to leave their homes and home

communities, rather than from a desire for job training; few of these youths re-

turned home after the program. Although Pinellas County reports sound rather

annoyed about this, the value of such a program in cneouragin, rural youth to

migrate to urban centers should be noted. This finding makes it especially regret-

tilde that another project, whose aim was the urbanization of rural Appilarhian

youth, did not realize its intention to crovide residential experience. Without

such experience, the youths did not in (act migrate to urban job centers, and on

that score the project was a notable failure.

NNIV's program also w is designed to uncoutage migration out of the area

and was similarly unsuckessful. Its contrast to the unintended :Jetess of

Pinellas County may be a product of the difference between university ard non-
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university sponsorship and facilities, or of cultural differences between Florida

and Northern Michigan.

Both Northern Michigan and Pinellas County were in the ironic position of

providing residential services to provide rural youths with access to services,

and then finding that sonic of the youths were denied project services because they

could not successfully live in dormitories. Both projects found that the residen-

tial experience created its own problems requiring attention to aspects of clients'

lives with which agencies are not norir.tly concerned (e, g. , keeping living quart-

ers neat and orderly, conformity to agency definitions of its prerogatives and res-

ponsibilities under the locus parentis relationship, etc.). Such attention provided

the agencies ivith opportunities to extend their counseling to asepcts of the youths'

lives which otherwise do not enter into the world of the local agency; but, at the

same time, the projects invaded areas rather far removed from questions of em-

ployability and concerned themselves with behavior which is otherwise not within

the mandate of government or quasi-official administration. The presence of a

large group of disadvantaged youths in a semi-public facility founded on middle-

class norms is highly visible, and the agencies found that they had to take measures

to defend themselves from public criticism. Sometimes these measures repro-

rr.,nted a requirement that the youths conform to middle-class behavioral standards

in areas removed from questions of employability; sometimes the measures meant

the removal of a youth from the training program, thus defeating the program's

primary mission of providing accessibility to employability-developing programs.

In either case, the agencies had to devote a great deal of counselor time to resol-

ving inter-and intra-group conflicts, thus decreasing the time they were available

for more vocationally relevant counseling.

'I -he residence, as a solution to the problems of rural geography, panes its

own problems and the latter set of problem.: may be greater than those for which

the residential program was designed. 'the Michigan program came to this con-

clusion and has indicated that it will no ii,nger base its training around on-campus

resrdeme. It seems likely that for programs which do not aim at relocation of

trainees. mobile teams, no matter ho costly and inefficient, may prove loss cost-

ly and more effective than residence as a solution to the problem of geography.

1 71;
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However, where relocation is desired, an urban-based residential program may

be of value.

Several projects provided housing for some of their youths. JOBS made

arrangements for a small residential unit at a YMCA for those youths who either

lacked homes or whose homes were so disorganized that they needed to move out.

The Wise County project located rooms for trainees without homes. Four other

projects (Detroit, CPI, Lorton, ABCD) cite the need to locate or provide living

aecomo katioLis for some youths; ABCD stated it as a need for a halfway house,

In addition, Philadelphia JEVS noted that several youths had expressed the de-

sire to leave their neighborhood gangs but could not do so unless they left the

neighborhood. Ilad the project been able to provide living accomodations, some

youths might in fact have broken away from their gangs. Draper concluded that

the location of the housing found for parolees was an important factor in deter-

mining the parolee's recreations and friendships, and his resistance to returning

to vein
It -,I,o1.41 be noted in the above that those projects which did offer housing

sery es k.r homeless youths did so informally and in a manner which maintained

the pri.nt et residence, rather than collectivizing the process through project-

oixr,,t(d dormitories. These projects apparently did not find such housing ar-

rangements difficult, although they were not able to use the residence units as a

bal.. for counseling, as in NNW and Pinellas County.

It appears that there is a need for projects to provide sonic kinds of resi-

dential facilit4.s., but that these facilities can be provided without the project

putting itself in loco parentis. Finding rooms for youths appears to be a better

coor,e thin formalized residential institutions.

Two other projects involved residential experience, but in these cases it

was non-voluntary in that the projects were located In correctional institutions.

lh, se projects could exercise touch greater control over the behavior of the

youths in residence. However, only one of these projects (Draper) was able to

use its control effectively, the other program having so little organizational and

progran nu to coherence that it could not use the opportunities inherent in its

situatLon.

1 '7 ",'
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Even in the case of Draper the prison experiences of the youths, outside the

training program, were only minimally used in support of the project's goals.

Information about the youths' behavior outside the project was gathered and later

used to confront the youths in order to break through the roles they had adopted

vis-a-vis the project. However, other vocationally-oriented use of the prison

environment was lacking, such as the kind of programming of all aspects of life

which was achieved at CASE ll at the National Training School for Boys.

The control aspects of the prison environment meant that the projects were

not subjected to the problems with which voluntary residential programs had to

deal. The fact of incarceration provided legal sanction for the exercise of control

and influence over aspects of youths' lives with which federally-financed voluntary

programs may be ethically restricted from using. There is irony in the observa-

tion that those projects which had the opportunity and right to manipulate the total

life spaces of their youths did not use the opportunity, while those with less justifica-

tion and less opportunity made the attempt.

YOB recommends that institutional arrangements be made for those youths

who are brain-damaged, mentally defective, addicted, or otherwise incapable of

minimal regulation of their behavior. YOB found these youths so disruptive that

they could not be served in YOB's program. Short of imprisonment or a Synanon-

type program, however such youths would probably be even more destructive of

a residential program.

Loans and Financial Support

The single most frequenti. mentioned need was for funds to be used for small

loans to project youth. Detroit, Des Moines, YOB, Temple, NCCY, JOBS,

Lorton, and VAS-Altro all mentioned the need for cash loans to the youths, while

two other projects (YMCA and FEY) indicated that .1iLiTA allowances were not suf-

ficient for the needs of the youths. Des Moines found that 75 per cent of the youth=

needed loans at one time or another, at an average of $20 per youth. These loans

were needed to tide the yooth over the long delay before MDTA allowances arrived;

and to provide them with carfare to the project, to job irerviews, and to work

during the first week of employment before a poyd ck wxs received. JOBS used
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its loan fund: to help youths pay bills; catch up on back rent; to pay for babysitting;

to buy needed clothing, uniforms for work. eyeglasses, and tools required for em-

ployment, etc. YOB youths needed cash for haircuts. Clothing and carfare needs

were the most frequently cited. KEY reports noted that its youths' families were

in such desperate need that the MDTA allowances were used up before such ''frills"

as clothing could bought.

At least three projects had loan funds available (Des Moines, NCCY, JOBS).

A fourth donated money for clothing when the youths were ready tc go to job inter-

views (VAS-Altro). One project also had a bonding program (JOBS) while another

indicated the need for such a program (Neighborhood House) in order to make youths

with delinquency records more acceptable to employers.

Some projects were able to 1 use money from private sources for loans. In

some projects, the project personnel themselves advanced money to the youths

(ABCD). Some projects were able to get cash for clothing and other needed items

from the Department of Welfare for eligible youths. In others, various expedients

to solve individuai problems were sought (e.g., donations of clothing [KEY] ;

special pleading for the client to finance companies ard other creditors] Des Moines

free hot lunches provided by local wora4.ns' groups [KEY] ; fare reductions for pro-

ject youths on public transportation )Des :.70inc:41

The willingness of project personnel to make use of such expedients did

much to create an aura of total commitment and ''try anything" resourcefulness

which characterized the E and D projects. However, relying upon such expedients

had many undesirable consequences. The air of emergency involved, while exhil-

arating at first, obviously became wearing on project staff, leading to a relatively

early 'turn-out" et personnel. Such reliance meant that a great deal of time was

consumed in developing community contacts on an ad hoc basis, and in seeking out

and negotiating with sources of help. on a individual basis, for each youth %%ill.) an

emergency need. Such searching and negotiating V. s very costly in staff time and

effort for relatively small pay-off in increasing the youth's employability, and

meant that other services and activities had to be curtailed in the chaos of respon-

ding to crises.

These crises could have been handled more economically, if the projects
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had been able to buy directly the services needed, or to dispense money them-

selves. The money provides a mechanism for dealing with a variety of problems

(rent, carfare, tools, clothing, etc.) so that the agenc'?.s do not have to respond

to individual crises which have no carry-over value.

The disbursement of money provides the agencies with a valuable opportu-

nity to engage the youth in counseling concerning his economic life which could

be most effective. Having a slush fund for such purposes would therefore greatly

enhance the agencies' counseling capability.

There are several reasons for strongly recommending that project budgets

include slush funds for meeting financial emergencies of the youth. such funds

should permit exoenditures up to a relatively low dollar limit per youth without

accountability, in order to avoid the kind of accounting pr .eedures which make it

impossible for the funds to be used effectively in emergencies, or which so for-

malize their use that they would not serve effectively. In addition to small amounts

for such informal uses as buying a youth a cup of coffee or paying his fare to a job

interview, a larger dollar limit per capita should be available for legitimate pur-

poses on a more formal basis with accountability requirements.

Legal Services

Several projects found occasion to seek legal aid for some youths and, in

many projects, personnel made court appearances on behalf of their trainees.

Neighborhood House used donated and low-fee lawyers. Hunter's Point included

legal services, welfare aid, and police-parole services. YMCA, PAL, Spring-

field Goodwill, VAS-Altro, JOBS, Des Moines, CPI, and MIA' were among those

projects in which project personnel had contacts with courts, juvenile, and parole

authorities. Lorton and ABCD report a need for legal services, The larger pro-

jects (Mri, CPI' had the use of legal see % ices as a part of their organisation. In

others, project staff used their oun legal 1..nouledge (often inadequate) or solicited

free or inexpensive services from private attorneys in the community or from

governmental units.

There is obviously real need for legal services. Poor youths do not have

access to lawyers and, while this may no longer be a problem in criminal cases
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since recent Supreme Court rulings requiring courts to appoint counsel, it is a

problem in civil cases and in criminal canes which do not fall under court juris-

!ietion.

Further, projects need legal services to advise pro;ect personnel on the

rights of the youths vis-a-vis school, welfare, and other bureaucracies; about civil

service and other potential employers; and particularly concerning juvenile law.

There is evidence that project personnel do not understand the special limited

meaning ci! juvenile offenses and iuvenile records, when reporting records of

arrests or convictions on employment applications and civil service applications

is at issue. There is also evidence that project personnel do not understand the

rights of their clients a xi their clients' families under existing welfare laws, any

have therefore acquiesced in decisions which deprived clients of benefits to which

they were really entitled. Counsel would also enable projects to recover or replace

some loan funds for clothing, carfare, etc., through knowledge of the ights of

many clients to receive such supplements from welfare.

Neighborhood /louse also suggests that projects, in areas in which federal

agencies are major potential employers, could profit from a civil service consul-

tant who could offer advice regarding the right of youths to hearings and appeals,

the obligation to report juvenile records, etc. NCCY's experience with the Armed

rtes, who turned down youths simply because they had beer remanded to a state

school when the parental home was ruled inadequate, and :;eighborhood House's

experience with civil service authorities, who rejected yot ths without P hearing

on the basis of minor delinquency records, point to the need for expert consulta-

tion in these areas.

For these reasons one could place the need for legal services second only

to the need for loan funds in youth-serving agencies. In both Cases there is some

question as to whether the prevision of such supportive services is properly the

responsibility of the Department of labor. The existing model of social services

in the United States Is one of compartmentalized and bureaucratized agencies.

When an E and D project fills a gap left by the education, welfare, and legal insti-

tutions of America, it begins to operate on the alternative model of integrated

services for a particular population, rather than the usual model of specialized
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services for the entire population. The logical extension of such a move to all

other population groups would result in massive overlapping and mismatching

with the existing organizations. The Department of Labor should consider the

extent to which it will make ex alicit such a policy, and thus move toward a fairly

fundamental reorganization of social- welfare programs on the national level, as

dart of the Department's long-terra planning.

ltealth Care

Many of the projects reported on the poor physical health of the youths. Des

Moines found that 41 percent of the youths had vision impairments; at NCCY 90

percent failed vision tests. Des Moines found 38 percent of the youths suffering

problems of obesity. JOBS found 588 medical problems out of 1,135 youths.

VAS-Altro found medical problems in 30 out of 40 trainees. In the Detroit program

thorough physical examinations showed that 84 percent of the youths had medical

problems, most of which would not have been picked -up under routine, superficial

screenings. Sixty percent of those problems were ultimately ascribable to poor

nutrition and the project suggests :hat the fati-rue and poor motivation of disadvan-

taged youths may be direct symptoms of underlying physical illnesses. JOBS

and Philadelphia JEVS noted the need for treatment of VD, to which Philadelphia

JEVS also adds TB. YOB also reported need for tatoo removal and plastic sur-

gery to help youths appear more socially acceptable to potential employers.

Despite the apparent needs, projects varied widely in what they did about

them. Davis Goodwill gave very superficial physical examinations but no

merit, while VAS-Altro, also a sheltered workshop, provided extensive medical

work-ups and treatment. PAL arranged to get glasses for its youths. Skills

Center gave medical and dental assistance including free tooth-cleaning. Wise

County solicited Vocational Rehabilitation lo lake care of (len. teeth heari-g. and

cosmetic tooth defects. 'but the Skills Center found !.Lmths to accept re-

ferrals to Vocational Rehabilitation KEY arranged for dental care from the Board

Board of Education plus low fees from local dentists. Neightsorhood used the

local health department and Department of Welfare for medical aid (Ti. New

Jersey twEO. Wise County, and NCCY either made referrals to existing agencies,

solicited medical resources from their communities, or integrated in-hous,
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it impossible to remedy medical, optical, or dental problems through local re-

sources, because the professional societies in the community reacted negatively

to the project. Some projects were able to arrange for diagnostic examinations

through local authorities (school physicians, local health department doctors,

etc.) but they could not get treatment for the identified conditions (PAL). In

Pinellas County, the county physician was unlicensed and thus not authorized to

provide treatment. In New York City, youths had to apply for medical services

as must any other indigent person, with the added difficulty that New York regu-

lations required the permission of minors' parents before treatment could be

rendered. For many poor youths, such a requirement is an impossibility, put-

ting him and the agency into the position of having to collude in minor forgery,

implicitly or explicity, which is hardly likely to enhance the youth's respect for

law and social institutions.

Two projects had r.urses on the project staff, and found them used exten-

sively (VAS-Altro and ABCD). On the other hand, several projects did not re-

port any medical services (KEY, Springfield Goodwill, YOB, among others).

Visual and dental care seemed to receive the most attention in project

reports, with several projects able to make arrangements for free glasses from

local optometric societies and free dental care from dental societies. However,

medical care seemed to be a different matter and one suspects tint the emphasis

on vision and dentistry may be more a reflection of the cooperation of dentists

and optometrists, and the unwillingness of physicians, than a reflection of the

relative importance of the problems.

The project reports provide ample justification for medical, dental, and

optometric services which include thorough diagnosis and treatment. However,

many of the medical conditions encountered were ,hronie, non-debilitating, and

il,,t markedly influent in determining a yoLthA ability to get or ke,p a job.

1Vhill,,r the Di p3 talent of 1.31)or should fill t`,e gaps left by current innilt.Tuato

arrangements f,r providing for health (ale for all reinain5 a

IVosi pr did not find the u,c of t-N :igen, if` 5 (totinty health de-

p irtments, welfare dep-irtnieids) useful in prodding all tl, h filth st rvi(-es

(pned. It would be possible for 1.1.,e Depirlincnt to prat, le fund, for 'health

1



purposes to E and D projects. Or it could build those services into agencies

directly as in France, in which a physician is part of the staff of each employ-

ment service office). Or, if it were to decide that it is not the appropriate agency

to provide needed medical services, or that it did not wish to support the model

of integrated services for special populations, as discussed earlier, the Depart-

ment could instead support or sponsor legislation which would extend or amplify

present health care programs. For example, it might he feasible and desirable

to extend Medicare to all people receiving pay, allowances, or training under

MDTA and to the families of such beneficiaries. This would permit projects

and Youth Opportunity Centers to use the machinery which is already in existence

and become fairly efficient in its operation, and would obviate the need for each

project to make its own special arrangements for health care from already over-

used publicly-supported health .igencies. It would also transfer the costs of medi-

cal care from the Departi,nt of Labor to the Medicare through Social Security.

i'sychotheraa

Two projects (JOBS and CPI) had formal arrangements for providing psycho-

therapy for those youths showing evidence of severe personality disorders. In the

case of CPI, the arrangements were free with the therapy provided for a limited

number of cases at the local V( terans Administration hospital. JOBS retained

a private firm in group practice to provide consultation and individual therapy.

Several other projects made referrals to community agencies, Des Moines re-

commended psychiatric evaltrItion (but apparently not treatment) for forty per-

cent of the youths, on the hisis of MMPI test results. PAL, Philadelphia JEVS,

and VAS-Altro referred to other a gun( ics, with VAS-Apra finding that

e ;hl} pereent of the youths had sl'VCri emotional prohleir s. I However, YMCA

rep ,rts a r,, el for rley(hi trie corieultrtion, o.n Pitt:ibis County- found Iliat local

,gcnci, x w, re I go b,sy to tike ;b, y,,utbs. d ita n pro! idld, ly those ,ro-

j.ctsuhilh referred yQ(1,,, to c,-)m:r,(,: Is 04kIcic,:, /,)1,( the

the referral., or hie acceptance of the rcfcrr.,'Is. by '!..e n'k.,6virg sp.1.ciCS.

"lhis figm e is highl:, suer t, rt Ilci ting 11w '1.qylh,-1, ItholoRy bias of the
agency.

1
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Recreation

Several projects provided recreational facilities for the youths (Pinellas

County, NMI:, CPI, NIFY, Lane County, ICCCY,

were limited and relatively inactive in nature (e.g., pool tables, table tennis,

lounges). Some also sponsored team sports, excursions, and the like. Often

these activities were combined with cultural enrichment activities (trips to mus-

eums, theaters, music and art fairs, tourist sites). Most projects found their

budget and staff too limited for effective use. Pinellas Courty suffered a space

shortage, and FEY had to carve its recreational space int-, ft 's. KEY ,,nd

YMCA used local YMCA facilities for recreation.

Lane County found that its public image was hurt by its -a:cation facili-

ties. The public objected to seeing youth on MIDTA allowances, °star Ably being

prepared for public employment, spending their time at pool tat a: in thn project

quarters. The Skills Center, on the other hand, felt that s ports league,

and such extra-curricular activities as a jazz band, were hrltdul in giving the com-

munity exposure to the youths and in giving the youths greater .antaet with the

community outside the ghetto. The difference between Lane C(..Auly and the Skills

Center probably lies in the degree of public appreciation for the It reation invol-

ved and the status accorded to athletic and musical skill.

Some recreational programs had other values. YOIS US," )(Mb entertain-

ment as a means of attracting youths to the project. PAL u I .9)(1..ili clubs as the

context for social group work, and Temple organized group r. .1i, n to help the

trainees form a group identity. NCCY used recreation to (.1,vel.,pl'adership skills

in its youth. In several projects, the youths participated in plar inj, their own

recreation, with all the counseling values such planning partir ii cr.tails (NMU,

PAL, YOB). In three porjects, :-haff and clients par tk ipah r ir, entertain-

ment and sports (YMCA, NMI:, Po-alias Count,) as 'A ay a -f 1,101c:.rg rapport and

dernonstro(ing to the youths that the staff enjoyed being vsit',

Recreation is generally considered an absolute good, sr won e opportuni-

ties for recreation are necessary for youths who spend a sign flk art mount of time

In project facilities. However, the amount and type of recreati to be provided

should be a function of the purposes it is to servo in the par'it; dir program. It

1 5
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appears from project reports that there sera only a few cases in which the role

of recreation in project goals was clearly assessed, or in which recreation was

selectively used to contribute to those goals. One has the impression that sonic

projects were beguiled by the racily-dazzle of elaborate recreational programs,

in an effort to show how unorthodox the projects were, but without objective eval-

uation of the use of the program, or its effectiveness in attracting youths to the

project, for example. Nor do any of the project reports indicate that types of

recreation 14 ere specifically selected in order to meet counseling goals for par-

ticular youths. Finally, some very good projects (in the sense of improving em-

ployability) were without recreational components, while some very poor ones

included them. The reverse .vas also true. The appropriateness of a recreation

program in an I: and 1) program probably depends upon the extent to which the

project limits itself to a work -trairing program, or broadens its self-definition

to approximate settlement house function:.

Cultural Enrichment

Several projects included cultural enrichni(nt programs, in which youths

were expos.-A to some of the institutions and experiences %% ith which ghetiv dwell-

ers typically have no contact. These included museum visits, excursions to a

beach, to the theater, to baseball games, to local universities, etc. YMCA took

its clients to tourist sites around New York; YOB had an elaborate enrichment

program inciudirg visits to a university.

The assumption underlying the elaboration of cultural enrichment programs

in cinployability-develepment agencies is that poor ;:ouths lack knowledge, much

less aNlreciation, of cultural rescurces and that this lack icaxe s their lives 3x.or-

cr and makes them less able to respond appropriately to situations in which such

knowledge is relevant. Such situations prcsumably arise at work, and lack of

knowledge of things which middle-class people take for granted makes a youth

appear more stupid than he is.

`.NICA's visitation program also had the goal of making the boys' familar

with New York's public transportation system, so that they would be more %%M-

ing and able to take jobs outside their immediate neighborhood. Y011's program

t,
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also functioned as on aid to project recruiting, to attract youths to the project.

Like recreation, cultural enrichment is an absolute good. Such programs

attempts to replace some aspects of the sceoraiary cdueotion which poor youths

have rejected. However, it is possible to question the extent to which such po-

grams contribute to employability, and to discover how elaborate a program is

needed to raise employability to measurable amounts. Does participation in a

cultural enrichment program increase scores or culture-loaded tests? This is a

researchable question, ft would be relatively cosy to observe placement and job-

tenure rates among a qiths from a project permitted to pcirtieipate in a cultural

enrichment program and among another group from the same project for whom

such participation was denied for purposes of the research.

Such a test would not, of course, determine tiolicy oti supik,rt of enrich-

ment programs. It is possible that the Deportment conceive: of its tisk,: ;pane

broadly than simply employability, :ant thus would favor enrichment programs in

principle. The surplus value of enrichment programs iii providing re, re alien,

giving community exposure to the youth:, ;aid attracting disoiltalitoged youths to

rho :wcliccf would also figure in a policy decision. All of these claimed values

could be empirically tested. Do projects identical in ;ill resik:ts soloe for the

presence or absent(' of an enrichment program differ in recruitment rotes? Are

community attitudes, assessed by survey methods, noticeably altered by the pi e-

sence or iit.senee of a cultural enrichmitit program? Arc the attitudes of the youths

toward the community affected by enrichment? Do youths at a project without

enrichment program-produced recreation gripe more than those in a project

with t nriehment?

As in 11,, case of j''( rcAtion.d prograra8, pens t` (,rri1.1-

tHrl la ttieen prt,grire :in.! the press nee on obsenee of

actit dies. Dowel cr. it .loes seen: that Oatse proji e Pr which \seri most noisy

about t nrithinint sti.r.r also the tines with relative iv poor actual job training and

placements. Cultural i Driul,muni programs moy increase the effectiveness of

good job training and placement programs, but it appears in-lino:1y that they ;au

tonipeosote for inadodate development along those lint.s. The extent to which

cultu, al enrichment programs divert project staff from functions which ought to

1 c.4
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have higher priority is the extent to which such programs interfere with, rather

than enhance, the project's mission.

Closely allied to cultural enrichment progranm, and in sonic cases identi-

cal to them, are programs specifically designed to affect the youths' image of

themselves as people with a history, a culture, and a role in the world Oily:3 is

of value. Obviously, such image-building is directed primarily at minority-

group members (although of course all youths are members, of a minority) and

assumes the value of cultural diversity.. Image-building programs included such

activities as Negro Distory Week, Negro Art Yoirs, Mexican Folk Dancing

tYOB), and grooming and beauty clinic's (Vl)it, Temple), etc.

In many projects the presumed value of such :tent ities in enhancing self -

concepts, in building !wide and self-confidence, or turther enhanced by involving

the youths directly in the pinning and execution of the iietit;ities and events (it111).

Thus image-building projects have both counseling and educational values, ttith

all the learning implied in the opportunity for youths t:a cooperate and effectively

produce something of recognized and real value. Such projects have the added

advantage of providing good community exposure in a format tt hich 'enhances the

vonimunity's apreciation and resivet for the youths v.ho planned and carried out

the event. The ultimate ref inenient is for the image- building activities to

have direct relevance to the youths' job training (e.g., printer apprentices doing

the printing, clerk trainees mailing the notices, carpnter trainees doing the

necessary construction, etc.). This is a level of exojuisitcness which is often net

rase to arrange, and no examples of its achievement were present in project

reports.

As ttith other supportive activities, there is much room for talid research

to document the claimed values of image-building programs. Before and after

studies of self-concept changes, of community attitudes, could be easily managed

ithin the context of on-going project activities.

1 8 %s
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Role Models

Both expl;citly and implicitly many projects arranged to provide youths

with contact with people who could serve as role models. These arrangements

ranged from bringing famous people who had begun life in poverty, or famous

people of the same ethnic or racial backgrounds as the trainees, to the project,

to role models closer to home: skilled workers from the youths' communities,

project staff of the same racial-ethnic background, or visits from :.uccessful

former trainees. VOit brought Negro businessmen, entertainers, and sports

figures to the project. PAL and NI -V used successful former trainees. Temple

get successful Negro women to talk to the girls. Draper, a prison project,

brought successful community leader a who were ex-convicts, St. Louis JEVS

hired two Negro basketball stars as summer employees to help in counseling,

recruiting, job d, velopment, and public relations. All projects employed staff

members from minority groups; Pinellas County noted that it was the first time

that many of the youths had ever had contact with an educated, professionally

trained Negro. YMCA employed skilled Negroes as its instructors.

Hole models seemed to serve three functions: inspirational, educational,

and propagandi.tic. Inspirational modes were those which tried to raise the

aspirations of the youths by showing them the extent to which it is possible to be

successful. Educational models serve as examples of behavior the youths can

imitate. Ina sense, the fernier serves a motivational purpose, while the latter

produces learning. The third ftmution, propaganda, was served by using prestige

figures with whom Ihe youths ear identify to tell them things the project would like

them to accept.

New of the project reports reflect well thought-cut programming of role

models beyond a fairly superficial use of the concept of identification. As a result,

no project appears to have used role models to a maximum advantage, except

perhaps YMCA. Nor did any of the projects use the extensive research on imita-

tion learning, on level of aspiration, or on attitude change in programming 1.1",e r use

of models. Sonic projects provided only brief and relatively distant contact with

models from whom the youths were expected to learn responses, despite the re-

search which indicates that imitation learning Is maximized by the proper arrangements
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(e.g., use of a model older and larger than the youth, reward for the to-be-

imitated response, opportunity to obserUC the response being rewarded, etc.).

No project reported any data indicating that cNposure to an inspirational model

raised aspiration levels and, in any case, E-ueh effects are likely to be observed

only when an opportunity is provided for the audience to make a response imme-

diately after exposure to the inspirer, and this was typically not arranged. The

vast social psychological research on the effects of prestige endorsement on

attitude change was uniformly ignored.

These are unfortunate deficiencies, and are probably due to the absence of

social scientists from project staffs. hew project directors have had suff:eient

contact with the research literature to make effective use of it in program plan-

ning. This is especially unfortunate with respect to the use of role models, which

is potentially a very effective device. inasmuch as it seems unlikely that E and D

projects will add significantly to their capabilities for using the products of psycho-

logical and social research, OMPER should consider alternatives which might help

projects make more effective use of role models. One such alternative would be

the preparation of an exteniive background paper on role models by a social

scientist familiar with both the research literature and the operation of youth-

serving agencies, to translate the findings of research into operational terms ap-

propriate to the E and D projects.

Miscellaneous

Trant,portation

Many projects had transportation problems. When KEY tiias unable to dev-

elop a residential facility, it turaed to bussirg youths into the project from the

hollows. They had to use GSA -,upplicd buses which were so unreliable as to

seriously handicap the project. YOB and Neighborhood House report needs for

transportation around town, to bring youth, to the projects. to job sites, Cie.

Des Moines arranged for reduced fares on public transportation to help youths

report for training. Lack of transportation kept many New Jersey (1E0 youths

out of MDTA training.

1 (I
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JO!,3 rented transportation to take youths to new jobs; other projects hoped

[or driver training to enable youths to get to the project site, to go for job inter-

views, and to go to work when placed (YMCA, Y013, Neighborhood House, Lorton,

Skills Center, NCCY, MIY, and New Jersey OEO). However, resources for pro-

viding driver education were limited, with the projects often relying on volunteers.

New Jersey OEO used VISTA workers for some driver training, but other projects

were not so fortumte. In two projects, there were reports of training youths for

jobs thich they then could not accept because they lacked driver's licenses

(Lorton, YMCA). In both eases, youths were trained as auto mechanics, but

could not work as such since they could not drive cars.

However, driver training is apparently not The complete answer even in

Los Angeles, which has only the most limited public transportation system. YOH

found that the ears available to the boys were broken-down )1recks that could not

be relied on to get the boys to work on time; yet the alternative was for the boys

to buy better ears at outrageous interest rates.

There is no simple solution to the transportation problem. Arranging for

low fares on public transport systems appears to be a useful device.2 Use of

volunteers can also be helpful, although agencies typically find that it take:, as

much time and expense to administer it a, emdcl have taken to hire new stiff 71',m-

hers to do the same cork. Project reports on the red-tape involved in getting GSA

equipment, and on the poor quality of the equipment received, are uniform and rule

out GSA as a source. In the long run, the most fe.,sible arrangement would prob-

ably be for projects to lease the necessary vehicles. In any case, it seems clear

that (VIPER must be more generous in permitting budgeting for transportation

expenses. Funding elaborate programs for making v011thS (mph,. F }de when they

c; ,not take work bet au .-c tla.y cannot get to the projekt. to job iwerticws, or to the

places of t mployment, is like designing a magnifice:1 house without entrances or

stairs,

It would have been uzeful for pro) ets -tich as NEv t. train their clients
to operate t -ansportation system, including chauffering, vehicle maintenance
and repair, etc. This would prol ide effective job training as well as solve the
transportation problem.
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Babysitting

Second only to transportation problems as a roadblock to effective utiliza-

tion of E and D project resources by poor youths is the need for babysitting ser-

vices. Several projects indicated that they lost many girls because satisfactory

arrangements could not be made to care for their infants while they were in

training (VAS-Altro, Temple, JOUST. JOBS provided loans to pay for babysit-

ting, while CPI had a day care center. For those projects large enough to pro-

vide for day care, such an arrangement would be the best so far as keeping the

girls in the project. It might also be noted that such a center could serve as a

job training site for child-care workers (teacher aides, nursery assistants,

practical nursing for children, etc.). For ,maller projects, it might be ap-

propriate for the project to arrange a contract with a local public or private

nursery to provide day care services for the clients, infants and children at a

fixed fee to the E and D project. As a last resort, providing funds for private

babysitters should be permitted, although this arrangement is clearly poorer

than contracting child-care services from some community resource.

1



IV
Summary of Recommendations
for Programs, Plans, and Policies

FL ! 11th E AND D POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Project Initiation and Planning

I. OMPER should shift its stance from one of encouraging service agen-

cies and organizations to submit proposals, to one of sponsoring projects whose

major functions are innovation, testing programs through practical application,

demonstration to operating agencies, generation of hypotheses to be empirically'

tested, and identification of areas in which knowledge relevant to agency practice

is required. Such a policy would be more compatible with OMPER's reed to ex-

ercise control over projects to permit the coordinated testing of programs in good

vs. poor labor market areas, in rural vs. urban centers, using professional vs.

nonprofessional manpower, with and witnoui ',nage-building supportive services,

etc. The period of random trying-out of ideas, based on local initiative, should

be ended as no longer fruitful in the absence of more definitive tests of efficiency.

2. OMPER should require proposa' for E and D contr.icts to be specific

in language and intention. Project proposals should not only include the state-

ments that "new techniques" will be tried, but should specify the nature of the

technique to :)e attempted, the nature of tt e evidence sufficient to validate or in-

validate the continued use of the technique, the approximate limits of the time

period within which the approach will be tried, and the alternatives should the

approach be invalidated. While OMPER would not wish to rigidify projects by

requiring close adherence to such plans. OMPER should be assured that agencies

1 t
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have given adequate and explicit consideration to such matters in advance of op:

eraticn.

3. The level of planning recommended requires that OMPER provide pro-

jects with funds for program development, pilot-testing, and feasibility study

before full scale operating funds are obligated. This requires some metaod of

obligating funds for more than one year, such as that used by the National Institutes

of 'Health.

4. OMPER should require agencies to have training and placement rescurces

which go beyond a statement of capacity for development of such resources in

advance of operation. These should include commitments to develop and /or operate

training programs, and commitments to employ project-referred youths. The

development of such resources would be made possible by pre-operational program

planning funds.

5. 011PY It should not sponsor programs in which work experience training

is conducted by agencies over which the project has no supervisory control, or in

which special training of the supervisors involved has rot been included.

C. Project proposals should include detailed plans and schedules for phasing

out the project at the termination of the contract procedure, with a firm set of

deadlines for the steps involved, to bcceria operative at a see date in ridvance of

contract expiration if firm commitment of further funding ha- rot yet been received.

7. 021P1-2Il should acquire panels of consultants to review and evaluate

project proposals, and to advise OMPEit on such matters as fmm.hility , capability

of the agency for the project, and validity of the propesed prov.dare s.

Project Operations

1. OMPER should require periodic status reports from all projeels. using

common definitions of such matters .1 !, piaccr, nt rai cords, dren.ad-, -to. These

reports should include follow-up data en length., of placements, wages reeri,ed,

as well as descriptions of processes (e.g. , ,i_4ses>irt nt techniques and

procedures).

2. OMPER should make independent consultants available t l ry periodic

visits to the projects for training, advising, and consultation with project staff.

19f1
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It should be clearly understood by the consultants, contractors, and OMPER

that such consultants vill play no part in evaluating projects or in making deci-

sions regarding funding or contract reney.al.

3. OMPER staff should be expanded to make it possible to provide adequate

supervision of the extent to which contractors fulfill contract obligations. It

should also have available independent (i.e., consultative) experts for advice on

technical matters concerning assessment, research, counseling, and behavior

modificat

4. Arrangements should be made to permit projects to phase-in youths at

less than full-time, with MDTA allowances proportionately reduced for those

youths not ready for full-time participation. Projects should also be able to re-

A,eril good performances by raising the allowances of trainees at various points

in their training careers,

3. Project sponsorship should include and demand follow-up counseling

after placement and career-development activities.

OMPEIt should provide projects with funds for loans to trainees and for

the ourchase of supportive services (e.g., medical and dental care, legal aid,

bonding, r ch.J sc of clothing, haircuts, provision of transportation, and 1K11-,Y-

7. Residential facilities should be provided ulcer needed, but in a Nap that

avoids project responsiblity for, and interference in, the private lives of the

clients unrelated to employability. Suitable arrangements +eould include rental

of YMCA rooms. rooming and boarding houses, and other it detxrideolly operated

petil ie accomodations.

s. Mobile teams are pi\ fcral.ile to residential canters for rural populations,

except shire the oin, of the project is urbani /Aleut. In the latter s.3sc, proj,i ts

should b loe.,.ted in III: areas v.hich could i.ervi 3S !,t.Etal,N re)oc,ition gulls

for the ycuths.

9. Project funds should be adequate to offer professional 1..ersonncl compe-

titive salaries those employed in operating agencies. A higher proportion

of funds for administrative staff and operations should be expected than is typical

in operating agencies.

1
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OMPEil Policies

1. OMPER should devise a clear policy concerning the meaning of experi-

mentation and demonstration. Project s should be funded on the basis of their

ability to develop, try, and acne se innovative program features, and/or apply

social science knowledge in agency settings. Sponsorship should not be on the

basis of local service needs to a disadvantaged population, e:.cept as the ability

to deliver services is a test of the program features. Within these limits, pro-

grams should be able to use the resources of the most creative and effective

personnel in ways which may serve as models to other agencies operated by more

typical representatives of the same manpower pool. Program features yd.:eh rely

on the use of professional personnel not available to operating agencies (e,g.,

psychiatrists) are of little value for experimental-demonstration purposes.

2. WIPER should shift some of its resources from the support of projects

concerned directly with counseling and assessment to those concerned with ex-

perimentation and dcnionstration of job development techniques.

3. OMPER should seek legislation and/or administrative arrir.gemrnts so

that a single authority can be responsible for funding and overseeing project

operation and its associated MDTA, OJT, and WET training. This body should

have the authority to provide all the necessary approvals and clearances now re-

quired from state and federal educational authorities, and state and federal em-

ployment services.

4. OMPER should develop its ability to produce and distribute relevant

program materials to E and and operating agencies. Such materials include

descriptions of applications, in program terms, of recent res?arch in the social

and behavioral sciences, information about apparently successful program features,

and reviews of assessment and counseling practice techniques.

5. WIPER should seek legislation to prevent discrimination by unions in

apprenticeship training programs and in union membership.

G. OMPER should expand the availability of vocational trainirg in the

apprentiecable trades.

7. OMPER should initiate long-range plans for the expansion of accessibility

to vocational training on a national scale. Such expansion requires resources

if
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beyond those available to school systems, should include the res(..0rcus of industry,

and should be predicated on the principle that the methods of training must be

adaptable to the needs and capacities of the trainees, rather than on the notion of

eligibility and suitability of trainees for invariant training methods. Test criteria

of admissability to training, such as GAT11 scores, should be abandoned.

8. OIMPER should initiate steps to modify those civil service and merit

system procedures which discriminate against the disadvantaged. Specifically:

(1) educational requirements which have rot been empirically demonstrated t,

predict job success and tests whose coroelations with defensible) criteria of job

performance arc less than .70, should he found to he in non-compliance with stan-

dards of equality-of-access to government employment; (2) pass -Le).; cut -off scores

should be set at the minimum level required for acceptable job performance;

and (0) selection from among those passing should be either on a random basis or

on the basis of need, rather than or the basis of score ranking.

Pl'. 11 should develop national resources for producing, organizing,

and communicating program-relevant research on manpower and manpower syr-

vices. These resources should include ndequately financed research laboraorics

or centers, independent of direct federal control, but intimately associated with

E and I) and/or operating agencies. These laboratories would be required to

satisfy program personnel's need for information, and the opratim; agencies

would be' required to try out in practice the conclusions of the research. Such

research centers would best operate through the construction of a defined set of

priorities in researchable questions over a ten-year period, with annual review

of progress toward the dicennial objectit-es.

10. The sheltered workshop format for employability development should he

enc ouraged. The capability and efficiency of such programs would be enhanced if

staff time (lid not have to ho devoted to soliciting subcontracts from manufacturers,

and if such programs could offer trainees a variety of work tasks ++hich go beyond

the most simple, routine ones. OMPER should seek legislation which would give

such programs (including non-profit work- training cooperatives) something like

most favored nation" status in competing for federal contracts and subcontracts

from federal contractors.

I
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11. OMPER should seek legislation which would extend Medicare to reci-

pients of MDTA training allowances and their depcm]ents.

12. The requirement that young school drop-outs be out of school for one

year to be eligible for MDTA trait eg pay and allowances is non-functional and

should be abandoned.

OMPER-Supported Research

A review of project reports concerning assessment, counseling, and sup-

portive services suggests that WIPER should support the following research as

immediately relevant to project and operating agency programs:

1, Replication of the Federal Department Store project in similar and in

other industries. Recent action by the Ford Motor Company, in eliminating

selecticn tests, suggests an opportunity to vali,,atJ the hypothesis that after a

suitable period of training and experience, workers who could not have passed

the test perform as wi:.11 as these who could.

2. Development, standardization, and validation of a short -form reading

test,

3. Development, standardization, and validation of an arithmetic test with

norms based on needs for the amount .,nd type of mathematical-computational

skills required in various entry-level occupations.

4. Development of a picture vocational interest test.

5. Empirical research cn the generality of "work habits" aLd " cork role

in disadvantaged youths, and the extent to which such responses are

affected by levels and types of work incentives in disadvantaged compared to non-

disadvaMaged youths.

S. Experimental comparison among four program ond rs: work-role opre-

vocational) training before skill training; work-role training eoreurrent with skill

training; skill training without associated work-role training; and skill training

followed by work-role tra big.

7. Development, standardization, and validation of work-samr lc testing,

to include: 01. samples of tasks r. quiring the same psychomotor and cognitive

skills but differing in the industries in which the 'isks are used; Ib> indeperdcnt

,
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scores for work skills and for area of interest (in terms of industry-type); (c)

comparison of experienced and inexperienced workers on the tasks; (d) uncontami-

nated evaluations of the predictive validity of scores; and (e) acceptability of work

sample scores to employers.

S. Experimental tomparisons of disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged youths

regarding the ci!cferentiat effect on ...vork performance of changes in incentive levels,

and in responsiveness to achievement, money, and social approval incentives

(rewards). At the time of writing this summary, a publication has appeared which

refers to unpublished data supporting the notion that lower-class boys are more

differentially responsive to monetary and social rewards than middle-class boys.

The implications of these findings for programming, if they are confirmed, are

discussed in the body of this report.

9. Research on the validity of a youth's self assessment of his job readi-

ne;s compared to agency assessment, comparison of project-sponsored and un-

sponsored disadvantaged yuut is in placement and job- tenure rates, and en the

placement success of those who refuse counseling and training compared to those

who accept project services other than placement.

!C. Comparison of three alternative models of service delivery; (a) staff

specialization (i.e., separadc intake, counseling, placement, and follow-up staffs);

(b) staff generalization (i.e., single counselor performs all services to client,

following sane client through from intake to follow-up); (c) nor.73rofessional fact-

litator-intermeJiary who follows client through from intake to follow-up, mediating

client contact with staff specialists (testers, counselors, job developers, and

follow-up),

11. Comparison of placement and job-tenure rates of youths accompanied

to job interviews and actively sponsored to potential employers with those of youths

unaccompanied and/or not actively sponsored to employers.

12. Comparison of work effectiveness on a critcrial task following a : :cries

of training Wks, in which programmed reinforcere or rev...irds are made con-

tingent upon increasingly high standards and precision of performance, ...ith and

without a final reriod of permissiveness regarding performance standards.

13. Research on lateness, absence Iron, gaining, and missed interview

I i i
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appointments, to evaluate the extent to which such non-participation is a result

of poor time sense, lack of clocks or watches, a response to anticipated failure,

related to the quality of the job, to age of the youth, to relevance of the activity

to competence in good-paying jobs; comparison of the no-show rates in employ-

ment interviews of disadvantaged and non disadvantaged youths and adults.

14. Development of a reliable, easily used form or rating schedule for

rating disadvantaged youths in work experience training, that can be used, with

high reliability, by lubprofessional supervisors and that has clear criteria for

rating.

OPERATING AGENCY PRACTICES

Intake

1. Intake should be arranged so tl A youths may begin active participation

in agency programs immediately. The shorter the delay, the more youths follow

through.

2. Testing should not be don, as part of intake. Ability criteria should not

be used to exclude youths from agency services. Youths of low intelligence do not

necessarily perform unacceptably in induArial work-training tasks.

3. Most youths come to projects in order to get jobs. Such expectations

should be recognized and accepted, and the relevance of intake procedures to the

youths' motivation should be emphasized.

Assessment

1. The an mint and type of assessment should be commensurate with the

project's capacity for acting on the test results. Where tr-lning and placement

resources are limited, and associated with work in which interest and aptitude

contribute little to performance, there is no point to ability. interest, and apti-

tude testing.

2. Training should be adapted to the trainee's nbility, rather than requiring

that trainees be selected on the basis of their ability.

3. Tests of academic aptitude (i.e. , intulligence tests) are, far most dis-

aclvantr.ged youths, irrelevant, inappropriate, and not productive considering the

jobs available to them.
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4. Youths should be well prepared for testing and tests should not be admini-

stered until they are accepted and understood by the youths, and until defenses

against the tests, in the form of minimal involvement and striving, have been

calmed.

5. Disadvantaged youths, as a giop, tend to do well on measures of mani-

pulative skill. Training and placements she ld emphasize jobs which make use o;

this kind of ability. Youths score relatively low in outdoor intcre As, a finding

which should be used in developing training and placement res.oure(

G. Test-retest evaluations of program effectiveness are useless in the

absence of similar measures on non-program disadvantaged youths.

7. Clinical assessments of personality and adjustment are largely unrelated

to vocational planning, invade privacy, and are resorted by the yout,.s.

8. Diagnostic assessments of basic skills (reading, arithmetic) shculd be

appropriate to the needs of the occupations for v iich the youths are being trained.

9. Work-experience stations should include a sufficient range of activities

for there to be a basis for reliable assessment of the skills, interests, and apti-

tudes which can be genera.ized to other occupational settings. Work-experience

supervisors should be tr ained to work with r,isadvantaged youths, and assess them,

for these assess.nents to be useful. Useful assessment of behavior in work-exper-

ience training requires fairly detailed and comi.Thensive ratings, for which well

worked-out rating schedules with clear criteria are needed.

10. Extreme caution sliould be used in using work-experience performance

evaluations in judging job readiness; there is ne evidence for the validity of such

evaluations as predictors of success in other occupational settings.

11. Work-sample testing is among the most potentially fruitful assessment

devices. However, until these arc standardized and validated, there Is the danger

that such tests may add to disadvantagement of those without occupational experience.

12. Projects should encourage self-assessment by trainees, and provide

opportunities for youths to make such self-asses T;rtient in real-work situations.

Them is no reaFon or evidence to supnort the notion that uhcri a youth's 'elf -

assessments arc higher than the project's assessments, the youth's assessments

arc less accurate than the project's. There is some evidence for the validity of

youths' self-assessments of job readiness, and projects should be willint to se-

I
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accept and act upon such self-assessments.

13. Short-term 71:teen-lents on temporary jobs are an excellent means for

making self-assessments realistic.

14, Rotating youths through a variety of work experience stations in order

to provide an opportunity for self- assessment appears to be frustrating to the youths.

15. The most effective training in taking employment tests specific to

the test to be taken, is offered when the youth has scheduled himself to take the

test, and is given when the youth knows people like himself who have been success-

ful in preparing for the test and have gotten good jobs as a result.

16. Agen:ics should, as much as possible, encourage employers to drop

discrimiatory, irrelevant, and low-validity selection tests,

Train

1. Work-experience training is most effective when the agency has control

and supervision of the work stations and supervisors (except in the relatively rare

cases in which independent work-experience sites and personnel are experienced

and trained in working with disadvantaged youths). Thus, in general, agency-

operated work-experience stations are better than cut-stations in other, indepen-

dent establishments.

2. Work-role training (pre-voeational training) appears most effeeti,'e when

It is a part of training in actual job skills leading to good sobs, rather than pre-

ceding such skill training.

3. Performance standards should be gradually escalated during the course

of training. Monetary incentives snould also be increased; performance tends to

improve as pay scales increase. This schedule may necessitate starting some

youths, particularly younger clients, at less than full time in the program. Pro-

gress through the program should be enecuraged by the use of rewards clearly

understood by the youths as signals of observahle movement toward a worthwhile

job.

4. Acceptance of and motivation for training Is facilitated by arranging con-

tact between the trainees and former tralr ?es who have been successfully placid in

good status, well- paying Jobs.
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5. The meat effective counseling about behavior patterns is that which takes

place on the spot in the situation in which the youth-; behavior demonztrates a

need for counseling intervention. The more that the counselor is able to partici-

pate in work training when the youths are actually in worker roles, the better

able the counselor is to provide focused, immediate, and behaviorally relevant

counseling, and to help the youth discover and recognize his achievements and

gains, as well as his areas of ineffective functioning.

6. Training for entry jobs should be practical and accomplished through

actual performance as much as possible, rather than through verbal instruction.

It should make minimum demands for passive listening to verbal messages, and

should involve no more theoretical-intellectual material than that actually re-

quired for acceptable entry-job performance. Digher-level training should be

reserved for further career development after placement. Direct motor per-

formance is more effective than watching or seeing someone else perform, but

both are better than hearing about performance. Use of successful, skilled

craftsmen as vocational instructors contributes to the relevance and motivating

effects of training.

Counseling

I. Counseling should be directly tied to the youths' concrete present exper-

knee.

2. Vocational planning should involve breaAing long-term goals down into

intermediate short-term goals, readily achievable by the youth, in which the re-

lationship of each step to the final goal is clearly defined.

3. Vocational planning in terms of interest and aptitudes should be no more

elaborate and extended than the agency's ability to train and place the youth in

accordance with his aptitudes and interests.

4. Counseling should not be a hurdle before placement; youths who do not

want counseling should be placed on a job as a reality in connection with which

he may then be counseled after pl acerne nt . Short-term temporary placements

and part-time job.: are useful for such purposes. especially far younger clients.

However, such nlacements are not likely to be successful unless the agency honor:,

'1(1'2
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a commitment for post-placement counseling and later job-upgrading.

5. Counseling should be job-focused, and should not invade areas of pri-

vacy, values, morals, or other matters in these areas unless they are clearly

related to job-getting, keeping, and advancing. Middle-class behavior norms

not directly related to employability should not be the concern of the counselor,

nor should they be criteria of job readiness.

6. Counseling should accompany training, placement, and follow-up rather

than precede them.

7. Disadvantaged yout`is tend to respond well to counseling which uses

group support; and peer interactions. Counseling groups should be heterogenous

with respect to age, experience es workers, and talkativeness, but probably net

sex. Group discussions should be loosely structured to insure that necessary

topics are covered. St is best to deal with matters as they become relevant (e.g.,

discuss employment interviews when counselces arc ready to be sent on place-

ments) rather than in advance as "general preparation,

B. Most youths come to agencies in search of jobs. They should be placed

as soon as po'isible, and the major efforts of counseling in terms of interests,

aptitudes, and career planning should take place after placement.

9. Counslors and agencies should not represent themselves as being any

more permissive than they actually are, Behavior standards and deman'!s should

be realistic, relevant to employability, and guided by the needs of the youths rather

than those of the agency and its personnel. The areas and limits of permissiveness

and firmness should he clearly established and shared with the clients. Wherever

possible, sanctions should not be used which estrange the yovh from the agency,

or which make it difficult for him to return to the agency.

10. Youths' commitment to the agency and its programs are strengil ?tied

by their partitipation in agency operations (e.g., aiding in recruitment to the agency

and helping tutor other clients).

11. Counselors should demonstrate their commitment to clients Ly accepting

client criticisms and suggestions, and by supporting their clients in their real-

world problems and interactions in the community.

12. Wherever possible and Just. counselors should attempt to change

204
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environmental pressures on their clients, rather than attempt to make the client

responsible for changing himself and his reactions to hostile and disadvantaging

forces.

13. Strategies of success are effective in raising youths' anticipations of

success in satisfying their desire for jobs, status, and. money. 'uch strategies

include exposure to successful clients, to role models whom the youths perceive

as realistically like themselves, and to successful people of similar class, race,
and ethnic background. Imitation of such models is maximized when the youths

have the opportunity to practice the model's actions and verbal behavior, to ob-

serve the model being re, '-.riled for his behavior, and to be rewarded for success-

ful imitation. Use of indigenous personnel encourages this process. Photos,

prizes, money, awards, and diplomas may be used as rewards, ho.uever, they

should be reliably connected with his ultimate goals (i.e., placement on a good

job)

14. Communication hoe modeling are facilitated when the counselors are of

the same racial, ethnic, and class background as the clients (other things !-eing

equal).

15. Counseling interventions with clients' families are appreciated by the

youths, and parents' visits to training sites impress parents and motivate them

to support the agency and its program for their children. concrete suggestions

for specific actions which parents can take are more effective than appeals for

general cooperation.

16. Counselors should not assume hat youths can tell time, have watches,

and can time - schedule themselves, nor should they assume that disadvantaged

youths can follow verbal directions. Instead of waiting until the client inust admit

inadequacy in these areas, counseling personnel should operate to prevent late-

ness and embarrassment in advance by suggesting that clients buy alarm clocks,

by suggesting rehearsals of use of the public transportation system immediately

before reed to use it, by showing clients routes and locations on city-plan maps

which clients can keep, etc.

17. Counseling should never be used to 'hold" a youth until a placement

is availal le. if a good job is not aailable, the youth should be placed in a series
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of low-level jobs until a good training or job placement is available, and as often

as needed until the youth can be lastingly placed. This can only work if the agency

eat. in fact deliver goad training and good jobs in a reasonable time period.

lb. Counseling regarding money mantgernent should be done at the time

the youth is paid.

19. Counselors should be knowledgeable in juvenile and welfare law, and

should know their youths' rights, or they should have legal counsel available to

provide such information,

Placement and Follow-up_

1. Placement should be done by the youth's counselor. Counseling and

training (including role playing) in such matters as interview behavior and filling

out applications is most effective when done at the time 1,,hen the youth Is to be

sent on a placement.

2. Job development should be begun for a youth as soon after he enters the

agency program as possible. The youth should participate in the job-development

activity, and job-search techniques can be taught effectively in connection will!

such job-development activity.

3. Job banks and agency-initiated worker cooperatives selling services to

the public are effective placement devices with important training and counseling

values.

4. Skills in getting a job are different from those involved in keeping a job,

and are less important. Time is better spent on the latter than on the former,

wiCt the counselor accompanying those youths who lack enough of the former kind

of skill and sponsoring them to prospective employers as an effective supplement.

Such activity also provides an excellent context and opportunity for effective

counseling.

5. Agencies should be prepared to place a youth as often as he needs it.

They should rover abaT,'..n a youth as unplaceable. Neither counselor nor youth

should expect the first referrals to be successful or the first placements to be

ensuring. youth should know :Pat the counselor Will keep trying.

6. t. ,rcer-de.el.pment counseling should foll s placement, as should
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counseling regarding the realities of such matters as relating to supervisors,

and customers. Placement should thus initiate the major counseling eftort, rather

than conclude it.

7. Counselors should have access to experts in civil service and the rights

of juvenile offenders to gain knowledge on the necessity for reporting records,

and clients' appeal rights.

S. Employers n.ppt.ar to be receptive to hiring disadvantaged youths as a

package including follow-up services to employer acid youth.

9. Youths are more likely to continue in follow-up aimed at job retention

and promotion if they are provided with released time from work for that purpose.

10. First placements which contain significant (and real) potentials for or.-

the -job trairing and career development should be emphasized.

IL Follow-up should begin right after placement; the first few days on a

job are the most difficult. The counselor should initiaW exploration of potential

trouble spots, because disadvantaged youths are often unaware of developing prob-

lems until it is too late. Counselors can sometimes help by counseling the em-

ployer or supervisor to make appropriate adjustment in the work situation.

12. Counselors should not intervene with employers without the clients'

knowledge and permission.

Supportive Services

1. While agencies should have resorrces for providing youths with decent

living quarters when necessary, residential programs and agency sponsorship

or supervision of the living quarters shock] be avoided. Mobile teams are pre-

ferable ;.o residential programs in rural areas.

2. Agencies should have loan funds so that yo,.!,R trim be paid on time when

allowance checks are late, and to 'lake it possilb tic 1 onces to buy needed work

clothes, tools, and services.

3. Agencies should have funds, for providing -care ices for female

tr,inecs, for leasing transportation for trainees who lack other means of going

to trainirg and job interviews, or for paying for taxis. Hinds should be aval,able

for medical and ,iental services. including corrocti,.c And therapeutic treatment;
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for providing needy trainees with clothing; for buying tir led legal services, and

psychotherapy, when these services are not readily available in the community.

titmds for such purposes are likely to be more economical than the diversion of

staff time to mobilizing community resources, soliciting contributions,ete., on

an ad hoe basis.

4. Recreation, cultural enrichment, and image-building activities may be

helpful and desirable, but should be managed so as to maximize the recruitment,

cermseling, training, and placement functions, they should never divert

resources sway from the latter activities, so that they operate as substitutes for

good counseling, training, and placement. However, the agency should be clearly

allied with the community's definition of its needs, ant-4 should demonstrate its

commitment to the disadvantaged community, its self-respect, and its strengths

by agency cooperation in furthering community goals and by its responsiveness

to the wishes and influence of the community.

Agency Structure and Administration

1. Agencies serving the disadvantaged require relatively larger administ-

rative staffs and budges than similar agencies serving non-disadvantaged popu-

lations.

2. Agencies serving the disadvantaged should he funded on the basis of the

extent of disadvantagernent of its clients. The more disadvan'iged the cases, the

larger the amount per caseload should Ue. This will encourage agencies to con-

tinue to serve the difficult and most needy clients, rather than drifting toward

the more placcable clients.

3. Agency structure should rot be so rigid and compartmentalized that it

is reslstent to changes in its operations. Openness to change Is aided by a staff

organization in which there is a flexible relationship between staff functions and

professional allegiance. In other words, staff functions should not be rigidly

divided along professional lines.

4. Work load and operatlons should be arranged so that riere is no ,endency

to cut corners by reducing, postponing, or rushing the preparation of clients for

testing. This function appears to be particularly susceptible to being elided or
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forgotten.

5. The same should be :,aid for follow-up. Operations and record-keeping

should I:, structured so that there is no tendency to consider a case closed, even

provisionally, because a youth has been placed in an entry-level job. Cigar cri-

teria for cloning a case should be developed and used, so that counselors are not

tempted or permitted to forge'. about placed youths for whom counseling directed

at lob retention and upgrading would be appropriate.

G. The age.icy should service no more youths than it can train and/or place.

Every youth accepted for service nhould be continued until he is successful. It

is better to tell a youth hat the agency does not have any jobs or training for him,

than it is to ''hold" the youth in ccramsciing, making tho youth feel that the defi-

cient Is in himself rath.r than in the job market or the agency's access to the

market.

7. Regularly scheduled staff supervisorf sessions, individual and group,

should be treated as inviolable, and should never be eroded by demands fon

service.

8. Agencies should have.. structure for regularly monitoring their own

activities, so that it can have a basis for detecting needs and opportunities for

improving its services, and ior knowing the extent to which It is successful. this

requires sampling the placement and job tenure rates of non-project youths in

the community from time to time.

9. The agent.), should have access to legal, civil service, welfare, and civil

rights experts, rather thPi raying on its own knowledge in these areas.

10. Agency staffs should include non-professionals for providing those

vices not requiring professional training. The integrity of the supervision of

such nonprofessionals should be preserved.

Agencies should have a detailed plan for the rational phasing ,..;tit of

opt ;lions 'n a way that t oes net adversely .'feet the morale and effectiveness

of the youths being served by the agency during phase-out. phase-out should

never be so abrupt that it represents a ret.?ging on commitments to the youths

already In the program. For ,inch a plan to function as an effective preventative

of disillusion and disappointment, It should contain criteria for automatically
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in-eking the plan in advance of the cessation of funds, thus preventing last minute

cliff-hanging acts. The lead time for beginning the operation of the plan should be

at least as long as th time it would take to liquidate the program successfully;

if it takes three months to phase out, the plan should be begun if renewal of funding

has not been received three months before the expiration of the current funding

period.



Appendix

Abbrei alien Contr-ctur

ABCD Action for P.ostoo Community Development,Inc.
Boston, Massachusetts

Action Housing Action Housing, Inc.

CAY Community Action for Youth
Cleveland, Ohio

CCY Citizens Committee on Youth
Cincinnati, Ohio

CPI Community Progress, Inc.
New Haven, Connecticut

Davis Goodwill Davis Memorial Goodwill liKiustries

Des Moines Council of Social Agencies
Des Moines, Iowa

Detroit Community Actim) for Detroit Youth
Detroit, Michigan

Draper Alabama State Boar.: of Correction
Drayer Correctional Center
Elmore, Al tbama

Hunter's eoint San Francisco Committee on Youth
(Hunter's Point Project)
San Francisco, :..alnrnia

JOBS Job Opportunities Through Better Skills
Chicago, Illinois

JOIN JOIN
New York, New York
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Abbreviation

Kansas City JEVS

KEY

Lane Co.

Lorton

MYY

NCCY

Contractor

Jewish Vocational Service
Kansas City, Missouri

Action for Appalachan Youth
Charleston, West Virginia

Lane County Youth Study Board
Eugene, Oregon

Lorton Youth Correctional Center
Lorton, Virginia

Mobilization for Youth
New York, New York

National Committee for Children and Youth
Washington, D.C. and Baltimore, Maryland

Nil Neighborhood House , The. I
North Richmond, California

:ALE National Insiitute for Labor Education

New Jersey 0E0

N MU

PAL

Philadelphia JEVS

Pinellas Co.

Springfield Goodwill

St. Louis JEVS

Syracuse Skills Center

?11

New Jersey Office of Economic Opportunity
Trenton, New Jersey

Northern Michigan University
Marquette. Michigan

Police Athletic League
New York. New York

Jewish Employment and Vocational Service
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Pinellas County Board of Public Irsttuction
Clearwater, Florida

Good Fill Industries of Springfield
Springfield, litass:ichusetts

Jewish Employment and Vocational Service
St. Louis, Missouri

Mayor's Commission for Youth
Syracuse, New York



Abbreviation

Temple

UL-NAACP

VAS-Alf^o

WAY

Wiae County

YMCA

YOB I and II
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ContraLtor

Temple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Cleveland Urban League
Cleveland, Ohio

Vocational Advisory Service
New York, New York

Washington Actixr, for Youth

','rise County School Board
Wise, Virginia

YMCA of Greater New York
New York, New York

Youth Opportunities Board of Create Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California
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